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Abstract 

ABSTRACT  

Sulfate soils are encountered in nearly every country in the world. These soils, where 

calcium-based stabilisers are added, can undergo heave-induced expansion as a 

result of the formation of ettringite. Therefore, this research examines the viability of 

using silica fume (a by-product of silicon industry) as a partial replacement of different 

high/low/non-calcium-based binders to restrict the ettringite formation and suppress 

the expansion associated thereof. To do so, this study relied on the use of laboratory 

experiments using two types of soil (artificial sulfate kaolinite soil-KG and natural high 

sulfate soil-Gypsum Marl (GM) Clay, three hydraulic binders (Lime-L, Cement-C and 

Magnesium oxide-M), two supplementary materials (GGBS-GS and Silica fume-S) and 

one sulfate (Gypsum-G) type. The result revealed that the strength and expansion 

performance was proportional to gypsum (G) and lime (L) concentrations, of which a 

G/L ratio of 1.5 yielded the highest magnitude, thus it was categorised as the worst-

case scenario. In addition, the binary blended (5M-5S) and ternary blended (3M-

3.5GS-3.5S) stabilisers exhibited superior performance, as they demonstrated 

resistance to expansion as low as 0.2-0.3% and yielded relatively higher robustness 

against water immersion (<20% strength reduction) in the presence of worst sulfate 

case scenario. The application of these innovative binders is anticipated to alleviate 

the socio-economic and environmental concerns associated with calcium-based 

stabilisers in the presence of sulfate and promote a more sustainable sulfate soil 

stabilisation technique. 
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Abbreviations and symbols 

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

A Anhydrite (Ca(SO)4) 

B Brucite (MgOH2) 

C Portland Cement 

CAH Calcium Aluminate Hydrate 

CKD Cement Kiln Dust 

CSH Calcium Silicate Hydrate 

E Ettringite (Ca6Al2(OH)12. (SO4)3. 26H2) 

FE-SEM Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscopy 

G Gypsum (CaSO4. 2H2O) 

GGBS (GS) Ground Granulated Blast-furnace Slag 

GM Gypsum Marl 

H Hemihydrate (CaSO4. 0.5H2O) 

K  Kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4) 

L  Lime (Quicklime-CaO) 

LE Linear Expansion 

LL Liquid Limit 

LOC Lower Oxford Clay 

M  Magnesium oxide (MgO) 

MC Moisture Content 

MDD Maximum Dry Density 

MSH Magnesium Silicate Hydrate 
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Abbreviations and symbols 

OMC Optimum Moisture Content 

P Portlandite (Ca (OH)2) 

PFA Pulverised Fuel Ash 

PI Plasticity Index 

PL Plastic Limit 

Q Quartz 

RHA Rice Husk Ash 

S Silica fume 

TG/DTG Thermo-Gravimetric/ Derivative Thermo-Gravimetric analysis 

UCS Unconfined Compressive Strength 

WSA Wastepaper Sludge Ash 

XRD X-Ray Diffraction 

XRF X-Ray Fluorescence 

C2S Dicalcium silicate 

C3A Tricalcium aluminate 

C3S Tricalcium silicate 

C4AF Tetracacluim alumino-ferrite 

𝐂𝟏 Calcite 

𝐂𝟐 Aragonite 
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1 CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces a generic description of the research project by proffering 

systematically its brief but informative background in the context of the literature, its aims 

and objectives, its methodologies, the researcher’s view of its benefits and contributions 

to the knowledge and ends with a brief overview of the structure of the entire thesis.   

 

 

1.1 Background to the research 

Soil specifically those comprising clay minerals, in their natural state, have a low 

bearing capacity, and high plasticity, as well as high sensitivity to swelling and 

shrinkage (Cheshomi et al., 2017). Construction of engineering structures on such soils 

can be, therefore, harmful leading to cracks, sudden overlying structure failure and 

irreversible collapse due to its unpredictable changing performance (Jha and 

Sivapullaiah, 2016). From an economic point of view, the damage to building and 

infrastructures due to the swell-shrink behaviour of expansive soil costs the economy 

millions of Pounds and Dollars (Phanikumar and Singla, 2016). In the UK, “the 

Association of British Insurers has estimated that the average cost of shrink–swell-

related subsidence to the insurance industry stands at over £400 million a year” (Jones 

and Terrington, 2011). In the USA, the estimated damage to buildings and 

infrastructure exceeds 15 billion annually (Igwe and Umbugadu, 2020). 

 

 

To achieve the required properties cost-effectively, engineers often tend to stabilise 

the locally available soil with calcium-based stabilisers (lime and cement), of which the 

former is more commonly used. The use of these agents significantly improves the 

properties of soil, resulting in reasonably robust soil-based materials, and used for 
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normal/typical/standard applications. In the presence of sulfate, these binders, 

however, show limited efficiency, resulting in serious problems of expansion due to 

ettringite formation (Wild et al., 1999). For example, Mitchell (1986) and Hunter (1988) 

reported large quantities of heave (in the excess of 100%), resulting in pavement failure 

of lime-based subbase in Las Vegas, USA. Parker (2004) reported cracking in 25% of 

the capping layer of the new carriageways on the A10 Wadesmill bypass UK. To 

eliminate the ettringite-induced expansion, researchers have investigated several 

techniques (including the use of a low calcium-based-binder, pre-compaction 

mellowing, double application of lime, use of GGBS, use of reactive magnesia-MgO 

among others) to eliminate the formation of ettringite. To name a few, Wild et al. (1999) 

examined the co-effect of lime-ground granulated blast-furnace slag (L-GS) on 8% 

gypsum-kaolinite (K8G) clay and managed to reduce the swelling from 24.5% to 4% 

using a 2L-4GS binder. Rahmat and Kinuthia (2011a) managed to suppress the 

expansion of Lower Oxford Clay (LOC) to 0.5% by use of 10% of wastepaper sludge 

ash (WSA), and further reduce the expansion to 0.1% by using 20% of a binary binder 

of WAS-L.  

 

Seco et al. (2017) compared the sole effect of 8% of lime and magnesium-based 

stabiliser (PC-8) on the swelling of high sulfate soil (24% sulfate) and reported superior 

performance in the case of PC-8, where the swelling increased from 5% to 15% in 

case of 8% of lime compared with that of 1% for 8% of PC-8. Recently, Ehwailat et al. 

(2021) investigated the effect of different binary and ternary blends of magnesium 

oxide (M), GGBS and metakaolin (MK), on the swelling performance of artificial sulfate-

dosed kaolinite, and concluded that  the ternary blend of 5M-12.5GGBS-2.5MK can 
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suppress the expansion up to 0.01%. However, the future availability of GGBS has 

become questionable, particularly in the UK, as the entirety of the quantity produced is 

consumed in Portland cement blends (Provis, 2018). Therefore, there have been 

efforts in this endeavour, in the recent past, to focus on other potentially usable 

supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) as alternatives to GGBS for soil 

stabilisation. 

 

As an alternative SCMs to GGBS, silica fume (S) by virtue of its pozzolanic reactivity 

has been recently gaining increasing attention in the field of soil stabilisation (Wang et 

al., 2003; Ghorbani et al., 2015; Goodarzi et al., 2016; Mousavi, 2018; Saygili and 

Dayan, 2019; Singh et al., 2020; Tiwari et al., 2020; Türköz et al., 2021;  Murthi et al., 

2021; Ghavami et al., 2021). Silica fume is very fine amorphous (nan-crystalline) silica 

produced as a by-product of the smelting process of the reduction of high-purity quartz 

in the silicon and ferrosilicon alloy industries (Ghavami et al., 2021). Regarding its 

application in sulfate soil, Wang et al. (2003), for example, used ternary blends of C-

GGBS-S and reported a reduction in the expansion from 6% to about zero. Ghorbani 

et al. (2015) reported a considerable swelling reduction of sandy soil (having gypsum 

content of 25% and silicon dioxide of 23% with no sign of its aluminium oxide) by use 

of binary L-S blends. GhavamShirazi and Bilsel (2021) studied the effect of binary 

blends of lime-silica fume on the swelling of high plastic clay with a sulfate content of 

0.4% and reported a reduction in swelling from 6% to 0.5% by use of a binary 

composition of 3L-10S. 

 

Given the explanation above, silica fume is recognised as a highly pozzolanic material 

and has the potential for suppressing sulfate-induced expansion. However, the benefit 
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of its utilisation for high sulfate soil has still not been thoroughly researched. Therefore, 

this has led to the current study, which examines the viability of using silica fume as a 

replacement of different high/low/non-calcium-based binders for the stabilisation of 

high sulfate soil. The most logically motivating scientific idea behind the incorporation 

of silica fume in combination with either calcium or non-calcium-based stabilisers is the 

characteristics of silica fume such as its extreme fineness and higher silicon dioxide.  

The extreme fineness of silica fume will offer an excellent homogeneous distribution of 

silicon dioxide, easing the initiation of the interaction, speeding up the consumption of 

calcium ions and subsequently reducing the available calcium for the formation of 

ettringite. The acceleration of the pozzolanic reaction would promote the formation of 

Calcium Silicate Hydrates (CSH) gel over the formation of Calcium Aluminate Hydrate 

(CAH) which is known to play a vital role in strength and expansion improvement.  

 

 

1.2 Aims and objectives. 

The substantial aim of this research is to develop effective innovative binders relying 

upon the use of silica fume as a supplement to different high/low/non-calcium-based 

stabilisers, with the aim of restricting the ettringite formation and suppressing the 

expansion associated thereof. To scientifically realise this, with focusing the attention 

on achieving negligible swelling, the objectives were systematically organised in the 

subsequent hierarchical order: 

 
1) Recapitulating the up-to-date literature to establish a proper understanding of 

the principles, the typical binder dosage, the engineering properties tested by 

experts, and the common tests used for the interpretation of mechanisms.  
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2) Performing preliminary laboratory experimentations and testing on the raw 

materials used throughout this research to establish their physical, mechanical, 

mineralogical and oxide characteristics. 

 
3) Conducting several proctor compaction tests on lime-kaolinite mixtures made 

with different percentages of lime (0, 4, 6 and 10%), to determine the optimum 

moisture content and maximum dry density for the fabrication of the laboratory 

specimens. 

 
4) Establishing the worst sulfate case scenario for the high calcium-based system 

(quicklime), by simulating the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) and 

linear expansion behaviour of various artificial sulfate kaolinite formulations 

made with different gypsum and lime dosages. 

 
5) Optimising the binary combinations of lime-L, cement-C or magnesium oxide-M 

blended with silica fume-S (LS, CS and MS), and the ternary combinations of 

lime-GGBS-silica fume and magnesium oxide-GGBS-silica fume using the 

worst sulfate case scenario (9% gypsum) together with alumina-enriched clay 

(Kaolinite)-K9G. 

 
6) Validating the performance of the optimised binary and ternary binders by 

investigating their capability in the stabilisation of natural high sulfate soil 

(gypsum marl), to facilitate the reliability and generalisation of the findings. 

 

7) Exploring the independent importance of mixing method or moisture content on 

the UCS and linear expansion performance of optimised configurations. 
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8) Evaluating the resistance to full water immersion (durability index) and, 

standardising the expansion behaviour of the optimised configurations by 

determining their swelling potential in accordance with ASTM D4546. 

 
9) Formulating the underlying reaction mechanisms and interpreting the 

causativeness for the performance variations of the innovative binders, and 

 
10)  Unbiasedly classifying and suggesting the order of optimised innovative binary 

and ternary blends using two headline matrices; performance evaluation and 

geo-environmental assessment. 

 

1.3 Impact of the research 

The anticipated benefits of this research include:  

1) Economic benefits- The annual losses associated with the deterioration of 

expansive soil is estimated to be more than $13 billion, £150 million, and £4 

million in the US, UK, and South Africa, respectively (Al-Atroush and Sebaey, 

2021). Therefore, the development of an effective binder is expected to promote 

the possibility of addressing the negative, problematic, and deleterious 

repercussions associated with high sulfate-bearing soil such as a crack, 

differential settlement, sudden overlying structure failure and irreversible 

collapse due to its unpredictable changing performance, and hence the 

promotion of economic benefits. 

  

2) Environmental benefit- The use of supplementary pozzolanic materials as a 

partial substitution for the traditional binders will reduce their negative 
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environmental repercussions such as the global carbon dioxide emissions and 

the energy-intensive production process. 

 
3) Society benefit-The introduction of an alternative solution for the stabilisation 

of sulfate bearing soil would allow the construction of engineering structures 

such as buildings, airport structures, highways, and roads among others on low-

quality soil, which will be in the interest of population increase and subsequent 

urbanisation growth.  

 
4) Construction benefit-Design and development of various binary and ternary 

blends and suggestion of the optimal blends for the stabilisation of high sulfate-

bearing soil based on its sulfate concentration will potentially offer a step-

change in the stabilisation of sulfate-bearing soil, as it provides innovative 

superior binders for the stabilisation of sulfate soils. The result observation of 

optimised binary and ternary blends is also expected to have a high impact on 

engineering communities who are involved in developing alternative building 

construction products such as bricks.   

 
5) Industrial benefits-Provision of innovative eco-friendly stabilisers developed 

scientifically in line with modern global advances, assessed by standardised 

criteria and possessed a superior performance in the stabilisation of high sulfate 

soils, is actively sought by industry and anticipated to benefit a certain group. 

These included manufacturers, blenders, processers, and sellers of the 

cementitious materials, as the formulated products will provide more outlets for 

the raw ingredients/combinations of the innovative stabilising blends.   
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6) Standardisation benefits-A comprehensive and generally acceptable 

standard guide delivering the appropriate binder selection approach for 

stabilisation of sulfate-bearing soils has not been developed to date. So, the 

outcome of this research work is expected to enable the standards-development 

organisations to gain more steps towards the development of a comprehensive 

standard for the stabilisation of sulfate-bearing soil. 

 

1.4 Contributions to the knowledge 

 
The current research study is expected to contribute to the existing knowledge by: 

 
1) Development of an effective binder for the stabilisation of artificial sulfate 

bearing soil (K9G) by the incorporation of silica fume in calcium-based stabiliser 

and low calcium-based stabiliser, as well as an assurance of the generalisation 

of their performance on the stabilisation of natural high sulfate soil (GM). This 

is, as abovementioned, of great economic, environmental, society, construction, 

industrial and standardisation benefits.  

 
2) Determination of the worst sulfate case scenario for the strength and expansion 

performance of a high calcium-based system and reinforcement of such 

discovery using Derivative Thermo-Gravimetric (DTG) analysis. This discovery 

is of great importance, as it is anticipated to serve as a benchmark for future 

research related to the design of high sulfate resistant binders to be used for 

the suppression of sulfate-induced expansion in stabilised sulfate soil. 
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3) Establishment of the optimum complementary hydraulic binder of silica fume 

and its dosage of administration for yielding negligible heave-induced expansion 

with no compromise on the strength. 

 
4) Capturing the independent importance of mixing method and moisture content 

on the performance of sulfate soil stabilised with binary and ternary binders 

containing silica fume. 

 
5) Exploring the reaction mechanisms and hypotheses involved in each system, 

using Derivative Thermo-Gravimetric (DTG), Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) and XRD diffraction tests. 

 
6) Unbiasedly suggesting the most eco-friendly and efficient binder based on both 

their engineering performance (including UCS, expansion behaviour and 

durability index) and geo-environmental assessment (including the energy 

inputs and carbon dioxide emissions associated with their compositions). 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

The overall structure of this thesis, including this introductory chapter, comprises seven 

chapters, accompanied by references and appendixes. For an adequate presentation, 

these chapters are further subdivided into sections and subsections, of which a brief 

overview of each chapter’s organisations/contents are drawn as follows: 

 
Chapter 1 (Introduction) presents a brief review of the research project by introducing 

systematically its brief but informative background in the context of the literature, its 

aims and objectives, its methodologies, the researcher’s view of its benefits and 
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contributions to the knowledge and ends with a brief overview of the structure of the 

entire thesis.   

 
Chapter 2 (Literature Review) assembles and recapitulates the up-to-date literature 

of soil stabilisation techniques to establish a proper understanding of the principles and 

determine the status of the current thinking/knowledge, to provide an intellectual 

context of the current research through a detailed comprehensive search. This review, 

therefore, provides an overview of clay mineralogy, the concept of traditional soil 

stabilisation, kinetics of the ettringite formation, followed by a comprehensive review of 

the alternative stabilisation techniques for sulfate-bearing soils. The concept of the 

current research study including its novelty and the rationale behind the undertaking 

of this research is also presented at the end of this chapter.   

 
Chapter 3 (Materials) describes the details of the raw materials used throughout the 

laboratory experimentations, including material sources, characterisations, and 

utilisation rationale. The materials, under this chapter, are classified into two 

subsections: target soil materials and cementitious materials. The target materials 

section details three materials (Kaolinite Clay-K, Gypsum Marl soil-GM, and Gypsum-

G), while the cementitious materials are sub-divided into calcium-based stabilisers 

(Lime and Cement), magnesium-based stabiliser (Magnesium oxide) and 

supplementary cementitious materials (GGBS and Silica fume).  

 
Chapter 4 (Methodology) details the laboratory experimentations through an 

explanation of the methodological and analytical techniques used in the current study. 

It commences by laying out the preliminary characterisation tests used for the 

establishment of the engineering, mineralogical and analytical properties. 
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Subsequently, it looks at the general mix design, which details the laboratory 

experimentation phases as shown in Figure 1.1. The preparation process of laboratory 

specimens, the engineering tests carried out on the laboratory specimens and some 

specialised microstructural tests, as well as the environmental analyses, can also be 

seen in this chapter.    

 

Figure 1.1: A systematic diagram describing the phases of the laboratory experimentations. 

 

Phase 1: Establishment of compaction characteristics  

Phase 2: Determination of the worst sulfate case scenario 

Phase 3: Optimisation of binder combinations 

Phase 4: Validation of 

the optimum binders  

Phase 5: Maximisation 

of the optimised blends  

Phase 6: Further 

assessment  

Phase 7: Formation of the reaction 

mechanisms   

Phase 8: Evaluation of the 

performance and environmental profile  

Optimum moisture content   Maximum dry density    

0 % Gypsum   3 % Gypsum   6 % Gypsum   9 % Gypsum   

M-GS-S   L-GS-S   M-S  C-S   L-S   

Using gypsum marl soil 

instead of kaolinite to 

validate and ensure the 

generalisation of findings 

To optimise the benefit 

of mixing method and 

moisture content level 

To assess the durability 

index and the swelling 

potential of the optimised 

blends 

DTG   XRD   SEM   CO2 and energy consumption  
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Chapter 5 (Results) recapitulates, in a tabulated and graphical form, the detailed 

research results that emerged from various laboratory experimentations in the serial 

order of proctor compaction, unconfined compressive strength (UCS), volume change 

behaviour (linear expansion and swelling potential), and durability index (robustness 

against water immersion). The results of analytical tests such as derivative thermo-

gravimetric analysis (DTG), x-ray diffraction (XRD) and field emission-scanning 

electron microscopy (FE-SEM) analysis, along with environmental profile assessment 

and total performance evaluation are also reported in this chapter. 

 
Chapter 6 (Discussion and practical implication) discusses the main laboratory 

experimentation results described in the previous chapter, their correlations and 

causativeness, along with the practical implications emerging from the findings of this 

research. 

 
Chapter 7 (Conclusions and recommendations) integrates/recapitulates the main 

conclusions emanating from the experimentation results of the laboratory investigation, 

together with the identification of further research areas for future research. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter compiles the existing research works from the public domain and 

systematically recapitulates the up-to-date literature of soil stabilisation techniques and 

their concepts to establish a proper understanding of the principles and determine the 

status of the current thinking/knowledge. This review, therefore, started by providing an 

overview of clay mineralogy and its minerals structure, followed by a detailed view of the 

importance of the reversible swell behaviour of expansive soil and the concept of traditional 

soil stabilisation techniques, its stabilising agents along with their reaction mechanisms. 

Then, it explains the definition and kinetics of the ettringite formation in stabilised sulfate 

soil, followed by a comprehensive review of the alternative stabilisation techniques for 

sulfate-bearing soils. Eventually, it outlines the novelty, rationale, and concept of the 

current research study within the last alternative technique (silica fume).   

 

 

2.1 Clay mineralogy  

Clay soil is an earthy material commonly defined by geologists as hydrous layer 

aluminosilicates with a particle size < 2 μm, while engineers and soil scientists define 

clay as any mineral particle < 4 μm (Huggett, 2021). The most important environments 

involved in the formation of clay minerals are chemical weathering, diagenesis, 

sedimentation, and hydrothermal alteration (Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013). Weathering 

is the decomposition of rocks through chemical reactions (hydrolysis, oxidation, and 

hydration). Diagenesis is a set of physical and chemical transformations converting the 

deposited sediments to sedimentary rock. The hydrothermal alteration is “the 

mineralogical, chemical and textural changes of rocks by hydrothermal liquids (high-

temperature aqueous solutions), generally taking place below the surface” (Bergaya 

and Lagaly, 2013). Of all these environmental processes in which the formation of 

minerals occurred; none is more essential to their source than the weathering 

conditions. Stated in a simple expression, the minerals of clay are formed as the result 
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of the interaction between water and rocks, and such interaction is the essential aspect 

weathering process ( Reeves et al., 2006).    

 

2.1.1 Structure of clay minerals 

The clay minerals are structurally composed of two basic units; tetrahedral and 

octahedral sheets (Murray, 2006). As shown in Figure 2.1, the tetrahedral sheet 

(SiO4
−4) is a silica tetrahedral layer comprised of one silicon atom and four oxygen in 

which the silicon atom at equal distances from four oxygen (one non-bridging oxygen 

and three bridging oxygen), linked by sharing three corners forming a network called a 

hexagonal network (Budhu, 2015). The non-bridging oxygen in the tetrahedron fourth 

corner forms a part of the second unit (octahedral sheet). As for the octahedral sheet, 

it is generally comprised of magnesium or aluminium surrounded by six neighbours 

(hydroxyls or oxygen). Both units (the tetrahedral sheet and octahedral sheet) are 

stacked together (see Figure 2.2) by sharing the non-bridging oxygen or hydroxyl and 

forming a layer (Reeves et al., 2006). 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Composition of tetrahedral and octahedral sheets of clay minerals (Budhu, 2015). 
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Figure 2.2: The structure of kaolinite, illite and montmorillonite (Budhu, 2015). 

 

 

This individual layer (the tetrahedral sheet and octahedral sheet) jointed with other 

layers producing layers having no or net negative charge balanced by interlayer 

cations (K+, Na+) and water molecules, forming the crystal structure of clay minerals. 

This structure is either a 1:1 clay layer (kaolinite) where one octahedral sheet is linked 

with one tetrahedral sheet or a 1:2 clay layer (illite or montmorillonite) where one 

tetrahedral sheet is sandwiched between two octahedral sheets. Based on the 

arrangement of these layers, clays minerals can be categorised into different groups 

such as kaolinite, illite, smectite, attapulgite, chlorite and vermiculite groups (Murray, 

2006). Among these, kaolinite mineral which is chemically expressed by the formula 

of Al2Si2O5(OH)4 and formed during the weathering of feldspars (Mukherjee, 2013), 

forms the core of the current thesis. The utilisation of kaolinite in the current study 

stems from different kaolinite-related factors and kaolinite-gypsum mixture-associated 

factors. The kaolinite-related factors includes the homogeneity, mineralogical 

simplicity, the higher alumina characteristic and free sulfate-bearing properties of 
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kaolinite, which enabled such soil to gain a traditional recognition, particularly in sulfate 

soil stabilisation-based researches (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001). The mineralogical 

simplicity and homogeneity ease the understanding of the soil-binder reaction, which 

in turn affords the establishment of a proper reasonable scientific mechanism of 

cementitious materials-induced improvement (Kinuthia and Oti, 2012). The well-

characterised and constant homogenous property of this soil reduces the problematic 

issues posing from sampling, inconstant microstructure, disturbance, and inherent 

geological variability. The constant and free sulfate-bearing characteristics of this soil 

also provide an outstanding platform for the consequent variations caused by other 

variables such as sulfate concentration, cementitious/pozzolanic materials ratio, 

among others. The higher alumina content would facilitate the formation of higher 

ettringite concentration, thereby if the ettringite-induced expansion in this clay can be 

effectively managed, then, any similar scenarios in any other problematic soils can be 

anticipated to be manageable to some reasonable degree.  

 

The kaolinite-gypsum mixture-associated factor is that a combination of calcium-rich 

sulfate (gypsum) together with alumina-rich clay would provide higher alumina and 

calcium ions, facilitating the formation of higher ettringite concentration. For example, 

Mitchell and Dermatas (1992) reported higher ettringite concentrations in the kaolinite-

sulfate-lime system over exceed those in the montmorillonite-sulfate-lime system, 

causing a significate expansion in the former system.  

 

In addition to the classification based on composition and arrangement layer, clay 

materials can also be grouped into different categories based on their characteristics 

(BS EN ISO 14688-2:2018). These included: (1) density index (very loose, loose, 
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medium, dense, and very dense), (2) plasticity index (low, medium, very high and 

extremely high plastic clay), (3) consistency index (very soft, soft, firm and stiff), (4) 

expansivity (expansive and non-expansive), (5) organic contents (low-organic, 

medium organic, high organic and peat), (6) carbonate contents (non-calcareous, 

slightly, calcareous, highly calcareous and very highly calcareous), and (7) sulfate 

contents (low, medium or high sulfate). Among these categories, only those of 

expansive soil and sulfate soil forms the core of the current study, thus, they are 

discussed in the subsequent sections. 

 

 

2.2 Expansive soil 

2.2.1 The importance of the reversible swell behaviour of expansive soil 

Soil is virtually inexhaustible as raw material, and the cost and environmental benefits 

of its utilisation in construction for example in highway embankments and pavements 

far outweigh those of hauled granular fill, concrete, or bituminous mixtures. Expansive 

soils, a term denoted to any soil materials possessing a volume change behaviour 

under varying moisture conditions (Kalkan, 2011). It is encountered in nearly every 

country in this world (Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014a), and recognised as a 

problematic soil in most international codes and standards (Al-Atroush and Sebaey, 

2021). This is because of their sensitivity to change under moisture fluctuation, 

expanding or shrinking when their moisture content rises or drops, respectively 

(Ikeagwuani and Nwonu, 2019).  
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The reversible shrink-swell behaviour represents a severe challenge, threatening 

sustainability by inducing heaving, cracking and the damages of the overlaying projects 

(Kalkan, 2011). In 1980, for example, the losses of expansive soil-related deterioration 

were estimated to be $7 billion in the US (Krohn and Slosson, 1980), and further 

increased in 1998 to be at $10 billion (Steinberg, 1998, 1999). More recently, the 

annual losses value increased dramatically to over $13 billion, more than £150 million, 

and £4 million in the US, UK, and South Africa, respectively (Al-Atroush and Sebaey, 

2021). The degree of swelling and shrinkage of the expansive soil is dependent upon 

different variables being categorised into three groups (Seco et al., 2011). These 

include (1) soil characteristics including mineralogical and engineering properties that 

influence the basic nature of the internal force field; (2) environmental conditions such 

as the variation of the precipitation and evapotranspiration and water table, and (3) the 

state of the stress such as the consolidation condition and surcharge magnitude. 

Among these factors, the amount and type of the clay mineral along with their cation 

exchange capacity are the principal causativeness for its reversible swell-shrink 

behaviour.  

 

Typically, clay molecules are mainly flat having a net negative charge (anions) on the 

surface of their particles (Schmitz, 2006). In the dry state, the negatively charged 

surface attracts the positive ions (such as calcium and magnesium) in the voids by a 

mechanism known as an electrostatic attraction (Budhu, 2015). In the saturation 

condition, the attracted cations along with some anions float around the clay particles, 

creating an electric field that acts as a semi-permeable membrane (Oti, 2010), where 

it permits water to reach the particle surface without allowing the released cations 

leaving the Diffuse Double Layer (DDL). The concentration of anions and cations within 
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the DDL occurs at the particle surfaces and reduces exponentially with distance away 

from the mineral surface as seen in Figure 2.3 (Budhu, 2015).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: The concentration of anions and cations within the diffuse double layer on the surface of 

soil particles (Budhu, 2015). 

 

 

The floating of cations cause a high potential on the surface of clay particles which 

then inflict bipolar water molecules attraction, and hence the orientation of water 

molecules on the surface of soil particles (Budhu, 2015). Therefore, a thin layer of 

water (a unimolecular layer of water) is bounded to the surface of clay particles. This 

layer builds up with time to multimolecular layers of water at a ratio dependent on the 

mineral type of clay, expressing a gap between the surface of particles and leading to 

clay swelling/expansion known as crystalline swelling (Civan, 2007). This process 

(crystalline swelling) is a short-term hydration mechanism and is driven primarily by 

the attraction associated with solid-liquid interactions near the surface of clay particles 

and the energy associated with the hydration of exchangeable interlayer cations.  
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When the total concentration of anions and cations in the double diffuse layer between 

the clay particles (intersecting or overlapping diffuse layers) is higher than that of the 

aqueous pore fluid, the water molecules diffuse into the double layer to dilute its ion 

(cation and anion) concentration (Civan, 2016). This generates an osmotic repulsive 

pressure between the clay particles which increases the interparticle distance, 

separating the clay flakes from each other, and correspondingly leading the clay to 

expand/swell (known as osmotic swelling). The osmotic swelling is a long-term 

interaction and depends fundamentally on the ion concentration, clay mineralogy, type 

of exchangeable ions, among others (Wayllace, 2008). Therefore, it can be 

summarised that the causativeness of the swelling/expansion of expansive soils can 

be attributed to either crystalline swelling mechanism, osmotic swelling mechanism, or 

a combination of both.  

 

 

2.2.2 Expansive soil stabilisation techniques 

Soil stabilisation is a general term for any chemical, mechanical, physical or combined 

method of improving natural soil materials to meet the requirement of engineering 

purposes (Ikeagwuani and Nwonu, 2019). Over the past decades, several soil 

stabilisation methods including preloading technique, weak soil removal and 

replacement, rewetting, moisture control, and chemical stabilisation using 

single/binary/ternary cementitious chemical additives, etc (Kalkan, 2011) are 

developed. These techniques are commonly grouped into two categories (mainly 

mechanical and chemical groups (Ikeagwuani and Nwonu, 2019; Al-Atroush and 
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Sebaey, 2021). Each of these stabilisation techniques can be used separately or 

simultaneously, in an attempt to optimise each.  

 

To modify the reversible swell behaviour of expansive soil and satisfy the engineering 

requirements, engineers however often prefer to use the physicochemical stabilisation 

technique to satisfy the durability aspects (Petry and Little, 2003). That is, the 

reversible swell-shrink behaviour of expansive soil is calibrated by improving the 

strength-related characteristics of the expansive soil for an extended period that is 

typically achieved through the chemical soil stabilisation by use of several types of 

hydraulic cementitious binders. In the space available, it was not possible to discuss 

the concept of all the techniques comprehensively. Therefore, some methods of the 

first category (mechanical) were discussed briefly in terms of their advantages and 

disadvantages in Table 2.1, while the second category (chemical stabilisation) using 

traditional stabilisers (lime and cement) which form the core of the current thesis was 

discussed comprehensively in the follow-up sections. 
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Table 2.1: Mechanical stabilisation techniques used for stabilisation of expansive soils. 

Stabilisation method Method concept Merits Demerits References 

Compaction  

It utilises the mechanical means for the 

expulsion of the airs within the system, 

thereby the soil profile bears weight 

subsequently without further immediate 

compressive 

1. It requires the establishment of the optimum 

moisture content at which the maximum 

densification is obtained. 

1. Compaction without any chemical additives in most cases is not 

enough to meet the engineering requirements. 

(Ikeagwuani and Nwonu, 2019) 

(Das, 2011) 

 

 

Re-wetting method 

It is an ancient method, relying principally 

on the saturation of soil with water to create 

a moisture-rich environment leading to 

swelling, creating a preconstruction heave, 

so that the subsequent wetting would not 

engender harmful heaving thereafter. 

1. Effective for soils having high hydraulic 

conductivity.  

2. Economical if it is done properly 

1. It is a time-consuming method, where a period of up to two 

years might be required to reach the volume equilibrium.  

2. It softens and decreases the soil workability and does not meet 

the strength requirement if no chemical additives were involved. 

3. Uncertainty in identifying the active zone and realistic ponding 

time. 

4. Protection against water evaporation (polyethene sheets) is 

required.  

(Ardani, 1992) 

(Nelson and Miller, 1997) 

(Ikeagwuani and Nwonu, 2019) 

(Al-Atroush and Sebaey, 2021) 

(Das, 2011) 

Replacement or 

removal method 

The concept of this method relies on the 

use of non-expansive soils as a partial or 

full substitution of the expansive soil to 

control the expansion behaviour. 

1. Densification and improvement of the strength 

of the system. 

2. No requirement for specialise apparatus or 

additives. 

3. Efficient in the case of a thin layer of 

expansive soil 

1. Depending on the filling materials availability. 

2. Expansive in the case of a large volume of excavation. 

3. Requiring the installation of horizontal and vertical membranes 

to protect the adjected soil. 

(Ardani, 1992) 

(Nelson and Miller, 1997) 

(Ikeagwuani and Nwonu, 2019) 

(Al-Atroush and Sebaey, 2021) 

Hydraulic barriers 

The principle of this technique is to use 

horizontal and vertical barriers with a 

sufficient length to mitigate the moisture 

content of soil surrounding the foundation 

system. 

1. It is effective in preventing water intrusion into 

the soil. 

2. It does not require extensive excavation. 

3. It permits a uniform moisture distribution 

within the system. 

1. Specialise and proper technique required for the attachment of 

the barriers to the foundations. 

2.  Barriers damages are easy during the installation process due 

to vegetations.  

3. Slopes for the barriers is needed to deliver proper drainage. 

(Nelson and Miller, 1997) 

(Petry and Little, 2003) 

(Al-Atroush and Sebaey, 2021) 

Recompression stress 

It relies fundamentally on the use of a 

surcharge (filling materials) to counteract 

the swelling pressure. 

1. Applicable in a situation where the soil has a 

lower tendency of swelling, and the overlying 

structure is heavy. 

1. Active zone identification is required to evaluate the ultimate 

potential swelling pressure. 

2. Not appliable for high and extremely high swelling/expansive 

soil. 

(Ardani, 1992) 

(Nelson and Miller, 1997) 

(Hardcastle, 2003) 
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2.2.2.1 Chemical stabilisation using traditional binders. 

Chemical soil stabilisation by use of conventional chemical additives such as Ordinary 

Portland Cement and Lime, of which the latter being more commonly used, is the most 

extensively applicable method used in embankments, rail and airport structure, 

highways, roads, and deep mixing ground enhancement techniques (Puppala, 2016). 

The introduction of such stabilising agents into the soil matrix improves the properties 

of soil, resulting in reasonably robust soil-based materials with an enhanced practical 

size distribution, greater permeability, lower plasticity and expansivity. The concept, 

underlying principles and reaction mechanisms involved in their application are 

reviewed in the following section. 

 

2.2.2.1.1 Cement stabilisation 

The technology of soil stabilisation using cement is a common ground stabilisation 

technique for several geotechnical applications (Kumar and Gupta, 2016). However, 

there are significant concerns associated with its manufacturing in terms of the non-

renewable energy (1.5 tonnes of limestone and clay per one tonne of cement) (Li et 

al., 2019), the higher energy consumption of its production (~5000 MJ/tonne cement) 

(Yi et al., 2015), and the higher carbon dioxide emissions (1000 Kg/tonne) emitted in 

the atmosphere (Oti et al., 2009a; Yi et al., 2014;  Yi et al., 2015). The Portland Cement 

is fine material known as a hydronic binder and produced through a judiciously 

controlled chemical blend of iron, aluminium, calcium, silicon and other constituents 

(Neville, 2011). Limestone, chalk, shells, and some other materials such as silica sand, 

and blast furnace slag are the most common additive ingredients. These constituents, 

when subjected to a heating temperature of up to 1400 ℃, formed a fine powder known 
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as cement (Steven and Michelle, 2011). During the burning process, calcium combines 

with the other components of the raw materials to form four principal phases (see Table 

2.2), which make up about 85-90% of the mass of the cement.  

 
 
Table 2.2: Main constituents of Portland cement (Steven and Michelle, 2011) 

Compound name Oxide composition 

Tricalcium silicate known as Alite 3CaO. SiO2 = C3S 

Tricalcium aluminate   3CaO. Al2O3 = C3A 

Tetracalcium aluminoferrite  4CaO. Al2O3. Fe2SO3 = C4AF 

Dicalcium silicate known as Belite 2CaO. SiO2 = C2S 

 
 
 
 
In the presence of water, these compounds chemically hydrate in the sequential order 

of C3A,  C3S, C4AF and C2S (Steven and Michelle, 2011). Figure 2.4 presents an 

estimate of the relative volume of the phases in hydrated Portland cement as a function 

of time, while Table 2.3 summarises the basic chemical reactions of cement. 

 
 

 

Figure 2.4: Relative volumes of hydration products of Portland cement as a function of time (Steven 

and Michelle, 2011). 
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Table 2.3: Primary reactions of Portland cement (Steven and Michelle, 2011). 

2(3CaO. SiO2) +11H2O = 3CaO. 2SiO2. 8H2O +3(CaO + H2O) 

Tricalcium silicate water Calcium silicate hydrate Calcium hydroxide 

2(2CaO. SiO2) +9H2O = 3CaO. 2SiO2. 8H2O +CaO. H2O 

Dicalcium silicate water Calcium silicate hydrate Calcium hydroxide 

3𝐶𝑎𝑂. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 +26H2O +3(𝐶𝑎𝑂. SO3. H2O) = 6CaO. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3. 3SO3. 32H2O 

Tricalcium aluminate water Gypsum Ettringite 

2(3𝐶𝑎𝑂. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3) +4H2O +6CaO. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3. 3SO3. 32H2O = 3(4CaO. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3. SO3. 12H2O) 

Tricalcium aluminate water Ettringite Calcium monosulfoaluminate 

3𝐶𝑎𝑂. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 +12H2O +𝐶𝑎𝑂. H2O 4CaO. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3. 13H2O 

Tricalcium aluminate water Calcium hydroxide Tricalcium aluminate hydrate 

4CaO. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3. Fe2O3 +10H2O +2(𝐶𝑎𝑂. H2O) = 6𝐶𝑎𝑂. 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3. 𝐹𝑒2𝑂3. 12𝐻2𝑂 

Tetracacluim 
aluminoferrite 

water Calcium hydroxide Calcium aluminoferrite hydrate 

 

 
In the field of soil stabilisation, the performance of cement has been comprehensively 

investigated in terms of different aspects. These include plasticity index (Khemissa and 

Mahamedi, 2014a), Proctor compaction (Zhao et al., 2016; Rahgozar et al., 2018), 

shear strength (Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014b), unconfined compressive strength 

(Shih et al., 2006), splitting tensile (Kumar and Gupta, 2016; Singh and Kumar, 2017), 

freezing and thawing (Eskişar et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016), alkalinity value (Singh 

and Kumar, 2017; Saride et al., 2013), elastic modulus (Helson et al., 2018), cohesion 

value (Vakili et al., 2016), porosity (Helson et al., 2018), sorptivity (Hossain and Mol, 

2011), durability index (Al-Homidy et al., 2017), water absorption (Hossain and Mol, 

2011), swelling (Jamsawang et al., 2017; Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014b), shrinkage 

strain ratio (Por et al., 2017), hydraulic conductivity (Goodarzi et al., 2016), carbonation 

(Ho et al., 2018; Nakarai and Yoshida, 2015), and microstructure tests (Ho et al., 2018; 

Yi et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2017), among others. 
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According to the literature, Type I Ordinary Portland Cement (CEM I) is commonly 

utilised as a cementitious agent for expansive soils due to its higher bearing capacity, 

higher compressive strength and its lower compressibility (Güllü et al., 2017; 

Jamsawang et al., 2017). A dosage of 5-20% is a typical appropriate range of cement 

amount required for soil modification and stabilisations, of which such dosage 

increases corresponding to the clay contents. More precisely, a dosage of 5-10% is 

the appropriate amount of cement for stabilisation of Gravels, while a dosage of 7-

12%, 12-15% and 12-20% are needed for stabilisation of Sands, Silts and Clays, 

respectively (Mishra, 2019). Furthermore, the performance of cement-stabilised soils 

is dependent on a set of variables including the nature of the soil, mixing conditions, 

compaction effort, and curing period (Seco et al., 2017).  

 

Cementation of soil using Portland cement instead of lime is also recommended for 

soils not having enough silica and alumina contents to react with lime (Seco et al, 

2017). This is due to its richness in silicon dioxide (silica) and aluminium oxide 

(alumina) (Degirmenci et al., 2007), which provides the needed oxides and shortening 

the reaction (Wild et al., 1998). When cement is incorporated into the soil matrix, it 

hydrates and results in an alteration of soil characteristics. This alteration includes a 

rise in the alkalinity value (Singh and Kumar, 2017; Saride et al., 2013), reduction in 

the plasticity index (Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014a), decrease in the density (Zhao 

et al., 2016; Rahgozar et al., 2018), increase in the undrained shear strength and 

unconfined compressive strength (Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014b; Shih et al., 2006), 

improvement of robustness against freezing and thawing (Eskişar et al., 2015; Zhang 

et al., 2016), reduction of sorptivity (Hossain and Mol, 2011), and suppression of 

swelling (Jamsawang et al., 2017; Khemissa and Mahamedi, 2014b). 
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Despite the technical suitability of the use of cement in the stabilisation of a variety of 

soils, the cement stabilisation technique however demonstrates an inefficiency in the 

stabilisation of sulfate-containing soils (Seco et al., 2017). In this regard, researchers 

emphasised that sulfate soils stabilised with cement are prone to swelling increase, 

strength loss, durability, and stability risks (Abdi and Wild, 1993; Nidzam and Kinuthia, 

2010). The sulfate-induced risks were believed to be because of the reaction between 

the calcium hydroxide (from cement hydration), alumina (form soil) and sulfate (from 

the soil) (Seco et al., 2017), or the reaction between tricalcium aluminate and gypsum 

in the presence of water as previously mentioned in Table 2.3. These reactions lead 

to the formation of highly expansive crystalline ettringite (Wild et al., 1993, 1996, 1998, 

1999; Kinuthia et al., 1999; Kinuthia and Wild, 2001; Kinuthia et al., 2004; Nidzam and 

Kinuthia, 2010; Rahmat and Ismail, 2011; Rahmat and Kinuthia, 2011a), which will be 

discussed in section 2.3.     

 

2.2.2.1.2 Lime stabilisation 

2.2.2.1.2.1 Context of lime stabilisation 

Soil stabilisation using lime is a well-documented soil technique used for the 

improvement of geotechnical and engineering soil properties. Lime binder may refer to 

hydrated lime (Ca(OH)2) or quicklime (CaO) and may be found in a variety of forms 

(including powder, pellets, flakes, or particles suspended within a water slurry), each 

of which may suit a specific soil stabilisation application better than others (Beetham 

et al., 2015). Compared to cement, lime has been more commonly utilised for the 

modification and stabilisation of expansive clays and other soil types (Al-Mukhtar et al., 

2012). This is possibly due to its technical efficiency, its cost-effective and the abundant 
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availability of lime (Ali and Mohamed, 2017), as well as the energy-intensive production 

process and the negative environmental repercussion of cement including the global 

CO2 emissions (Goodarzi et al., 2016; Jafer et al., 2018). From an environmental 

perspective, for example, lime requires lower energy (~4000 MJ/tonne lime) for 

manufacturing with a corresponding lower carbon dioxide (CO2) emission of 800 

Kg/tonne, as opposed to that of the equivalent energy usage of cement (~5000 

MJ/tonne cement) with about 1000 Kg/tonne of CO2 emitted to the atmosphere (Oti et 

al., 2009b; Yi et al., 2014; Yi et al., 2015).  

 

The addition of lime in fine-grained soil experienced an improvement in geotechnical 

and engineering soil properties such as plasticity, permeability, bearing capacity, 

shearing strength compressibility, durability and swelling resistance. In the literature, 

the behaviour of lime-stabilised expansive soils has been extensively evaluated using 

laboratory experimentations by several research studies (Wild et al., 1999; Kinuthia 

and Wild, 2001; Yilmaz and Civelekoglu, 2009; Nidzam and Kinuthia, 2010; Al-Mukhtar 

et al., 2010b, 2014; Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011; Obuzor et al., 2011c, 2011a, 2012; 

Rahmat and Ismail, 2011; Rahmat and Kinuthia, 2011a; Rahmat and Kinuthia, 2011; 

Al-Mukhtar et al., 2012; Kinuthia and Oti, 2012; McCarthy et al., 2012a; McCarthy et 

al., 2012b; Celik and Nalbantoglu, 2013; Aldaood et al., 2014; Khemissa and 

Mahamedi, 2014; Hotineanu et al., 2015; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2015, 2015, 2015, 

2017, 2018; Beetham et al., 2015; Goodarzi et al., 2016; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2016; 

Vakili et al., 2016; Garzón et al., 2016; Jamsawang et al., 2017; Ali and Mohamed, 

2017a; Jafer et al., 2018; Chemeda et al., 2018).  
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The focus of most of these studies was upon investigating the variation in soil plasticity, 

Atterberg limits, swelling behaviour, permeability, compressive strength, fabric or 

particle arrangement and the fundamental mechanism reactions that arise between 

lime and clay.  Accordingly, the principal mechanism of soil improvement with lime is 

through five processes: calcium hydroxide dissociation, cation exchange, 

flocculation/agglomeration of soil particles, pozzolanic reactions and potential 

carbonation. The cation exchange and flocculation/agglomeration of soil particles 

occur immediately within the initial 24h (short-term reaction), whereas the hydration 

process may last longer for more than one month (long-term reaction). According to 

the above-mentioned studies, it seemed that there was an optimum lime dosage 

beyond which the unconfined compressive strength decreases. Typically, a dosage of 

2-8% is required for coarse-grained soils, while 5-8% are needed for modification and 

stabilisation of plastic soils (Mishra, 2019), of which 1-3% being used for soil 

modification and 2-8% used for soil stabilisation. This lime concentration has been 

successfully proven at the University of South Wales (Wild et al., 1998). 

 

Concerning the swelling perspective, Garzón et al. (2016) investigated the effect of 

3%, 4% and 7% addition of lime on the swelling of Phyllite clay and reported that 3% 

of lime is a sufficient dosage in stabilising Phyllite clay, where the swelling reduced 

from 3.6% to 0%. Hotineanu et al. (2015) proved that bentonite has a higher swelling 

pressure than that of kaolinite even after lime application, where 5% and 3% of lime 

was required to suppress the swelling bentonite and kaolinite clay, respectively. Abu 

Seif (2015) demonstrated that the addition of quicklime up to a dosage of 3% is 

sufficient for pulverised expansive shale, above which it induced swelling due to the 

formation of ettringite. Wild et al. (1999) reported that sulfate level below 1% does not 
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cause any increase in swelling. Celik and Nalbantoglu (2013) also concluded that 

sulfate concentration of 2000 ppm does not have a very effective repercussion on the 

swelling behaviour of lime-treated soils. Harris et al. (2004), who reported that soils 

with 3% sulfate could be safely stabilised, also proved this conclusion. In the presence 

of higher sulfate content, however, lime shows limited efficiency due to the formation 

of expansive heave, which results in serious problems of expansion (Wild et al., 1999). 

The heave-induced expansion is believed to be caused by the formation of the 

ettringite, which will be discussed in section 2.3.   

 

Although sulfate is known to be the most widely deleterious chemical compound 

altering the efficiency of lime stabilisation technique, such technique may also be 

altered by other deleterious chemical compounds such as chlorides, phosphates, 

nitrates and micas among others (Cuisinier et al., 2011; McCarthy et al., 2012a; 

McCarthy et al., 2012b). Chlorides accelerate the kinetics of the setting reaction, 

improve the mechanical properties, and form Friedel’s salt in a calcium-based 

stabilised system. Friedel’s salt does not increase the expansion of stabilised soil but 

instead plays a role in the modification of the usual set of reactions with the 

precipitation of ettringite. Phosphates lead to retarders of the hydration and slightly 

lower the mechanical properties, being highly pronounced at high phosphates content. 

Nitrates slightly delay the setting reaction at high nitrates concentration, slightly 

accelerate the setting reaction at lower nitrates concentration and lower the long-term 

strength. Ultimately, Micas prevent the setting reactions, reduce the density, increase 

water absorption, and cause expansion.  
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2.2.2.1.2.2  Lime-soil reaction mechanism 

In the presence of water, the reaction between quicklime and soil can occur in five 

processes: mainly calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) dissociation, cation exchange, 

flocculation/agglomeration of soil particles, pozzolanic reactions and carbonation.  

 

• Calcium oxide dissociation 

Upon the addition of lime to soil-water-matrix, either in the form of hydrated lime 

(Ca(OH)2) or as quicklime (CaO), changes in pore water chemistry occur (Vitale et al., 

2016). In the case of quicklime, the first reaction taking a place is the lime hydration 

reaction, extremely high exothermic, resulting in hydrated lime formation as shown in 

Equation 2.1.  

 

𝐂𝐚𝐎 + 𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐂𝐚(𝐎𝐇)𝟐+↑ 𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 2.1 

 

This extremely high exothermic reaction created a substantial heat, causing 

evaporation of water and drying out the soil materials (Beetham et al., 2015), through 

the action of slaking. This action combines 32% of the initial mass of the quicklime with 

water molecules resulting in volume increase, which potentially induces expansive 

stress if the system is in confined condition. With either quicklime or hydrated lime, a 

dissociation of hydrated lime further take place inducing a release of calcium actions 

and hydroxyl ions (Behnood, 2018), as given in Equation 2.2.  

 

𝐂𝐚(𝐎𝐇)𝟐 → 𝐂𝐚
𝟐+ + 𝟐𝐎𝐇−………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 2.2 
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• Cation exchange and flocculation-agglomeration  

Following the calcium hydroxide dissociation, the hydroxyl ions elevate the pH value, 

alkalinity value, to a strongly alkaline medium value of about 12.45, whereas the 

released calcium fixes to the surface of soil particles, replacing most of the 

exchangeable cations (Al-Mukhtar et al, 2014). The order of cation replaceability is 

given by the lyotropic series, Na+ < K+ < Mg++ < Ca++, where cations with higher 

valence replace those of lower valence (Behnood, 2018). The replacement in ions 

balances the electrostatic charges of soil particle layers, reducing the electrochemical 

repulsion forces between the soil particles (Nidzam and Kinuthia, 2010), producing a 

compressed double cations layer (see Figure 2.5), and subsequently modifying the 

engineering stabilised soil properties (Wild et al., 1999; Yong and Ouhadi, 2007).   

 
 
 

 

Figure 2.5: Sequence illustrating the influence of early lime–clay reactions upon clay particle 

arrangements and soil structure (Behnood, 2018). 
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According to the investigations of (Wild et al., 1999; Kinuthia and Wild, 2001; Al-

Mukhtar et al., 2010b, 2014; Nidzam and Kinuthia, 2010; Obuzor et al, 2011c, 2011a, 

2012; Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011; Al-Mukhtar et al., 2012; Kinuthia and Oti, 2012; 

Aldaood et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2018), an alteration in plasticity index values 

(reduction or increase in liquid limit, plastic limit, and plasticity index) as a function of 

lime can occur. The trend of plasticity alteration is controlled by the mineralogy of soil, 

the cation exchange capacity, the organic minerals, the concentration/type of sulfates, 

the water-holding capacity, and the changes in fabric. If the original exchangeable ions 

of the soil are of a divalent type, the cation exchange will have an insignificant or no 

effect. However, if the cation is monovalent, the introduction of lime will lead to an 

increase in the calcium ions, which increases the pore water concentration and 

diminishes the diffuse double layer thickness. This is because of its higher valence and 

thereby reduce the liquid limit. In contrast, if the original exchangeable cation is more 

than those of divalent (higher valence ions), the partial substitution of such ions with 

calcium will increase the liquid limit.  

 

As the diffuse double cation layer of soil particles reduces, the electronic-state charges 

on adjacent clay particles interact to a greater extent, promoting different soil particles 

arrangement (positive/negative charges); edge-to-edge flocculation, face-to-edge 

flocculation, face-to-face aggregation, and dispersed-deflocculated fabric (Vitale et al., 

2016), as shown in Figure 2.5. This in turn reduces density and decreases the clay 

surface area in contact with the water of inter-aggregate pores, leading to plasticity 

reduction and permeability increase. From a proctor test perspective, Sharma et al. 

(2018) studied the independent roles of lime addition on highly expansive soil and 

reported gradual reduction in the Maximum Dry Density (MDD) value, and increase in 
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Optimum Moisture Content (OMC) corresponding to the increase of lime content. A 

similar conclusion was drawn by others including Garzón et al. (2016) for phyllite clays, 

Hussain and Dash (2016) for expansive bentonite clay, Jha and Sivapullaia (2015) for 

high compressible and expensive Indian soil, Reddy et al. (2015) for expansive Indian 

clay, Cuisinier et al. (2011) for low-median plastic French silt soil, and Wild et al. (1999) 

for kaolinite clay.  

 

The reduction of MDD is thought to be because of lower specific gravity and lower 

density values of lime and aggregation-agglomeration of soil particles due to the 

formation of immediate gelatinous products (Garzón et al., 2016). The agglomeration 

leads to the increase of the concentration of small pore size distribution of matrix, thus 

lowering the density of the system (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 

2015; Garzón et al., 2016). As for the increase of OMC, it was attributed to the 

tendency of lime in absorbing water for completing its hydration and the chemical 

reactions between the lime and soil itself, where such reactions led to the increase of 

the specific surface area of soil particles and thereby increases the water holding 

capacity of soil particles.  

 

• Pozzolanic reaction  

Besides the release of Ca2+ from the dissociation of lime, the hydroxides (OH) are 

correspondingly presented, causing a significant increase in the value of alkalinity (pH) 

up to approximately 12.4 (Al-Mukhtar et al., 2010b). This increase in the alkalinity value 

aids the dissolution of aluminate (Al) and silicate (Si) ions in the tetrahedral and 

octahedral soil sheets (The basic units of clay structure), enabling the formation of 
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pozzolanic reactions between the excess calcium Ca+2 from lime and dissolved (Al and 

Si) ions from treated soil (Oti et al., 2009b). This results in the production of 

cementitious gels; Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate (C-S-H), Calcium Aluminate Hydrate (C-

A-H), and Calcium Alumino-Silicate Hydrates (C-A-S-H) (Al-Mukhtar et al., 2010b), 

crystallising with time forming a stiff matrix. These products are similar to those formed 

during the hydration of cement (Nidzam and Kinuthia, 2010). These products also 

result in binding the soil particles by infilling the inter-aggregate pore space (Behnood, 

2018), and in turn decreases soil particle movements, increasing shear resistance, 

enhancing swelling, and improving compressive strength (Beetham et al., 2015). The 

amount of pozzolanic products depends on the available quantities of concerned 

oxides, the mineralogy of soil as well as the temperature and the curing period (Al-

Mukhtar et al., 2014).  

 

• Carbonation  

Through the reaction of lime and soil, lime carbonation may also occur due to the 

reaction between the calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) and the carbon dioxide (CO2) in the 

atmosphere. This reaction, which produces the crystals of calcite (CaCO3) instead of 

the pozzolanic products (C-S-H, C-A-H and C-A-S-H), is undesired because it links the 

soil particles weekly (Al-Mukhtar et al, 2012), although it induces an increase in the 

strength.  In practice, this reaction is detrimental to the stabilised materials and can be 

avoided by properly accelerate the construction process, such that a prolonged period 

of exposure to the atmosphere is avoided. Scientists in several scientific fields have 

described the carbonation of lime as a chemical reaction process (Oti, 2010). 
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2.3 Sulfate soil 

2.3.1 Context of sulfate soil 

Sulfate soil, a term denoted to any soil materials containing sulfates, is encountered in 

nearly every country in this world and, recognised as a problematic soil due to its 

mineralogical reactions in the presence of calcium-based stabilisers (Seco et al., 

2017). In several reported cases (Mitchell, 1986; Hunter, 1988; Parker, 2004), serious 

heave, expansion and cracking problems have arisen when sulfate exists within the 

soil. For example, Mitchell (1986) and Hunter (1988) reported large quantities of heave 

(in the excess of 100%), resulting in pavement failure of lime-based subbase in Las 

Vegas, USA. Parker (2004) also reported cracking in 25% of the capping layer of the 

new carriageways on the A10 Wadesmill bypass UK.   

 

In both cases, the failure was attributed to the ettringite-induced expansion, which is 

formed due to the formation of expansive crystalline minerals known as ettringite 

(hexacalcium aluminate trisulfate hydrate mineral Ca6Al2(OH)12. (SO4)3. 26H2O) and 

thaumasite (Ca6[Si(OH)6]2. (SO4)2. (CO3)2. 24H2O) (Rajasekaran, 2005). The ettringite 

forms due to the reaction between the soluble sulfate, calcium (from lime or cement) 

and alumina (from the dissolution of soil layers or cement hydration) in the presence 

of water (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001). This produced gel has a highly abnormal water 

absorption and expansive swelling capacity, occupying a greater volume. It grows as 

needle or rod-shaped crystals, generating internal stress, causing cracks and 

stabilised material disintegration (Oti et al., 2009a). As for the thaumasite, it occurs by 

isostructural substitution of silica, aluminium, and carbonate sulfate at a temperature 

of 15℃ in the presence of silica and carbonate (Little et al., 2005). 
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2.3.2 Occurrence of sulfates 

Generally, sulfate tend to occur naturally in a solid form as crystals and nodules or as 

a liquid form typically dissolved ions in groundwater (Kinuthia et al., 1999). It tends to 

exhibit non-uniform distribution within the soil, being low in concentration at the surface 

and increasing progressively with increasing depth. Sulfates may also exist artificially 

because of man’s activities such as the use of industrial wastes as a filling material for 

pavements (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001; Rajasekaran, 2005).  

 
Sulfates can also be derived by oxidation of sulfides such as pyrite (FeS2), marcasite 

(FeS2), and pyrrhotite (Wild et al., 1998), of which the former being the most abundant. 

In fact, sulfates in the form of gypsum (CaSO4. 2H2O) normally derived from the reaction 

calcite with weak sulfuric acid (originating from sulfides oxidation). Whatever the origin 

of sulfates, the most encountered sulfates in soils are calcium, magnesium, potassium 

and sodium sulfates (Wild et al., 1999), of which their common names and their 

solubilities are presented in Table 2.4. Among these sulfate salts, however, calcium 

sulfate (gypsum) is the most abundant sulfate salt in the UK (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001).  

 
Table 2.4: Sulfate types most encountered in soils ( Wild et al., 1999; Kinuthia and Wild, 2001).  

Sulfate Type Chemical Formula Solubility (g SO4/ litre) Common Names 

Calcium sulfate CaSO4. 2H2O 1.44 Selenite, Gypsum 

Potassium sulfate K2SO4 130 Arcanite 

Magnesium sulfate MgSO4. 7H2O 225 Epsomite 

Sodium sulfate Na2SO4. 10H2O >225 Thernadite, Mirabilite, Glauber’s salt 
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2.3.3 Geochemistry of ettringite and thaumasite formation 

Ettringite is a highly hydrated and expansive crystalline mineral forming due to the 

reaction between the soluble sulfate, calcium (from lime or cement) and alumina (from 

the dissolution of soil layers or cement hydration) in the presence of water (Seco et al., 

2017). In crystallography, it possesses a hexagonal prismatic shape (pencil-shaped 

hexagonal crystal) and can be ideally expressed  with a formula of 

Ca6[Al(OH)6]2. (SO4)3. 26H2O (Firoozi et al., 2017; Scrivener et al., 2016). Its prismatic 

structure is colourless to yellow minerals, turning white on partial dehydration (Firoozi 

et al., 2017). The main structural units of ettringite (as seen in Figure 2.6) are 

comprised of columns of [Ca6[Al(OH)6]2 × 24H2O]
6+ composition with intercolumn 

channels occupied by SO4
2− anions and additional water (Scholtzová et al., 2015). 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Structure of ettringite (lift picture, where octahedra 𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟔 − 𝐜𝐲𝐚𝐧; tetrahedral 𝐒𝐎𝟒
𝟐−- 

yellow; 𝐂𝐚𝟐+ - dark blue; and 𝐇𝟐𝐎- brown) and FE-SEM image of ettringite formed in lime-stabilised 

sulfate soil (right picture) (Scholtzová et al., 2015). 

 

The ettringite and thaumasite formation is well established from a chemical 

perspective. Succinctly, using information from Hunter (1989), Rajasekaran (2005), 

Yong and Ouhadi (2007), Ouhadi and Yong (2008), Beetham et al. (2015) and Puppala 

et al. (2014), the interactions involved; 
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Step 1: In the case of quicklime, the first reaction taking a place is the lime hydration 

reaction, extremely high exothermic, resulting in hydrated lime formation as 

shown in Equation 2.2, and an increase of alkalinity value to about 12.4.  

 
𝐂𝐚𝐎 + 𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐂𝐚 + (𝐎𝐇)𝟐………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …… .. Equation 2.3 

 
Step 2: The ionisation of hydrated lime in water then takes place releasing calcium 

and hydroxyl ions as given in Equation 2.3 and rising the pH value to 12.4. 

 

𝐂𝐚(𝐎𝐇)𝟐 → 𝐂𝐚
𝟐+  + 𝟐𝐎𝐇−………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … .. Equation 2.4 

 
Step 3: At a higher alkalinity value of 10, the dissociation of clay minerals as given in 

Equation 2.4, the dissociation of silicic acid as seen in Equation 2.5 and the 

dissociation of sulfate minerals as shown in Equation 2.6 then take place. 

 
𝐀𝐥𝟒𝐒𝐢𝟒𝐎𝟏𝟎(𝐎𝐇)𝟖 + 𝟒(𝐎𝐇)

− + 𝟏𝟎𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝟒𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟒
− + 𝟒𝐇𝟒𝐒𝐢𝟒. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 2.5 

𝟐𝐇𝟒𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟒 → 𝟐𝐇𝟑𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟒
− + 𝟐𝐇+ → 𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐒𝐢𝟒

𝟐− + 𝟐𝐇+. . . . . . … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … ..Equation 2.6 

𝐌𝐱𝐒𝐎𝟒. 𝐧𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐗𝐌
𝐲+ + 𝐒𝐎𝟒

𝟐− + 𝐧𝐇𝟐𝐎      𝐱 = 𝟏, 𝐲 = 𝟐  𝐨𝐫  𝐱 = 𝟐, 𝐲 = 𝟏. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Equation 2.7 

 
Step 4: Upon the presence of calcium, alumina, sulfate and water, the formation of 

ettringite take place as shown in Equation 2.7, while the conversion of 

ettringite to thaumasite occurs by isostructural substitution of silica, 

aluminium, and carbonate sulfate as given in equation 2.8. 

 
𝟔𝐂𝐚𝟐+ + 𝟐𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟒

− + 𝟒𝐎𝐇− + 𝟑(𝐒𝐎𝟒)
𝟐− + 𝟐𝟔𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐂𝐚𝟔[𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟔]𝟐. (𝐒𝐎𝟒)𝟑. 𝟐𝟔𝐇𝟐𝐎. . .. Equation 2.8 

 

𝐂𝐚𝟔[𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟔]𝟐. (𝐒𝐎𝟒)𝟑. 𝟐𝟔𝐇𝟐𝐎+ 𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐒𝐢𝟒
𝟐− + 𝟐𝐂𝐎𝟑

𝟐− + 𝐎𝟐 → 𝐂𝐚𝟔[𝐒𝐢(𝐎𝐇)𝟔]𝟐. (𝐒𝐎𝟒)𝟐. (𝐂𝐎𝟑)𝟐. 𝟐𝟒𝐇𝟐𝐎+

𝟐𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟒
− + 𝐒𝐎𝟒

𝟐− + 𝟒𝐎𝐇− + 𝐇𝟐𝐎. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Equation 2.9 
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2.3.4 Sulfate heave expansion mechanisms 

Heave expansion mechanisms resulting from the formation of ettringite in soil 

stabilised with calcium-based stabilisers have been expounded by two main theories 

(mainly crystal growth and crystal swelling theory), of which the latter being the 

overriding mechanism (Abdi and Wild, 1993; Thomas, 2001; Buttress, 2013; Puppala 

et al., 2014). In the crystal growth theory, the expansion occurs when the reaction 

regions of the crystal growth of the ettringite are intersected, exerting mutual pressure, 

which in turn forcing the soil particles apart (Buttress, 2013). This expansion can result 

from both; 1) the crystals formed by a topochemical mechanism on the solid-solution 

interface which is created once the ratio of the crystallisation is greater than the 

dissolution ratio of candidate ions, and 2) ettringite crystals formed by a through-

solution mechanism which occurs once the pore solution is supersaturated with 

respect to ettringite leading ettringite to crystalises out.  The expansion induced by 

crystal growth formed via through-solution mechanism is believed to be less 

deleterious and occur in a highly rigid structure where crystal growth cannot be longer 

accommodated within the pore spaces (Puppala et al., 2014).  

 

As for the crystal swelling theory, the expansion occurs due to the water imbibition or 

osmotic swelling of ettringite (Abdi and Wild, 1993), which formed through-solution 

mechanism in the form of very small gel-like and colloidal crystals (Buttress, 2013). 

These finer ettringite minerals have a higher specific surface area with unbalanced 

surface charges, thus, they inflict bipolar water molecules attraction, and hence the 

orientation of water molecules to mitigate their surface energy. This, therefore, leads 

to the formation of an electric double layer around the crystals of the ettringite in a 
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similar way to that leading to the expansion of clay particles (Buttress, 2013), where 

the water layer builds up with time to multimolecular water layers. This expresses a 

gap between the ettringite crystals and soil particles, leading to expansion that can be 

referred to as ettringite crystalline swelling. When the total concentration of ions in the 

electric double layer at the intersection zone (overlapping diffuse layers) is higher than 

that of the aqueous pore fluid, the water molecules further diffuse into the double layer 

to dilute its ion concentration. This generates an osmotic repulsive pressure between 

the ettringite crystals and clay particles which increases the interparticle distance and 

correspondingly leading to the expansion which is referred to as osmotic swelling (Abdi 

and Wild, 1993).  

 

2.4 Alternative sulfate soil stabilisation methods 

To eliminate the ettringite, researchers have investigated several techniques to 

develop Normal-Performance Soil-based Materials-NPSM (sensitive to sulfate) further 

to High-Performance Soil-based Materials (HPSM). These included the double 

application of lime, pre-compaction mellowing, use of sulfate-resistance cement, pre-

treatment with barium compounds, use of Fly Ash, use of magnesium-based stabiliser 

such as magnesium oxide, use of supplementary cementitious materials such as 

GGBS and silica fume and, discussed as follows: 

 
 
2.4.1 Double application of lime-based stabilisation technique 

The concept of double application of lime is one of the earliest techniques used for 

reducing the sulfate-induced deteriorative phenomenon in sulfate-bearing soils by the 

application of lime into the soil in two dosages (Behnood, 2018). The first lime dosage 
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enables the dissolution of silica and alumina of soil and the development of expansive 

crystalline minerals (ettringite), while the subsequent lime dosage forms and 

accelerates the pozzolanic reaction to produce the hydrated products to gain the 

desirable strength characteristics (Puppala et al., 2014). The time gap period (curing 

period) between the first and subsequent lime application is vital to this technique (Kota 

et al., 1996). If, for example, the curing period between the two successive lime 

applications was not enough for completely dissolving the soil sulfate, the undissolved 

sulfate will lead to the formation of the ettringite causing an undesired repercussion. 

Thus, such period increases corresponding to the sulfate concentration increase.  

According to Harris et al. (2004), the double lime application technique can be 

effectively used for the stabilisation of sulfate-bearing soils containing up to 7% sulfates 

and zero sulfides if lower lime dosage, 3 days of mellowing period and more than the 

optimum moisture content (about 2% extra) are used.  

 

2.4.2 Delay of compaction (pre-compaction mellowing) 

The pre-compaction mellowing is another technique remediating the ettringite-induced 

expansion in sulfate-rich soils by favouring the spread of lime, ensuring the 

solubilisation of sulfates, and accelerating the formation of the ettringite in the system 

before compaction. A mellowing period in the range of 1-to-7 days is an adequate 

mellowing period stipulated by several standards (Behnood, 2018). A 3-5% above the 

optimum moisture content is the typical dosage of water recommended for the 

acceleration of the solubility of sulfates during the mellowing period (Harris et al., 

2004). To the knowledge of the author, unlike the agreement on the role of delay in 

compaction on density reduction and workability improvement, no consensus was 
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gained on its effectiveness on swelling and mechanical properties. For example, Ali 

and Mohamed (2017) investigated the compaction delay for a period of 3, 6, 12, 24 

and 48 hours on an extremely high plastic clay (PI of 287%) and reported an increase 

in swelling pressure and decrease in the UCS of mellowed compacted specimens. The 

authors attributed this detrimental phenomenon to the destruction of the cementitious 

compounds formed during the mellowing periods, which is the main responsible for 

improving the UCS and swelling behaviour. A similar conclusion was also drawn by 

Rahmat and Kinuthia (2011a) for sulfate-bearing clay (Lower Oxford Clay) and Mitchell 

and Hooper (1961) for expansive Californian soil. In contrast, Talluri et al. (2013) 

reported a reduction in the swelling of four lime-stabilised natural expansive soils 

(containing up to 24000 ppm of sulfate) to a level lower than that of non-stabilised soils 

(parent soils). This study, however, showed a slight reduction in the unconfined 

compressive strength. Similarly, Harris et al. (2004) concluded that three day-

mellowing periods is effective and can result in an acceptable swelling for sulfate-

bearing soils containing sulfate level below 7000ppm. 

 

2.4.3 Use of sulfate-resistance cement. 

The utilisation of sulfate-resistance cement as an independent binder or in a binary 

stabiliser system offers a promising alternative technique for improving the sulfate-

bearing soil properties. Reduction in plasticity index (PI), increase in stiffness, 

enhancement of freeze-thaw resisting performance and suppression of ettringite-

induced swelling are some of the characteristics that have been reported in several 

experimental investigations due to sulfate-resistance cement (Puppala et al., 2014). 

For example, a study conducted by Puppala et al. (2004) for evaluating the effect of 
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two different sulfate-resistance cement, type V and Type I/II, in the stabilisation of four 

different sulfate soils having low-to-high sulfate concentrations (0.3%, 1.5%, 5.6% and 

32%) indicated an improvement in the PI, free swelling, linear shrinkage and UCS as 

the cement dosage increases. The mechanism behind the inhabitation of ettringite 

formation in sulfate-bearing soil stabilised with sulfate-resistance cement is attributed 

to the limitation of reactive alumina availability (Puppala et al., 2014), where the tri-

calcium aluminate (C3A) is low; therefore, it reduces the available alumina to interact 

with soluble sulfate within the soil matrix to form the ettringite. 

 
2.4.4 Pre-treatment with barium compounds 

Treatment of sulfate-bearing soils, by barium compounds in the form of either barium 

hydroxide, barium chloride or barium carbonate, before the application of calcium-

based stabilisation technique has been reported by several studies (Ferris et al., 1991; 

Carmona-Quiroga and Blanco-Varela, 2013, 2015), to be a sufficient technique for 

inhibiting the ettringite. The barium compounds-induced performance is attributed to 

the immobilisation of sulfates (Carmona-Quiroga and Blanco-Varela, 2015), by the 

replacement of soluble sulfates, “gypsum” with that of insoluble sulfates, “Barite” (see 

Equation 2.9).  

 

𝐁𝐚𝐂𝐎𝟑 + 𝐂𝐚(𝐎𝐇)𝟐
𝐒𝐎𝟒
𝟐−,   𝐍𝐚+,   𝐇𝟐𝐎

→            𝐁𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒 + 𝐂𝐚𝐂𝐎𝟑 + 𝐱𝐍𝐚
+ + 𝟐𝐎𝐇−. . . … ..Equation 2.10 

 

Barite (BaSO4) is quite stable in contact with water, even at the variation of temperature 

and pH values (Ciliberto et al., 2008). Fixing sulfates in the form of Barite, insoluble 

sulfate, reduces the abundance of sulfates responsible for the formation of ettringite, 
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thus preventing the ettringite-induced expansion. Besides Barite formation, Ferris et 

al. (1991) demonstrated a strength increase and swelling pressure reduction of soil 

containing up to 10% sulfate because of either barium hydroxide or barium chloride 

treatment. However, the use of barium compounds did not gain much attention and 

popularity compared with other soil stabilisation methods due to their negative 

economic and environmental concerns (Puppala et al., 2014). 

 
 

2.4.5 Use of low calcium-based binders (fly Ash). 

A low-calcium-based binder (Fly Ash) is another practical alternative technique used 

for stabilisation of sulfate-rich soils since it offers less calcium in solution, thus, forms 

less ettringite formation than that of high calcium-based binders. Fly Ash is an industrial 

by-product of alumino-silicate material obtained by electrostatic separators throughout 

the combustion of Pulverised coal in power generation plants (Rashad, 2014; 

Gollakota et al., 2019). It is predominantly spherical (either hollow or solid), generally 

grey, mostly alkaline, abrasive and categorised as highly contaminated material due 

to its richness in toxic elements (Ahmaruzzaman, 2010). “The main components of fly 

ash are amorphous aluminosilicate glasses, mullite (2SiO2 ∙ 3Al2O3), a-quartz (SiO2), 

hematite (α − Fe2O3), and magnetite (Fe3O4)”(Lee et al., 2017). Its geotechnical 

properties (such as permeability, specific gravity, consolidation characterises and 

internal angle friction among others) make its usage suitable for several applications 

including the construction of embankments, roads, and structural fills (Ahmaruzzaman, 

2010; Ram and Masto, 2014). Based on the oxide characteristics of fly ash, it is either 

classified as Class C Fly Ash (high calcium oxide, as found in lignite) or Class F Fly 

Ash (low calcium oxide, as found in bituminous and sub-bituminous) (Ram and Masto, 
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2014). According to ASTM C618, the ash having 70% of silicon dioxide (SiO2), 

aluminium oxide (Al2O3), and iron oxide (Fe2O3) with less than 5 wt.% calcium oxide 

(CaO) is categorised as Class F, while ash having 50-to-70 wt.% of SiO2-Al2O3-Fe2O3 

and being high in CaO is categorised as Class C (Ahmaruzzaman, 2010).  

 

In the field of soil stabilisation, Class F Fly Ash is often used as a member of either 

binary or turnery blinding systems and not used as an independent binder because it 

has very low calcium ions (CaO), thus, it requires an activator for initiating the chemical 

interactions. In contrast, Class C Fly Ash has been reported as a potential substitution 

(partial or full) of calcium-based binders (lime or cement) for suppression of the 

swelling behaviour of sulfate-rich soils by several studies (Cokca et al., 2001; Puppala 

et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003; McCarthy et al.,  2009; 2012a; 2012b; Ram and Masto, 

2014; Alsafi et al., 2017; Cheshomi et al, 2017). Among these studies, Puppala et al. 

(2003) discovered that sulfate-resistance cement was the most beneficial technique 

and class F fly ash was the less effective in terms of both the strength and the free 

swell of four different soils containing up to 33 % sulfate.  McCarthy et al. (2009) 

suggested the use of 10-15% of coarse fly ash (>30% retained on 45μm) and 3% of 

quick lime and at least one day of mellowing to achieve the generally accepted upper 

limit of swelling (5%). The mechanism behind the superior performance of coarser fly 

ash is attributed to the increase of soil porosity, providing an allowance for 

accommodating ettringite, which in turn reducing the swelling potential.  

 

More recently, Alsafi et al. (2017) used low calcium fly ash activated using both sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) and potassium hydroxide (KOH). The results indicated that, after 
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exposure to magnesium sulfate (MgSO4), the compressive strength of the fly ash-

potassium system was higher and more stable than that of Portland cement and 

sulfate-resistant cement. The experimental results also showed that activation of fly 

ash by potassium hydroxide resulted in lower collapsible potential and lower 

permeability coefficient as compared to the sodium system. In addition, Jha and 

Sivapullaiah (2018) investigated the effect of incorporation of fly ash (class F) with a 

dosage of 0-30% in montmorillonite-rich soil and containing different amounts of 

gypsum (0-6%). The result showed that the swelling is not controlled completely by the 

inclusion of fly ash as an additive. However, the best volume change behaviour was 

obtained by using 20% of fly ash. The authors justified the ineffectiveness of fly ash as 

the result of the formation of ettringite. 

 

2.4.6 Use of Magnesium oxide (MgO) 

Magnesium-based material (MgO) historically was known as magnesia alba, while 

latterly referred to as magnesia in honour of the name of the city of magnesia, Greece. 

It is produced synthetically by wet process or naturally by dry process (Jin and Al-

Tabbaa, 2013; Gu et al., 2015), of which the latter requires the raw materials to be 

mined. Upon the synthetic process, it is produced through a wet process which involves 

the precipitation of magnesium hydroxide from a magnesium-rich solution such as 

brines or seawater (Gu et al., 2015; Sonat et al., 2018). As for the natural process, it is 

produced by the calcination of magnesium-based minerals, such as magnesite 

(MgCO3), dolomite (Ca Mg (CO3)2), brucite (MgOH2), and carnallite (KMgCl3. 6H2O) (Jin 

and Al-Tabbaa, 2014a; Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2014b). When magnesite (MgCO3) is used 
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for the calcination of magnesium oxide, the main reaction is similar (see Equation 2.10) 

to that of the production of lime from limestone (Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2009). 

 
𝐌𝐠𝐂𝐎𝟑 +𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭  → 𝐌𝐠𝐎 + 𝐂𝐎𝟐. . . … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Equation 2.11 

 
According to the calcination temperature, magnesium oxide can be grouped into four 

groups: mainly light-burned magnesium oxide, hard-burned magnesium oxide, dead-

burned magnesium oxide and fused magnesium oxide (Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2013). The 

light-burned magnesium oxide which is also known as high reactive magnesia is 

calcinated from magnesite at a temperature in the range of 700-1000 ℃ (Sonat et al., 

2017). It possesses higher reactivity, lower crystallinity, and much higher surface area 

(Jegandan et al., 2010). The traditional application of this type of magnesium oxide 

include catalysts, sulphur dioxide removal, rubber/paper production, and expanded 

recently to be used as an absorbent for organic/inorganic contaminants, 

animal/fertiliser feed supplement, filtration medium, neutralising agent, and cement 

production, among others (Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2008; Jegandan et al., 2010; Jin and 

Al-Tabbaa, 2014b).  

 
The hard-burned magnesium oxide is calcinated at a temperature range of 1000-1400 

℃ and is typically used in applications that exploit their expansive nature (Sonat et al., 

2017). For example, it was successfully used in China as a shrinkage compensating 

additive in concrete technology, particularly in Dam construction (Abdalqader et al., 

2015). The dead-burned magnesium oxide is produced through a sinter burning 

process at a temperature range of 1000-1400 ℃, having lower specific surface area 

and lower reactivity relative to that of light and hard-burned magnesium oxide (Liska 
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and Al-Tabbaa, 2009). It is commonly used as a major component in magnesium 

phosphate cement. Ultimately, the fused magnesium oxide is produced through a 

fusion process at a temperature higher than that of the fusion temperature (2800 ℃) of 

magnesium oxide (Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2013). It possesses superior performance to 

that of dead-burned grade in abrasion resistance, chemical stability, and strength with 

major applications in electrical insulating markets and refractory applications 

(Szczerba et al., 2013). It also has high crystallinity, low reactivity, and low specific 

surface area (Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2013).  

 

In comparison with Portland cement, less energy (2415 MJ/tonne MgO) is required for 

manufacturing reactive magnesia (Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2009), compared to that of 

5000 MJ/tonne needed for the production of one tonne of cement (Yi et al., 2015). 

Theoretically, the production of 1 tonne of reactive MgO induces 1.4 tonnes of CO2 

emissions and consumes about 2.08 tonnes of MgCO3 (Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2009) 

and induces higher carbon dioxide (~1.4t  CO2) than those of both Portland cement 

(~0.95t  CO2) and lime (~0.8t  CO2) (Yi et al., 2014). Of course, the higher  CO2 emitted 

to the atmosphere is not encouraging and may form the rejection of its application. 

However, Liska and Al-Tabbaa (2009) pointed out that MgO can achieve at least 71% 

carbonation, implying the reduction of the  CO2 emissions of magnesium oxide from 

1400 to 420 kg/tonne.  

 

Recently, reactive magnesia is gaining increasing attention, and so far, shown to be a 

novel promising, economical, eco-friendly, and alternative GGBS activator. This is 

attributed to the lower production temperature (700 − 1000℃) (Yi et al., 2014; Jin and 
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Al-Tabbaa, 2014; Li et al., 2019), lower energy production-consumption (2400 MJ/t) 

with possible renewable source usage (Yi et al., 2015a), higher reactivity (Yi et al., 

2014), higher surface area (Yi et al., 2014) and (5)  lower impurities sensitivity which 

enables the application of huge quantities of waste/industrial and by-product 

cementitious materials (Unluer and Al-Tabbaa, 2013).  

 

Concerning research studies that used MgO independently, Seco et al. (2011) 

compared MgO with different types of waste and by-product materials (natural gypsum, 

coal bottom ash, steel fly ash, rice husk ash, lime and aluminate filler) in the 

stabilisation of expansive clay. The result shows that magnesium oxide led to more 

reduction in swelling than that of lime at a low dosage of stabiliser (2%), while lime 

exhibited more improvement at high concentration (4%), where the swelling was 

reduced to 1.3% in case of lime and, to 2% in case of magnesium oxide.  

 

Another study accomplished by Seco et al. (2017) compared the effect of calcium-

based stabilisers with that of a magnesium-based stabiliser on the swelling and 

compressive strength performance of sulfate-bearing soils containing sulfate 

concentration up to about 24%. The result revealed that using magnesium oxide (PC-

8) result in swelling improvement better than that obtained using calcium-based 

stabiliser (lime), where the free swelling of high sulfate soil increased from 5% to 15% 

when 8% of lime was used. In contrast, the swelling of the same soil was reduced to a 

negligible value (less than 1%) when 8% of magnesium oxide was used. A similar 

conclusion was drawn by (Yi et al., 2012, 2013, 2014; Gu et al., 2015; Yi et al., 2015, 

2016; Li et al., 2020). 
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The mechanism behind soil improvement is explained in three processes: dissolution 

process, precipitation process and formation of magnesium hydrates gel (Sonat et al., 

2017). At the dissolution process, the reactive magnesia dissolves, providing an 

alkaline environment, which depends on the reactivity and temperature at which the 

magnesium oxide was produced. The higher pH value will favour the breakdown of the 

covalent of Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si of soil and GGBS particles. This followed by the 

reaction between Mg2+, Si-O and Al-O leading to the formation of M-S-H or Ht 

(Hydrotalcite-like phases). The formed Ht induced a significant impact on the 

performance of GGBS-MgO blends because it occupies more space than that of C-S-

H leading to less porosity in comparison with that of Ca(OH)2-GGBS. Brucite 

(magnesium hydroxide) may also be produced during the reaction if the consumption 

rate of Mg2+by the M-S-H was lower than that of the dissolution rate of MgO. 

 

To summarise the above-mentioned studies, a few conclusions with respect to the use 

of magnesium oxide in soil stabilisation can be drawn as follows: (1) its utilisation alone 

is very week due to the nature of its hydration product (brucite) (Jin et al., 2016); (2) its 

performance is of great dependence on its reactivity and the calcination temperature; 

(3) It is slightly expansive than that of lime (Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2014a) and those of 

Portland Cement (PC), Cement Kiln Dust, Pulverised Fly Ash (PFA), Grand Granulated 

Blast-Furnace Slag (GGBS) and zeolite, where the order of the current costs is given 

by MgO > Zeolite > PC ≅ GGBS > CKD ≅ PFA (Jegandan et al., 2010); (4) A typical 

dosage of 10-30% by weight of binder is required for activation of GGBS (Seco et al., 

2017; Yi et al., 2015); (5) It demonstrates higher carbon dioxide sequestration potential 

(Liska et al., 2008; Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2008; Liska and Al-Tabbaa, 2009 Jegandan 
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et al., 2010; Vandeperre and Al-Tabbaa, 2007; Unluer and Al-Tabbaa, 2013; Li et al., 

2019); and finally (6) its independent application is not recommended due to some 

sustainability concerns such as higher carbon dioxide (~1.4t  CO2) and cost-

effectiveness, relative to other cementitious materials.  

 

2.4.7 Use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs). 

The use of supplementary cementitious materials as a partial substitution of calcium-

based stabilisers is also another approach used by researchers for the stabilisation of 

sulfate soils. The driving forces behind their administration can be attributed to their 

pozzolanic ability, along with other aspects such as the resolution of landfill problems, 

reduction in the total cost of engineering structures, a decrease of footprint and 

greenhouse emissions, and protection of the environment from pollution, among 

others. In the literature, researchers have used a variety of natural and artificial SCMs 

including, for example, Ground Granulated Blast-furnace Slag (GGBS) remains from 

the steel manufacturing process, Rice Husk Ash (RHA) from waste rice husk 

combustion, Cement Kiln Dust (CKD) obtained from the production of Portland 

Cement, Pulverised Fuel Ash (PFA) Class F from coal combustion, Silica Fume (S) 

produced as a by-product/waste material from the manufacture of silicon or ferrosilicon 

alloys, etc. Among these, the use of GGBS and silica fume in the field of sulfate soil 

stabilisation is discussed as follows: 

 

2.4.7.1 Ground Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag (GGBS) 

GGBS is categorised as one of the ‘greenest’ of engineering supplementary 

cementitious materials (Oti et al., 2009b).  It is a by-product produced sequentially with 
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iron under igneous conditions. During the manufacture of iron, a composite of iron-ore 

(main raw material), flux (dolomite or limestone), reducing agent (coke) and fuel is fed 

into the blast-furnace being operated at a temperature of 1500℃, whereby iron-ore is 

reduced to igneous iron and separated from the remaining slag (Yi et al., 2015). This 

slag is then tapped off and cooled rapidly by high-pressure water or palletisation 

approach to form a glassy Ca-Al-Mg silicate compound. Upon completion of cooling, 

the slag is then typically dehydrated, dried, and grounded before being utilised as a 

supplementary cementitious material. Magnets are also commonly used before and 

after griding with a view of removing any remaining iron. During the manufacturing 

process, GGBS requires lower energy (~1300 MJ/tonne) and induces carbon dioxide 

(CO2) emission of 70 Kg/tonne (Oti et al., 2009b; Yi, Liska, et al., 2014; Yi et al., 2014; 

Yi et al., 2015).  

 

Chemically, GGBS has compositions like that of the Ordinary Portland Cement, 

providing additional silica, calcium, alumina and magnesia to the cementitious blinding 

system (Puppala et al., 2003). When GGBS is used on its own, it is a latent hydraulic 

binder, providing minimal hydration and small strength-enhancing products (Nidzam 

and Kinuthia, 2010); thus, it is often required activator for the acceleration of the 

reaction. Chemical activation using Portland cement, lime, cement kiln dust, sodium 

hydroxide, potassium hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide are the most common 

applicable approach used for activation of GGBS.  

 

In soil stabilisation, GGBS is commonly activated by lime either in the form of quicklime 

or hydrated lime (Yi, Gu and Liu, 2015). In this regard, the binder produced by the 

activation of GGBS with lime so far performed well and employed for several 
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applications including, sulfate soil stabilisation (Wild et al., 1996; Wild et al., 1998; Wild 

et al., 1999; Kinuthia and Wild, 2001; Kinuthia et al., 2004; Rahmat and Ismail, 2011; 

Rahmat and Kinuthia, 2011a; Seco et al., 2011; Seco et al., 2011; Seco et al., 2017), 

durability improvement of flooded soils (Obuzor et al., 2011a; Obuzor et al., 2011b; 

Obuzor et al., 2012), unfired bricks development (Oti et al., 2008a; Oti et al., 2008b; 

Oti et al., 2009b; Oti et al., 2009c; Oti et al., 2010a; Oti et al., 2010b; Oti et al., 2010c; 

Kinuthia and Oti, 2012) and heavy metal immobilisation (García et al., 2004; Wang et 

al., 2015), among others (Nidzam and Kinuthia, 2010; Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011).  

 

Accordingly, a typical lime dosage of 20-40% by weight of binder is recommended for 

superior performance of lime-activated GGBS blend (Wild et al., 1999; Seco et al., 

2017; Yi et al., 2015). In addition, GGBS has been established to possess the attributes 

of improving the swelling of stabilised soils by arresting the ettringite-induced heave 

resulted from the application of calcium-based stabilisers. The mechanism behind 

arresting the ettringite-induced heave is attributed to the formation of further C-S-H 

products and the subsequent densification of the matrix (Wild et al., 1999). As a result, 

it reduces permeability, increases strength, suppresses swelling, and enhances 

durability (Obuzor, Kinuthia and Robinson, 2012).  

 

As an alternative to lime, magnesium oxide (MgO) recently is gaining increasing 

attention and has shown to be a novel promising and alternative activator for soil 

stabilisation using GGBS. Therefore, it has been investigated in a different context, for 

example, in expansive clay stabilisation (Yi et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2015; 

Yi et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2014; Yi et al., 2013; Yi et al., 2012; Seco et al., 2011a; Seco 

et al., 2011b), sulfate soil stabilisation (Seco et al., 2020; Ehwailat et al., 2021a; 
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Ehwailat et al., 2021b), solidification and immobilisation of heavy metals in soil (Jin et 

al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015; Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2014) and microstructure and reaction 

mechanism (Yi et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2014; Goodarzi and Movahedrad, 2017). The 

outcome of these studies revealed that MgO- GGBS blend (1) reduces the volume 

instability of soils (Seco et al., 2017); (2) suppresses the sulfate-induced expansion 

(Seco et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020); (3) produces superior resistance to sodium sulfate 

attack (Yi et al., 2014); (4) possess considerable durability improvement due to the 

higher resistance of carbonation and hydration products (Unluer and Al-Tabbaa, 2013); 

(5) results in higher heavy metal immobilisation efficiency (Jin et al., 2016) and lower 

leachability capability (Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2014; García et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2015); 

and (6) yields higher strength performance (about 2-4 time that of cement) (Yi et al., 

2015; Seco et al., 2017).  

 

2.4.7.2 Silica fume (S) 

As another waste material, silica fume (by virtue of its pozzolanic reactivity) can also 

be used as a partial replacement of calcium-based stabilisers to suppress the heave-

induced expansion in sulfate soils (Beetham et al., 2015). Silica fume is very fine 

amorphous (nan-crystalline) silica produced as a by-product of the smelting process of 

the reduction of high-purity quartz in the silicon and ferrosilicon alloy industries 

(Ghavami et al., 2021). It can be also produced as a by-product in the production of 

other silicon alloys including calcium silicon, ferromagnesium, ferromanganese and 

ferrochromium (Amin and Hashem, 2011). In electric arc furnaces, the high-purity 

quartz is heated with wood, coal or coke up to a temperature of 2000℃ to eliminate the 

oxygen (Siddique, 2011). During the heating process, the silicon monoxide vapour 
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(SiO2) is released and collected at the base of the furnace (Cheah et al., 2021). The 

collected product then oxidises and condenses in a low-temperature zone to 

microspheres of non-crystalline silica (Mehta and Ashish, 2020). This amorphous silica 

is known as silica fume, condensed (densified) silica (see Figure 2.7), micro silica, 

silica dust or volatilised silica with silicon dioxide in the range of 60 to 100%, depending 

on the type of alloy being manufactured (Khan and Siddique, 2011). In this regard, 

silica fume with a typical silicon dioxide of 61-84%, 84-91% and 91-98% is commonly 

produced from 50%-ferrosilicon, 75%-ferrosilicon, and silicon metal, respectively. 

According to Bagherpour and Choobbasti (2003), the annual production amount of 

silica fume around the world is about 100,000 tonnes.  

 

   

Figure 2.7: SEM image of densified silica fume at different magnifications; (a) 5 𝛍𝐦  and (b) 2 𝛍𝐦 

(Cheah et al., 2021). 

 

Amorphous silica fume is generally considered a nuisance dust of low toxicity, 

consequently it is considered to pose a minimal risk of pulmonary fibrosis (silicosis) 

(Merget et al., 2002; Arts et al., 2007). According to the International Agency for 

Research on Cancer (IARC), amorphous silica fume is also not classifiable as its 
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carcinogenicity to humans. However, silica fume may contain trace amounts of 

crystalline silica dust (respirable crystalline silica), which is associated with an 

increased risk for pulmonary diseases such as silicosis, tuberculosis, chronic 

bronchitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and lung carcinogenicity 

(Shin et al., 2017). According to the manufacturer (Elkem) of the silica fume used in 

this current study, inhalation of dust from the silica fume is considered to entail minimal 

risk of pulmonary fibrosis (silicosis). However, chronic obstructive lung disease is 

suspected following long-term exposure (years) for higher concentrations. Heating the 

amorphous silica fume at a higher temperature (1000 ℃) can also result in the 

formation of crystalline phase (cristobalite / tridymite) that can cause pulmonary 

diseases (silicosis) (Han et al., 2020). Therefore, dust generation and subsequent 

inhalation of the silica fume dust is recommended to be avoided by installing an 

adequate ventilation system and wearing N95 dust masks.  

 

Silica fume is recognised as one of the most reactive supplementary pozzolanic 

materials due to its extreme fineness and extremely high silicon dioxide. It operates 

through several mechanisms, of which (1) permeability reduction due to matrix 

densification and pore-size reinforcement, (2) consumption of lime and formation of 

additional pozzolanic products due to the reaction between silica fume and calcium 

hydroxide either from cement or lime, (3) cement paste-aggregate interfacial 

refinement, are the most widely common reported explanation for the superior 

performance of silica fume (Motahari Karein et al., 2017; Siddique and Khan, 2011).  

 

Apart from pozzolanic activity and filling effect, silica fume may also affect the hydration 

kinetics by promoting more nucleation sites at earlier hydration age (Xu et al., 2016), 
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thereby accelerating the hydration reactions (Rossen et al., 2015). In soil stabilisation 

technology, this accelerating phenomenon would speed up the consumption of calcium 

ions promoting the formation of C-S-H gel over that of C-A-H, and subsequently 

reduces the available calcium for the formation of the ettringite.  

 

Recently, the use of silica fume with other hydraulic binders in the field of soil 

stabilisation is gaining increasing attention (Wang et al., 2003; Ghorbani et al., 2015; 

Goodarzi et al., 2016; Mousavi, 2018; Saygili and Dayan, 2019; Singh et al., 2020; 

Tiwari et al., 2020; Türköz et al., 2021;  Murthi et al., 2021; Ghavami et al., 2021). 

Considering whose investigated sulfate soil, Wang et al. (2003) for example used 

ternary blends of Cement-GGBS-Silica fume and Cement-Fly ash-Silica fume for 

stabilisation of sulfate soil and reported a reduction in the expansion from 6% to about 

zero. Ghorbani et al. (2015) reported a considerable reduction of swelling of sandy soil 

by use of binary blends of lime and silica fume. Mousavi (2018) investigated the effect 

of different blends of cement (C) and silica fume (S) in the stabilisation of high plastic 

clay with sulfate (SO3) content of 2.7% and concluded that 6C-2S is the optimum blend 

in terms of shear and compressive strength with no reported result on the expansion. 

GhavamShirazi and Bilsel (2021) studied the effect of binary blends of lime-silica fume 

on swelling of high plastic clay having sulfate content of 0.4% and reported a reduction 

in swelling from 6% to 0.5% by use of a binary composition of 3L-10S. 

 

Given the explanation above, silica fume is recognised as a highly effective pozzolanic 

material and has the potential for suppression of sulfate-induced expansion. However, 

the benefits of its utilisation as a supplementary cementitious material in the field of 
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soil stabilisation particularly for high sulfate soil has still not been thoroughly 

researched. According to the literature for example:  

▪ The optimum silica fume dosage, at which the ettringite-induced expansion in 

high sulfate/alumina-bearing soils stabilised with different levels of lime is 

suppressed, has not yet been scientifically established,  

▪ Evidence on the experiences of the effect of incorporating silica fume as a 

secondary additive for Magnesium oxide in the stabilisation of sulfate soils has 

noticeably lacked,  

▪ The synergistic effect of Ground Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag (GS) and Silica 

fume with either Lime (L) or Magnesium oxide (M) has yet to be unveiled,   

▪ The optimum hydraulic co-partner for silica fume, by which the expansion of 

sulfate soil is suppressed with no compromise on strength, is not very well 

established, 

▪ The independent effect of moisture content and mixing method on both the 

strength and expansion performance of sulfate soil stabilised by either Lime (L), 

Cement (C) or Magnesium oxide (M) in association with Silica fume (S) has not 

yet been investigated, and, 

▪ The durability index (Retained strength after immersion in water) of sulfate soil 

stabilised with hydraulic binders made of binary and ternary blends of L-S, M-S 

and L-GS-S and M-GS-S has not yet been reported in the literature. 

 

 

Therefore, there was a dire need for a systemically well-controlled comprehensive and 

novel study that considers all the above-mentioned points simultaneously to overcome 

this deficiency. To do so, the current study relied principally on the use of laboratory 
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experimentations with a systematic prioritisation framework organised in sequential 

order of eight phases. The raw materials used for specimen preparation included two 

types of soil (Kaolinite-K and high calcium sulfate-bearing Marl Clay-GM), two calcium-

based stabilisers (L and C), magnesium-based stabilisers (M), two supplementary 

cementitious materials (GS and S) and one type of sulfate (Gypsum). This research 

study is anticipated to be of great value as it provides an invaluable resource for 

engineers and socio-economic professionals (among others) who need access to up-

to-date and in-depth information on the effect of the above-mentioned cementitious 

materials in sulfate soil stabilised with calcium and magnesium-based stabilisers. 

 

 
 

2.4.8 Summary of the alternative sulfate soil stabilisation method  

The alternative soil stabilisation methods used for restriction of ettringite formation and 

suppression of sulfate-induced expansion are summarised in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Summary of the alternative sulfate soil stabilisation methods. 

Stabilisation 

method 
Method concept Effects  Remarks  References 

Double application 

of lime with 

mellowing period 

This method relies on the 

application of lime in two dosages 

of which the first dosage enables 

the dissolution of soil and the 

development of ettringite, while the 

subsequent dosage forms the 

hydrated products to gain the 

desirable strength characteristics. 

It reduces the expansion with a 

compromise on strength. 

 

It induces density reduction and 

workability improvement. 

1. It depends fundamentally on the time gap period 

(mellowing period) between the first and subsequent 

lime application. 

2. The amount of sulfate plays a vital role in the success 

of this treatment. 

3. A 3-5% above the optimum moisture content is the 

typical dosage of water content recommended for the 

acceleration of the solubility of sulfates during the 

mellowing period. 

4. It can be used for the stabilisation of sulfate soils 

containing up to 7% sulfates if lower lime dosage, 3 

days of mellowing period and more than the optimum 

moisture content (about 2% extra) are used.  

(Behnood, 2018) 

(Puppala et al., 2014) 

(Harris et al. 2004) 

(Ali and Mohamed, 2017) 

Sulfate-

resistance 

cement 

The mechanism of this technique 

relies on the limitation of reactive 

alumina availability where the tri-

calcium aluminate (C3A) of sulfate-

resistance cement is lower than that 

of Portland cement. 

It reduces plasticity, increases stiffness, 

improves robustness against freezing-

thawing, suppresses the swelling, and 

enhances the linear shrinkage and UCS. 

1. It depends on the concentration of sulfate within the 

soil. 

2. It cannot lead to a complete swelling restriction. 

(Puppala et al., 2014) 

Pre-treatment with 

barium compounds  

It relies on the treatment of sulfate-

bearing soils, by barium 

compounds in the form of either 

barium hydroxide, barium chloride 

or barium carbonate. 

It reduces the expansion and improves the 

strength. 

1. It relies on the immobilisation of sulfate by replacing 

the soluble sulfates, “gypsum” with that of insoluble 

sulfate, “Barite”. 

2. It can be used for increasing the strength and 

reducing the swelling of soil containing up to 10% 

sulfate. 

3. This stabilisation technique is not recommended due 

to its negative environmental concerns. 

(Carmona-Quiroga and 

Blanco-Varela, 2015) 

(Ciliberto et al., 2008) 
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Use of fly ash 

This treatment relies principally on 

the reduction of the amount of 

calcium hydroxide within the 

system by using fly ash class C as 

a dependent stabiliser or by using 

fly ash class F as a replacement for 

lime. 

It reduces plasticity, increases the 

optimum moisture content, increases 

strength, and reduces swelling. 

 

 

1. It is less effective than sulfate-resistance cement in 

terms of the suppression of the expansion. 

2. On the exposure to magnesium sulfate, the 

compressive strength of the potassium-activated fly 

ash system is higher and more stable than that of 

Portland cement and sulfate-resistant cement. 

3. Activation of fly ash by potassium hydroxide yields 

lower collapsible potential and lower permeability 

coefficient as compared to the sodium system. 

(Puppala et al. 2003) 

(Lee et al., 2017) 

(McCarthy et al. 2009) 

(Alsafi et al., 2017) 

Use of magnesium 

oxide 

This technique relies on the 

complete removal of calcium 

hydroxide by using a MgO-based 

stabiliser, thus, the ettringite 

formation is completely restricted. 

It increases the strength, decreases the 

expansion, reduces the plasticity, 

increases the optimum moisture content, 

and demonstrates higher carbon dioxide 

sequestration potential. 

 

 

1. Its utilisation as a dependent binder for sulfate soil 

stabilisation is not recommended because it 1) 

induces higher carbon dioxide (~1.4t  CO2) than 

those of both Portland cement (~0.95t  CO2) and lime 

(~0.8t  CO2), 2) it is very weak due to the nature of its 

hydration product (brucite), and 3) it is slightly more 

expansive than that of lime and those of Portland 

Cement (PC), Cement Kiln Dust, Pulverised Fly Ash 

(PFA), Grand Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag 

(GGBS) and zeolite. 

2. Light-burned magnesium oxide (high reactive 

magnesia) which is calcinated from magnesite at a 

temperature of 700-1000 ℃, is the optimum type for 

soil stabilisation, particularly for activation of GGBS. 

3. A dosage of 5% to 15%, of which 10% is more 

commonly applied, is the typically applied binder 

dosage for sulfate soil stabilisation. 

4. It relies fundamentally on the reactivity of the 

magnesium oxide used. 

(Yi et al., 2014) 

(Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2014a) 

(Jin et al., 2016) 

(Seco et al., 2017) 

 (Yi et al., 2015a) 
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Use of GGBS 

This treatment relies on the 

activation of GGBS by sodium 

hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, 

lime or magnesium oxide. 

It (1) reduces the volume instability of 

soils; (2) suppresses the sulfate-induced 

expansion; (3) produces superior 

resistance to sodium sulfate attack; (4) 

improves durability; (5) results in higher 

heavy metal immobilisation efficiency and 

lower leachability capability, and (6) yields 

higher strength performance. 

1. A typical sodium hydroxide, lime or magnesium oxide 

dosage of 20-40% by weight of binder is 

recommended for superior performance. 

2. Magnesium oxide or sodium hydroxide-activated 

GGBS is superior to that lime-activated GGBS in 

terms of suppressing the expansion due to the lower 

calcium hydroxide content and the higher activity 

efficiency of these systems. 

3. It is the most effective technique for sulfate soil 

stabilisation in terms of expansion, but the future 

availability of GGBS has become questionable, 

particularly in the UK, as the entirety of the quantity 

produced is consumed in Portland cement blends. 

(Seco et al., 2017) 

(Li et al., 2020) 

(Yi et al., 2014) 

(Unluer and Al-Tabbaa, 

2013) 

(Jin et al., 2016) 

(Seco et al., 2020) 

(Ehwailat et al., 2021a) 

(Ehwailat et al., 2021b) 

(Provis, 2018) 

Use of metakaolin 

or rice husk ash  

This treatment relies on the use of 

low calcium oxide-based material 

as a replacement for lime or 

magnesium oxide in order to form 

further hydrated products which 

facilitate the suppression of the 

expansion and improves the 

mechanical properties. 

It reduces the density, increases the 

optimum moisture content, reduces the 

expansion, and increases the 

compressive and flexural strength. 

1. A combination of lime or magnesium oxide with rice 

husk ash or metakaolin can reduce the expansion to 

a very negligible level (>0.1%), which is superior to 

that of lime-GGBS or MgO-GGBS. However, they 

yield lower strength performance (about half) 

compared to that of lime-GGBS and MgO-GGBS 

blends. 

(Ehwailat et al., 2021a) 

(Ehwailat et al., 2021b) 

Use of silica fume 

This technique, which forms the 

core of this research study, relies 

on the use of high pozzolanic 

materials (silica fume) as a partial 

replacement of different calcium 

and magnesium-based binders to 

restrict the formation of ettringite 

and suppress the expansion of 

sulfate soil.  

The use of silica fume as a partial 

replacement of lime or cement in the 

stabilisation of sulfate soil induces 

permeability reduction, porosity 

improvement, plasticity reduction, 

swelling reduction, and strength 

improvement. However, the optimum 

silica fume dosage for suppression of 

sulfate soil stabilised with either lime, 

cement or magnesium oxide has not been 

discovered yet.  

1. It affects the hydration kinetics by promoting more 

nucleation sites at earlier hydration age, thereby 

accelerating the hydration. This accelerating 

phenomenon speeds up the consumption of calcium 

hydroxide, promotes the formation of C-S-H gel over 

that of C-A-H, and subsequently reduces the 

available calcium for the formation of the ettringite. 

(Xu et al., 2016) 

(Rossen et al., 2015) 

(Ghorbani et al., 2015) 

(GhavamShirazi and Bilsel, 

2021) 
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3 CHAPTER 3 – MATERIALS 

This chapter describes the details of raw materials used in this research, including material 

sources, characterisations, and utilisation rationale. The materials are classified into two 

subsections: Target soil materials and cementitious materials. The target soil materials 

section details three materials (kaolinite, gypsum marl and gypsum), while the 

cementitious materials are sub-divided into calcium-based stabilisers (L and C), 

magnesium-based stabilisers (M) and supplementary materials (GGBS and S).  

 

3.1 Target soil materials 

Three target soil materials, mainly kaolinite (K), artificially sulfate kaolinite (KG), and 

gypsum marl (GM) clay, were utilised throughout the laboratory experimentations. The 

kaolinite and gypsum marl clay are respectively commercial and natural soil-based 

materials, while the artificial sulfate kaolinite (KG) is a laboratory blended material 

made of kaolinite and gypsum. Details regarding the definition, properties, and the 

rationale for the utilisation of these materials are discussed in this chapter.     

 

3.1.1 Kaolinite (K) 

The kaolinite used in this experimental-based investigation was semi-processed 

industrial kaolinite in the form of white fine ground odourless powder, with a relative 

density of 2.6-2.7. It was supplied by Potterycrafts Ltd, England, under a commercial 

trade name of China clay standard porcelain powder. Figure 3.1 shows the x-ray 

diffraction (XRD) curve of kaolinite, which was obtained through commercial service at 

the University of Bath.  Table 3.1 tabulates the oxide compositions of kaolinite, which 

was obtained using x-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) through commercial service by 
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Celtest Company Limited. Figure 3.2 presents the particle size distribution curve while 

the main particle texture characteristics are tabulated in Table 3.2.  

 

The XRD pattern which was compared with the open-source database of the 

Crystallography Open Database (COD) and RRUFF database, revealed that the 

dominant minerals are kaolinite minerals and quartz. The chemical analysis indicated 

that it comprised 47% silicon dioxide (SiO2) and 36% aluminum dioxide (Al2O3). The 

particle size distribution (see Table 3.2) suggested that the kaolinite contains 27% 

sand, 61% silt and 12% clay, while the Atterberg limits and plasticity index chart 

showed that it has a liquid limit of 56.7%, a plastic limit of 33.3% and a plasticity index 

of 23.4%. Therefore, as per the grain size classification system, the kaolinite soil is a 

medium graded sandy SILT of high plasticity (see Figure 3.3). The TG analysis shown 

in Figure 3.5 indicated that as the temperature increases to 1000 ℃, the mass of the 

kaolinite specimen reduced by about 10.48% in one phase, represented by a major 

peak in the DTG curve in the range of 400 − 700 ℃. This reduction in mass is due to 

dihydroxylation of the kaolinite minerals (Al-Mukhtar et al., 2010a, 2010b). 

 

The reason for the use of kaolinite stemmed from its homogeneity and mineralogical 

simplicity, which eases the understanding of the soil-binder reaction  (Kinuthia and 

Wild, 2001), and enables the establishment of a reasonable scientific mechanism of 

the hydration reactions (Kinuthia and Oti, 2012) before venturing into the more complex 

soil. Its higher alumina content is also another factor, as it was expected to facilitate 

the formation of a higher ettringite amount, thereby if the ettringite-induced expansion 

in this clay was effectively managed, then, any similar scenarios in any other soils are 

anticipated to be manageable to some reasonable degree.  
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Figure 3.1: X-ray diffractograms of kaolinite and gypsum marl soil, obtained using x-ray diffraction 

analysis through commercial service at the University of Bath. (Note: K, kaolinite; G, gypsum; Q, 

quartz, C, calcite; D, dolomite; M, magnesite) 

 
 
 
Table 3.1: Oxide composition of kaolinite (K) and gypsum marl (GM) soils, obtained using x-ray 

fluorescence analysis through commercial service by Celtest Company Limited. 

Oxide compositions Kaolinite Gypsum Marl 

Type Chemical formula % % 

 Calcium oxide CaO <0.01 32.81 

 Magnesium oxide MgO 0.21 0.08 

 Silicon dioxide SiO2 47.32 0.1 

 Aluminium oxide Al2O3 35.96 0.05 

 Sodium oxide Na2O 0.07 <0.02 

 Phosphorus pentoxide P2O5 0.12 0.03 

 Iron or ferric oxide Fe2O3 0.69 0.03 

 Manganese oxide Mn2O3 0.02 0.01 

 Potassium oxide K2O 1.8 <0.01 

 Titanium dioxide TiO2 0.02 <0.01 

 Vanadium oxide V2O5 <0.01 <0.01 

 Barium oxide BaO 0.07 0.02 

 Acid soluble sulfate of SO3 SO3 0.01 19.8 

 Acid soluble sulfate of SO4 SO4 0.1 23.76 

 Sulfur S 0.1 0.05 
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Table 3.2: Particle size distribution characteristics of kaolinite and gypsum marl clay, obtained using 

laboratory experimentations at the Unviserty of South Wales. 

Particle size distribution Kaolinite Gypsum Marl 

 Sand (%) 27 81 

 Silt (%) 61 19 

 Clay (%) 12 - 

 D60 (mm) 0.012 0.5 

 D50 (mm) 0.0085 0.38 

 D30 (mm) 0.0062 0.28 

 D10 (mm) 0.0018 0.014 

 Uniformity Coefficient (CU) 6.667 35.71 

 Curvature Coefficient(CC) 0.0028 0.153 

 
 

 
Table 3.3: Some physical properties of kaolinite and gypsum marl clay, obtained using laboratory 

experimentations at the Unviserty of South Wales. 

Properties Kaolinite Gypsum Marl 

Consistency Limits    

 Liquid Limit (%) 56.7 23.03 

 Plastic Limit (%) 33.3 13.84 

 Plasticity Index (%) 23.4 9.19 

Compaction Characteristics    

 Maximum Dry Density (Mg/m3)  1.52 1.96 

 Optimum Moisture Content (%) 25 11.3 

Physical Properties    

 Particle Density (Mg/m3) 2.14 2.37 

 Initial Moisture Content (%) 0.76 3.1 

 Colour White (Munsell: 7.5TR 9.5/1) Light grey (Munsell: 10Y 7/1) 

Other Properties    

 Organic content (%) - 0.4 

 Sulfate concentration (%) - 20.64 

 Linear Shrinkage (%) 10.8 5.1 

 Linear Expansion (%)  6.2 0.5 

 Swelling Pressure (kPa) 1.3 1.1 

 Swelling potential (%) 4.7 - 

 Alkalinity/Acidity Value (pH) 5.37 7.9 

 Loss on Ignition (LOI) 13.1 19.9 
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Figure 3.2: Particle size distribution of kaolinite, gypsum marl clay, and gypsum (calcium sulfate 

dihydrate) obtained using laser diffraction method (dry dispersion accessory). 
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Figure 3.3: Classification of kaolinite (K) and gypsum marl (GM) soils based on the plasticity chart. 
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Figure 3.4: Proctor compaction curve of kaolinite (K) and gypsum marl (GM) clay, determined in 

accordance with BS EN 13286-2:2010 using a mechanical rammer of 2.5kg. 
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Figure 3.5: TG/DTG curves of kaolinite, gypsum marl soil and gypsum, obtained using TGA55 

instrument associated with a TRIOS computer software under an argon atmosphere at a flow heating 

rate of 20 ℃ per minute. 
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3.1.2 Gypsum Marl (GM)  

The gypsum marl clay utilised in this experimental study is a high sulfate-bearing 

natural clay in the form of a light grey-coloured marl having some white finer particles. 

It was collected from the Pamplona region, sieved to a maximum particle size of 1 mm, 

and supplied by co-researchers from the University of Pamplona, Northern Spain. 

Upon the receipt of the material, it was initially spread in steel trays and air-dried under 

a laboratory condition at a temperature of 20 ± 2 °C to decrease the excess moisture 

content. Thereafter, the raw material was placed in an airtight plastic container in an 

area protected against any direct local source of heat and sunlight. Before each 

subsequent use, the raw material was thoroughly mixed by holding the container 

between the two hands and gently rolling, with continuously changing its orientation 

without shaking for about 30 seconds. This mixing was adopted to ensure the portion 

used for sample preparation is representative of the whole materials. This is because 

it is well known that during the storage of materials particularly soils, the smaller 

particles tend to drop down to the bottom as larger particles work their way to the top 

of the container, thus, leading to biased measurement depending on the location of 

soil specimen taken for the analysis. 

 

On the completion of material homogenisation, several characterisation tests were 

conducted on the representative portion of the raw material.  Figure 3.1 shows the x-

ray diffraction (XRD) curve of gypsum marl soil, which was obtained through 

commercial service at the University of Bath. Table 3.1 tabulates the oxide 

compositions, which were obtained using x-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) through 

commercial service by Celtest Company Limited. The XRD pattern which was 
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compared with the open-source database of the Crystallography Open Database 

(COD) and RRUFF database, revealed that the dominant minerals of gypsum marl soil 

are gypsum, quartz, calcite, dolomite, and magnesite.  

 

The grain size classification system pre-shown in Figure 3.2 indicated that the gypsum 

marl soil used is classified as a gap graded silty coarse/medium SAND with a 

composition of 81% sand and 19% silt. The plasticity index classification system pre-

shown in Figure 3.3 revealed that it has a liquid limit of 56.7%, a plastic limit of 33.3% 

and a plasticity index of 23.4%. Thus, as per the plasticity index classification system, 

the GM soil is a low plastic clay. The physical inspection exposed that it has a light 

greenish-grey colour (Munsel: 10Y 7/1) and an alkalinity value of 7.9. The higher 

alkalinity value is probably due to its higher calcium oxide (CaO) of 32.8% as pre-

tabulated in Table 3.1. The X-ray- diffractogram and TG/DTG analysis revealed that 

the Gypsum Marl soil is mineralogically comprised of Gypsum (46.6%), Dolomite 

(12.6%), Muscovite (12.3%), Calcite (10.5%), among other minerals. The acid-soluble 

sulfate test conducted in accordance with BS EN 1744-1: 2009+A1 indicated that GM 

possessed a soluble sulfate (SO4) content of 23.7%. Therefore, it was used in the 

current study to validate and generalise the optimum binary and ternary blended 

binders established using the artificially sulfate kaolinite mixtures. 

 

3.1.3 Gypsum (G) 

The sulfate type used in this study was gypsum in the physical form of a fine white 

powder, having a percentage purity of ≥ 98% and water solubility of 2 g/L (20℃). It 

was produced by precipitation from an aqueous solution and obtained from Fisher 
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Scientific Ltd, Loughborough, Leicestershire, England, UK, under a trading name of 

calcium sulfate dihydrate (CaSO4. 2H2O). The characterisation testing results showed 

that the gypsum used has a particle density (specific gravity) of 2.1 Mg/m3 and pH 

value of 7.8, while the TG analysis presented in Figure 3.5 showed that its mass 

reduced about 20% in one phase as the temperature increases up to 1000℃. This 

reduction in the mass represented in the DTG analysis by a single major endothermic 

peak in the temperature range of 100 − 200 ℃, confirming its purity. The reason for the 

choice of calcium sulfate (gypsum) is due to the fact that it is the most abundant sulfate 

salt presented in natural sulfate-rich soils (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001 and Zhang et al., 

2015), thus it was used to prepare the artificial sulfate kaolinite mixture. 

 

3.2 Cementitious materials 

3.2.1 Calcium-based cementitious materials 

As a reference, two calcium-based stabilisers lime and Portland cement were utilised 

in this study. In addition to their traditional recognition in soil stabilisation, these are 

generally adopted in the current study for evaluating the benefits of the designated 

binary and ternary blending binders as well as providing a comparative baseline with 

the published literature. The definition and characterisation details for the specific type 

of calcium-based stabilisers are explained as follows:  

 

3.2.1.1 Lime (L) 

The lime used throughout the experimentations was quicklime (CaO) in the form of an 

off-white fine odourless powder having a relative density of 3.31. It was supplied under 
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a commercial trade name of Lime-base quicklime by Tarmac Cement and Lime 

Campany, Buxton Lime and Powders, Tunstead, Buxton, Derbyshire, England, UK. Its 

oxide compositions are summarised in Table 3.4, while its physical properties are 

tabulated in Table 3.5. The TG analysis (Figure 3.7) revealed that as the temperature 

increased to 1000 ℃, the mass decreased by about 21% and such reduction was 

represented in the DTG curve by two major endothermic peaks; one sharp peak in the 

range of 350 − 500 ℃, and one relatively weaker peak in the range of 550 − 750 ℃. 

The sharp peak is occurred due to the decomposition of quicklime, whereas the weaker 

one occurred due to the oxidisation of the de-carbonation of the calcite (Al-Mukhtar et 

al., 2010a, 2010b, 2012, 2014).  

 

 

Quicklime was preferred owing to several factors, of which higher reactivity, higher 

calcium oxide content, faster moisture drying characteristics, soil workability 

improvement and strength enhancement are the most encouraging factors (Beetham 

et al., 2015; Boardman et al., 2001; Obuzor et al., 2011a and Afrin, 2017). The higher 

reactivity was expected to induce faster soil-lime interaction. The higher calcium oxide 

content would produce higher calcium ions, which induces higher ettringite amounts in 

the presence of sulfate. Faster moisture drying is preferred in the low-temperature 

regions where the moisture is higher than that of the optimum moisture content. It is 

occurred due to the substantial heat of the exothermic reaction between lime and 

water, while the workability improvement is purely due to the de-watering.  
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Table 3.4: Oxide compositions of hydraulic binders (Lime, Cement and Magnesium oxide), obtained 

using x-ray fluorescence analysis through a commercial service by Celtest Company Limited. 

Oxide compositions Lime Cement Magnesium oxide 

Oxide type Chemical formula % % % 

 Calcium oxide CaO 71.56 61.49 - 

 Magnesium oxide MgO 0.58 3.54 >98 

 Silicon dioxide SiO2 0.67 18.84 - 

 Aluminium oxide Al2O3 0.07 4.77 - 

 Sodium oxide Na2O <0.02 0.02 - 

 Phosphorus pentoxide P2O5 0.03 0.1 - 

 Iron or ferric oxide Fe2O3 0.05 2.87 - 

 Manganese oxide Mn2O3 0.02 0.05 - 

 Potassium oxide K2O <0.01 0.57 - 

 Titanium dioxide TiO2 <0.01 0.26 - 

 Vanadium oxide V2O5 0.02 0.06 - 

 Barium oxide BaO <0.01 0.05 - 

 Acid soluble sulfate of SO3 SO3 0.19 3.12 - 

 Loss on ignition  LOI 27.4 4.3 - 

 

 

Table 3.5: Properties of lime, Portland cement and magnesium oxide, obtained using laboratory 

experimentations at the Unviserty of South Wales. 

Properties Lime  Portland cement  Magnesium oxide 

Particle size distribution   mm mm mm 

 D90 (mm) 1.1 0.07 0.3 

 D60 (mm) 0.35 0.03 0.02 

 D50 (mm) 0.25 0.025 0.01 

 D30 (mm) 0.06 0.01 0.005 

 D10 (mm) <0.01 0.003 0.002 

Other Properties     

 Insoluble residue - 0.5 - 

 Bulk density (kg/m3) 480 1400 - 

 Specific gravity(Mg/m3) 2.82 3.15 3.58 

 Glass content - - - 

 Blaine fineness (m2/kg) 430-1450 365 - 

 Coarse particles > 45μm - - - 

 pH 12.62 13.41 11.90 

 Colour White Grey White 

 Physical form  Powder Fine powder Fine powder 
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Figure 3.6: Particle size distribution of Calcium-based cementitious materials (Lime and Portland 

cement) and Magnesium-based stabiliser (Magnesium oxide). 
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Figure 3.7: TG/DTG curves of Lime, Portland Cement and Magnesium oxide obtained using TGA55 

instrument associated with a TRIOS computer software under an argon atmosphere at a flow heating 

rate of 20 ℃ per minute. 
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3.2.1.2 Portland cement (C) 

The cement used in this study was a commercial Portland cement (CEM-1 52.5N) in 

the physical form of a fine grey powder, manufactured in full compliance with the 

requirements of BS EN 197-1:2011. It was sourced under a commercial trade name of 

premium cement from Premier Cement Limited, A CRH Company, UK. According to 

the supplier, it was manufactured by fusing at relatively high temperatures a precisely 

controlled blend of shale and very finely ground limestone to form cement clinker, 

followed by the addition of small gypsum content and grinding whole materials to 

produce the final fine powder-Premium Cement. Table 3.4 shows its oxide 

compositions while Table 3.5 presents its physical properties which were obtained in 

accordance with the relevant British standard code.  

 

The TG/DTG analysis of the un-hydrated CEM-1 Premium Cement shown in Figure 

3.7 indicated a negligible mass reduction (2.8%) corresponding to the temperature 

increase up to 1000 ℃. This mass loss is represented in the DTG curve by two 

endothermic peaks in the temperature range of 400 − 450 ℃ and 650 − 750 ℃. The 

first peak relates to the dehydroxylation of calcium oxide, while the second peak 

coincides with and decarbonisation of the calcium carbonates.  

 

The presence of Portland cement in the current study is attributed to its traditional 

recognition in the stabilisation of clay soils due to its higher compressive strength and 

low compressibility. Its lower calcium oxide content and its faster hardening process 

relative to quicklime are also other contributing reasons, suggesting that its usage in 

the stabilisation of sulfate bearing soil would result in lower ettringite concentration.   
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3.2.2 Magnesium-based cementitious materials 

3.2.2.1 Magnesium oxide (M) 

The magnesium oxide employed in the current study was a commercially available 

reactive magnesia (MgO) in the physical form of white fine crystalline powder with a 

percentage purity of 98%. It was acquired from Fisher Scientific Ltd, Loughborough, 

Leicestershire, England, UK, under the trading name of Magnesium oxide (MgO). The 

physical characterisation testing results (pre-shown in Table 3.4) indicated that it has 

a specific gravity and alkalinity value (pH) of 3.58 and 11.9, respectively. The TG/DTG 

analysis shown in Figure 3.7 exhibited a minimal weight loss of 1.7% as the 

temperature increases up to 1000℃, of which most of the mass loss (1.6%) being 

occurred before 400℃, which is probably attributed to the evaporation of moisture. 

 

The magnesium oxide was used in this current study to further investigate its efficiency 

in the activation of GGBS and establish the optimum binary blends of magnesium oxide 

and silica fume (coverage of the knowledge gap) by which the expansion of sulfate soil 

is suppressed with no compromise on strength. 

 

 
3.2.3 Supplementary cementitious materials  

3.2.3.1 Ground Granulated Blast-Furnace Slag (GGBS) 

The GGBS incorporated in this work is a latent hydraulic cementitious material in the 

physical form of very fine off-white powder, having 9% as a maximum percentage of 

coarse particles > 40μm. It was complied with BS EN 15167-1:2006 and supplied by 

Civil and Marine Slag Cement Ltd, Llanwern, Newport, UK. Its oxide compositions are 
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tabulated in Table 3.6, while their physical and some other properties are summarised 

in Table 3.7. Its particle size distribution, as established by light scattering is shown in 

Figure 3.8, while the observation of its TG/DTG analysis as determined using the 

TGA55 instrument is plotted in Figure 3.9.  

 

The TG analysis (see Figure 3.9) revealed that the representative GGBS specimen 

lost 2.26% of its original mass as the temperature increases up to 1000℃, of which 

most of the mass loss is occurred at a temperature range of 550 − 700 ℃, pertaining 

to the calcite decomposition (Song et al., 2018 and Ya-min et al., 2015).  The oxide 

composition analysis shown in Table 3.6 revealed that the dominant elements of 

GGBS are CaO (38%), SiO2 (35.5%) and Al2O3 (11.5%). Thus, it was employed in this 

study to develop innovative ternary blended binders in association with lime (L), 

magnesium oxide (M) and silica fume (S) for the chemical stabilisation of high sulfate-

rich natural soil. 

 

3.2.3.2 Silica fume (S) 

The silica fume used in this work was a commercially high reactive micro-silica in the 

form of finally light grey amorphous power, having high silicon dioxide content (SiO2, 

98.4%). It was acquired from Elkem ASA Ltd, UK, under the trading name of Elkem 

Un-densified Micro-silica 971. A reference to the supplier and TG/DTG analysis, its 

oxide compositions and TG/DTG curve are presented in Table 3.6 and Figure 3.9 

respectively. The TG/DTG analysis shown in Figure 3.9 revealed that the silica fume 

showed a negligible weight loss (1.9%) as the temperature increases up to 1000 ℃, 

represented in the DTG curve by a straight line confirming the purity of this product. 
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The general reasons for the incorporation of silica fume in this current study are 1) the 

optimisation of the binary blends of M-S (coverage of the knowledge gap) by which the 

expansion of sulfate soil is suppressed with no compromise on strength, and 2) the 

development of ternary blended binders of L-GS-S and M-GS-S that could yield 

superior resistance to the formation of ettringite. As for the selection of un-densified 

silica fume among other types, this is because of its extreme fineness, higher silicon 

dioxide and higher pozzolanic activity (Suraneni and Weiss, 2017), all of which enable 

the ease of the initiation of the interaction and the faster consumption of calcium 

hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide in the system. 

 

Table 3.6: Oxide compositions of supplementary cementitious materials (GGBS and silica fume), 

obtained using x-ray fluorescence analysis through a commercial service by Celtest Company Limited. 

Oxide compositions GGBS Silica fume 

Oxide and acid Chemical formula % % 

 Calcium oxide CaO 37.99 0.2 

 Magnesium oxide MgO 8.78 0.1 

 Silicon dioxide SiO2 35.54 98.4 

 Aluminium oxide Al2O3 11.46 0.2 

 Sodium oxide Na2O 0.37 - 

 Phosphorus pentoxide P2O5 0.02 0.03 

 Iron or ferric oxide Fe2O3 0.42 0.01 

 Manganese oxide Mn2O3 0.43 - 

 Potassium oxide K2O 0.43 0.2 

 Titanium dioxide TiO2 0.7 - 

 Vanadium oxide V2O5 0.04 - 

 Barium oxide BaO 0.09 - 

 Acid soluble sulfate of SO3 SO3 1.54 0.1 

 Loss on ignition  LOI 2 0.5 
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Table 3.7: Some properties of supplementary cementitious materials (GGBS and silica fume), obtained 

using laboratory experimentations at the University of South Wales. 

Properties GGBS  Silica fume 

Particle size distribution   mm mm 

 D90 (mm) 0.04 0.5 

 D60 (mm) 0.025 0.1 

 D50 (mm) 0.02 0.04 

 D30 (mm) 0.007 0.025 

 D10 (mm) 0.003 0.01 

Other Properties    

 Insoluble residue 0.3 - 

 Bulk density (kg/m3) 1200 300 

 Specific gravity(Mg/m3) 2.9 3.15 

 Glass content 90 - 

 Blaine fineness (m2/kg) 450 - 

 Coarse particles > 45μm - 0.2 

 pH 10.4 7 

 Colour Off-white Grey 

 Physical form  Fine powder Powder 
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Figure 3.8: Particle size distribution of Ground Granulated Blast-furnace Slag-GGBS and Silica fume, 

obtained using laser diffraction method (dry dispersion accessory). 
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Figure 3.9: TG/DTG curves of ground granulated blast-furnace slag-GGBS and silica fume). 

 

 

To summarise, the raw materials (see Figure 3.10) used in this research were kaolinite, 

gypsum, gypsum marl soil, lime, cement, magnesium oxide, GGBS and silica fume. 

 

Figure 3.10: Flow chart summarising the main raw materials used throughout the laboratory 

experimentations 

Raw 
materials

Target soil 
materials

Kaolinite

Gypsum

Gypsum Marl soil

Cementitious 
materials

Calcium-based 
stabiliser   

Lime

Cement

Magnesium Oxide

Supplementary 
cementitious materials

GGBS

Silica fume
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4 CHAPTER 4 – METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the laboratory experimentations through an explanation of 

methodological and analytical techniques used in the current study work. It commences by 

laying out the preliminary characterisation tests among other analytical tests used for the 

establishment of the engineering, mineralogical and analytical properties. Subsequently, it 

looks at mix design (which details the sequential order of the laboratory experimentation 

phases and criteria used for each phase) and preparation of laboratory specimens. The 

engineering tests carried out on the laboratory specimens such as the unconfined compressive 

strength test, the swelling tests (linear expansion and swelling potential), durability tests 

(robustness against full water immersion) and some specialised tests such as 

thermogravimetric (TG/DTG), mineralogical  (X-ray diffraction) and microstructural (field 

emission scanning electron microscopy), as well as environmental analyses (including 𝐶𝑂2 

emissions and energy consumption), can also be seen in this chapter. Note that all the tests 

reported in this chapter were conducted by the author in the laboratory of the University of 

South Wales, excepting those of X-ray diffraction and field emission scanning electron 

microscopy were commissioned externally through commercial service at the University of 

Bath, and those of X-ray fluorescence analysis were performed by Celtest Company Limited. 

   

4.1 Preliminary characterisation tests 

4.1.1 Initial moisture content 

The moisture content of soil (water content) is an inevitable part of the three-phase 

system of the mineralogy of the soil that is comprised of solids, pore air and pore water. 

It is generally defined/expressed either as a gravimetric moisture content (The ratio of 

soil water mass to the dried soil mass) or as volumetric moisture content (The ratio of 

soil water volume to the total soil volume) (Corradini, 2014). It is also of great 

importance in many investigations pertaining to performance evaluation of the 

engineering, agricultural, hydrological, biological, geological properties of soil 

(Corradini, 2014; Romano, 2014). In the current research, the initial moisture content 

(w) was required to establish the quantity of water needed to achieve the maximum 
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densification of the laboratory specimens and was expressed as the ratio of the mass 

of the free water to the mass of the dry soil. It was determined for both the Kaolinite 

and Gypsum Marl Clay using at least 30g of a thoroughly mixed portion of the clay in 

accordance with the oven-drying method of BS EN ISO 17892-1:2014, using a 

constant oven-drying temperature of 50℃  and an oven drying period of 48 hours. 

 
The use of the oven-drying method for moisture content measurement was based on 

the facts that, (1) it is the only technique providing a direct measurement of moisture 

content, (2) it is accurate, inexpensive, and easy, and (3) it is the only method stated 

in most geotechnical and engineering standards. The reasons behind decreasing the 

oven drying temperature from 105 ℃ to 50 ℃ are that; (1) the organic matter within the 

soil may be oxidised, decomposed, and lost at elevated temperature due to 

volatilisation, and (2) the water of crystallisation of gypsum is evaporated at a 

temperature higher than 60 ℃. Thus, since such moisture is calculated based on the 

ratio of the mass of the water to the mass of the dried soil, the weight reduction of soil 

at 105 ℃ may not be entirely due to water evaporation but also due to the oxidisation 

of organic content and evaporation of the water of crystallisation of gypsum (Susha et 

al., 2014 and Huvaj and Uyeturk, 2018). Thereafter, a constant oven-drying 

temperature of 50℃  and an oven drying period of 48 hours were adopted in this 

research to ensure the completion of evaporation of water without oxidisation of 

organic content and evaporation of the water of crystallisation of gypsum. 

 
The laboratory experimentation process started with placing a small portion (at least 

30 g) of soil specimen in pre-weighed dry containers (made of a corrosion-resistant 

metal) and the total mass (container including soil specimen) was measured using an 

electronic balance. The small portion was taken from the whole soil samples that were 
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previously kept in separate non-corrodible airtight plastic containers at room 

temperature in an area protected against any direct local source of heat and sunlight. 

The containers including the soil portions were thereafter placed in an oven, 

maintained at a temperature of 50 ℃ for at least 48 hours. On completion of drying, the 

containers were removed from the oven, allowed to cool at room temperature and 

weighed within 1h of the containers being removed from the oven. Finally, the moisture 

content of the soils was mathematically calculated based on Equation 4.1. 

 

𝑤 =
𝑚𝑤+𝑐 −𝑚𝑑+𝑐
𝑚𝑑+𝑐 −𝑚𝑐

∗ 100 …………………………………………………Equation 4. 1 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝑤            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 

𝑚𝑤+𝑐     𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟. 

𝑚𝑑+𝑐      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟. 

𝑚𝑐          𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟. 

 

 

4.1.2 Particle size distribution  

The particle size distribution for the raw materials (Kaolinite Clay, Gypsum Marl Clay, 

Gypsum, Quicklime, Portland Cement, Magnesium Oxide, GGBS and Silica Fume) 

was established by laser diffraction method in a constant room temperature at 20±3 

℃, using Mastersizer 2000 version instrument fitted with dry dispersion accessories 

“units” (Sirocco 2000). The experimental procedure was conducted in three stages 

(specimen preparation, instrument preparation and sample analysing stages). The 

sample preparation was carried out such that the samples within the container was 
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first thoroughly mixed by holding the container between the two hands and gently rolled 

without shaking for about 30 seconds. The specimen was then dried in the oven at a 

constant temperature of 50 ∓ 2℃ for a drying period of 2 days. The purpose of mixing 

was adopted (1) to ensure the sample portion used for measurement is representative 

of the whole materials avoiding a biased measurement. This is because it is well known 

that during the storage of materials particularly soils in a container, the smaller particles 

tend to drop down to the bottom as larger particles work their way to the top of the 

container, thus, leading to biased measurement depending on the location of soil 

specimen taken for the analysis. The purpose of drying is to avoid the sticking and 

clumping of particles ensuring that materials particles are dispersed well in the dry 

powder feeder when it falls from the sample tray to the sieve.  

 

Subsequently, the representative portion (30 g) of each raw material was then poured 

into the sample vibrating tray of the instrument. This followed with setting up the 

experiment by selecting a general-purpose model with a mode of an irregular mode, 

compressed air pressure of 1 bar and a vibration feed rate of 50%. The analysis 

sampler setting was adopted out of several trial tests because it led to an obscuration 

value within the ideal obscuration range of 10-20%. On completion of specimen and 

instrument preparation, the analysis of particle size distribution was performed 

automatically without any manual calculation on a volume basis using Mie theory by 

means of Mastersizer-2000 version software. Mie theory is a theory of the scattering 

of light named after the 1908 treatise by the physicist Gustav Mie (Malvern, 2010). It 

predicts or specifies the particle size distribution from the correspondence relationship 

between particle size and light intensity distribution pattern (Shimadzu, 2020). It 

requires the knowledge of the optical properties (refractive index and imaginary 
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component) of both the specimen being analysed, along with the refractive index of 

the dispersant (MalvernPanalytical, 2020). The analysis was carried out in triplicate 

and the mean was determined automatically and reported here in this thesis as the 

representative particle size distribution of the corresponding material. 

 

4.1.3 Particle density (specific gravity) 

The Particle density was obtained using the fluid pycnometer method (moist 

specimens-method B) in accordance with BS EN ISO 17892-3:2015 and BS EN ISO 

11508:2017, by use of a 10 g disturbed representative sample of the raw materials. 

The apparatus consisted of three pycnometers with a volume of 100 cm3, control liquid 

of known density (distilled water or kerosene), vacuum desiccator and thermostatically 

temperature-controlled water bath. Distilled water was used as a control liquid for the 

determination of the particle density of Kaolinite and Gypsum Marl Clay, while 

kerosene was used in the case of lime, Portland cement, magnesium oxide, silica fume 

and GGBS. A vacuum pump was used to ensure that all the entrapped air was 

removed during the test. The thermostatically temperature-controlled bath was pre-set 

at a constant temperature of 27℃. Three specimens for each material were tested and 

the mean of the three densities was used as the representative particle density for 

such material. 

 

The experimentation procedure started with cleaning, drying and weighing the 

pycnometers and their stoppers using respectively a filter paper, oven drying with silica 

gel and an electronic balance having an accuracy of 0.01. The pre-measured and 

disturbed representative sample was thereafter placed into the pycnometer followed 
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by the addition of the control liquid until the specimen was covered with approximately 

10 mm of such liquid. The pycnometers were kept open for a while, allowing for de-

aerating the sample until no further escape of air was noticed. Subsequently, the 

pycnometers were filled completely with the control liquid, the stoppers inserted, and 

the pycnometers placed into the vacuum desiccator for 2 minutes. The pycnometers 

were then immersed in the thermostatically temperature-controlled bath at a 

temperature of 27 ℃ up to the neck of pycnometers, for 1 hour. On completion of the 

immersion period, the pycnometers were carefully cleaned and weighed using a filter 

paper and an electronic balance respectively. The liquid samples within the 

pycnometers were removed and a similar procedure was carried out for pycnometers 

filled with the control liquid only. The particle density was then calculated using 

Equation 4.2. 

 

 

𝜌𝑠 =
𝑚4

(𝑚1+𝑚0)−(𝑚3+𝑚2)
∗ 𝜌𝐿 ……………………………… . . . ………… Equation 4.2 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝜌𝑠        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 
𝑀𝑔

𝑚3
⁄ . 

𝜌𝐿       𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 
𝑀𝑔

𝑚3
⁄ . 

𝑚0      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 dry pycnometer, in g. 

𝑚1      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑦𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑, 𝑖𝑛 𝑔. 

𝑚2      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑦𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒, 𝑖𝑛 𝑔. 

𝑚3      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑦𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑, 𝑖𝑛 𝑔.  

𝑚4      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒, 𝑖𝑛 𝑔. 
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4.1.4 Atterberg limits 

The Atterberg limits play an important part in the utilisation of soil materials (particularly 

fine-grained soil materials) in industrial/geotechnical applications. Measurement of 

these parameters is very important for understanding the nature of soils (Jianqiao et 

al., 2012; Nasroulla et al., 2016 and Zolfagha, 2015). It was originally developed by a 

Swedish agricultural and chemist scientist called Albert Mauritz Atterberg in 1911 for 

agricultural purposes (Kayabali et al., 2016), introduced in the field of soil mechanics 

by Terzaghi (Karl von Terzaghi) in 1920, and standardised by Terzaghi’s assistant, 

Arthur Casagrande in 1932 (Andrade et al., 2011).  It is a classification method not only 

used to, provide information regarding the degree of plasticity, consistency and liquidity 

of soils and distinguish between the different kinds of clay and silt soils (Stanchi et al., 

2016), but may also be used as an indicator for some properties such as swelling 

potential and shear strength among others (Huvaj and Uyeturk, 2018).   

 

Concerning the determination of the Atterberg limits of clay soils, a review of Andrade 

et al. (2011), presented a set of measurement methods including the Casagrande 

method, penetration methods, stress-strain curves methods, Pfefferkorn method, 

Torque rheometer method and Capillary rheometer method. In this current study, the 

cone penetrometer method and thread rolling method were utilised to measure the 

liquid limit and plastic limit respectively, in compliance with the requirements of BS EN 

ISO 17892-12:2018. The cone penetrometer method was used due to several 

advantages including reliability, simplicity of conduction of the test, comparative 

reproducibility, less operator judgment, accuracy of the results, and fewer difficulties in 

maintaining the apparatus in compliance with the requirements of BS EN ISO 17892-
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12:2018 and the methodology adopted by previous workers ( Andrade et al., 2011; 

Kayabali et al., 2016 and Stanchi et al., 2016). 

 

4.1.4.1 Liquid limit (LL) 

The liquid limit (LL), the boundary between the plastic state and liquid state of the soil, 

was determined by cone penetrometer method in accordance with BS EN ISO 17892-

12:2018, using an approximately 300 g of air-dried kaolinite soil and Gypsum Marl soil 

after exclusion of materials retained in 425 µm sieve test. Prior to carrying out the cone 

penetrometer experiment, 300 g of each soil was first thoroughly mixed with enough 

water on a flat glass plate, and then covered and kept under a laboratory environment 

for 24 hours to obtain a thick homogenous paste. A portion of the paste was then 

placed into a metal cup with a cylindrical shape of 55 mm in base diameter and 40 mm 

in height. On achievement of a smooth level surface, the paste-filled cup was centrally 

placed under the cone tip of the cone penetrometer device, and the cone was released 

for 5 seconds, allowing the cone to penetrate the paste.  

 
Once the penetration of paste was measured as recorded by dial gauge, the soil was 

remixed at the same moisture content and the process repeated three times to take 

the average of the recorded penetration. Following each penetrating process, about 

10 g of paste was also taken from the penetration zone and weighted in a container 

for determining the moisture content at this level of penetration. Afterwards, the 

remained paste was remixed with more water and the above-mentioned process 

(penetration and moisture content process) was repeated until four recorded 

penetrations and four moisture content samples were obtained. When the moisture 

content was established using Equation 4.3 to 4.5, the linear relation between the cone 
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penetration and moisture content as ordinates and abscissae respectively was plotted 

and the moisture content corresponding to cone penetration of 20 mm was reported 

as the liquid limit of the soil.         

 

𝑚𝑠 = 𝑚𝑤+𝑐 −𝑚𝑑+𝑐   …………………………………… .………………… Equation 4.3 

𝑚𝑑 = 𝑚𝑑+𝑐 −  𝑚𝑐   ………………………………………… .……………… Equation 4.4 

𝑤𝑐 = (𝑚𝑠 𝑚𝑑⁄ ) ∗ 10……………………………………… .… .……… .…… Equation 4.5 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

 𝑚𝑠           𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 
 𝑚𝑤+𝑐       𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟. 
 𝑚𝑑+𝑐       𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟. 
 𝑚𝑑           𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 
 𝑤𝑐            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 
 𝑚𝑐           𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟. 

 
 

4.1.4.2 Plastic limit (PL) 

The plastic limit (PL), the boundary between the semi-solid and plastic state of the soil, 

was determined by thread rolling method in accordance with BS 1377-2:1990  and BS 

EN ISO 17892-12:2018, using approximately 20 g of thoroughly mixed and wet portion 

of kaolinite clay or Gypsum Marl soil paste, which had been prepared for the liquid limit 

test.  The portion of mixed paste (20 g) was placed on a glass plate and shaped into a 

ball. The ball-like paste was then divided into two sub-samples using a palette knife 

and each portion was further split into four more parts. Each sub-sample was rolled 

between the thumb and first finger of each hand, to form a thread of approximately 6 

mm in diameter and equalize the moisture distribution. 
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The threads were subsequently rerolled between the surface of the glass plate and the 

fingertip to the second joint of one hand fingers to minimise the thread diameter to 

approximately 3 mm in 5 to 10 of a total number of rolling. The threads with a diameter 

of 3 mm were then picked up/remoulded and the rolling process was repeated until 

cracks appeared both transversely and longitudinally. On completion of rolling, each 

two cracked threads were gathered and transferred to a suitable container for the 

determination of moisture content. Finally, the average moisture content of the two 

cracked threads was reported as the representative plastic limit, which is defined as 

the point at which the soil stops behaving as a brittle solid material and begins behaving 

like plastic material and referred to as plastic limit. 

 

4.1.5 Plasticity index 

The value of the plasticity index represents the range of the moisture content within 

which the soil exhibits plastic behaviour. It was computed as the numerical difference 

between the liquid and plastic limit (see Equation 4.6) that were obtained in accordance 

with BS EN ISO 17892-12:2018. The representative value of the plasticity index was 

plotted together with the corresponding liquid limit in the plasticity chart (it is the 

scatterplot of PI vs LL), to classify both clays based on plasticity according to A-line 

and U-line. It was also used as an indication for the swell potential of kaolinite Clay 

based on the equation proposed by Seed et al. (1962). 
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𝐼𝑃 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝑃𝐿……………………………………………… . . …………… Equation 4.6 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝐼𝑃           𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 

𝐿𝐿        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 

𝑃𝐿        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 

 

4.1.6 Proctor compaction index 

Compaction characteristics including maximum dry density (MDD) and optimum 

moisture content (OMC) of the mixtures of stabiliser-amended kaolinite are essential 

for the preparation of test specimens required for other geotechnical experimentations. 

Thus, the proctor compaction test, which is a lab process of experimentally determining 

the optimum moisture content at which the maximum densification of soil is achieved, 

was carried out using 3 kg of air-dried clay specimen. It was performed in accordance 

with BS EN 13286-2:2010, using a 2.5 kg rammer and cylindrical mould with an internal 

height of 116 mm and a diameter of 102 mm. Due to the time-consuming nature and 

cost implication of the laboratory experimentations of proctor compaction tests, it was, 

however, not practically possible to be performed for each mix composition. Therefore, 

it was only limited to mix compositions made with lime levels of 0, 4, 6 and 10 owing 

to the higher endothermic reaction of lime hydration. 

 
During the laboratory experimentation, each of the lime-based mixtures was evaluated 

at five different moisture concentrations to establish the possible range of moisture 

content at which the maximum densification of the mixture is achieved to realise the 

best compaction effect. For each moisture level, the lime-based mixture was 
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compacted in three layers by applying 27 uniformly distributed blows using a 2.5 kg 

mechanical rammer. The weighed dry materials and the prescribed amount of water 

were thoroughly mixed using a variable-speed Kenwood Chef kM250 mixing device for 

a period of 3 minutes. A constant drying temperature of 50℃ and a drying period of 48 

h were used for the moisture content measurement. The dry density and moisture 

content at the peak point was reported respectively as the MDD and OMC. 

4.1.7 Alkalinity value (pH value) 

The pH value of the entire range of raw materials (Kaolinite Clay, Gypsum Marl Clay, 

Gypsum, Quicklime, Cement, Magnesium Oxide, GGBS and Silica Fume) used was 

measured using a HANNA instrument meter at solid: water mass ratio of 1:2 (50 g: 100 

g), in accordance with BS EN 1997-2:2007. The apparatus consisted of 200 ml-glass 

beakers, distilled water, a HANNA instrument meter fitted with a plastic body amplified 

pH electrode and a steel frame to hold the instrument meter. The instrument meter 

was calibrated with two buffers (pH 4 and pH 7) at room temperature of 20℃. The 

testing procedure kick-started with mixing 50 g of solid and 100 g of distilled water, 

producing a slurry. The slurry was then wrapped in cling film and stored in the 

laboratory for 24 h. On completion of 24 hours, the slurry was continuously stirred for 

about 2 minutes, the plastic body amplified pH electrode was inserted into the beaker 

and the pH value was measured with a sensitivity of ±0.01 pH unit. The mean value 

was calculated and used as the pH value for such material. 

 
4.1.8 Colour  

The colours of raw materials (Kaolinite Clay, Gypsum Marl Clay, Gypsum, Quicklime, 

Portland Cement, Magnesium Oxide, GGBS and Silica Fume) used throughout this 
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research were evaluated using the Munsell soil-colour chart, in compliance with BS EN 

ISO 14688-1:2018. The colour test was performed under an outside lighting condition 

in bright cloudy weather, the soil being in a dry state. The nature of the specimens 

used throughout the test was air-dried clay specimens previously kept in separate non-

corrodible airtight plastic containers at room temperature in an area protected against 

any direct local source of sunlight. 

 

4.1.9 Shrinkage and swelling behaviour. 

4.1.9.1 Linear shrinkage  

The linear shrinkage (LS), the boundary between the solid and semi-solid states of 

soil, was determined by the linear shrinkage method in accordance with BS 1377-

2:1990. It was established using 150 g of a representative paste of kaolinite and 

Gypsum Marl clay made at a moisture content equivalent to that of the liquid limit. The 

paste was first thoroughly mixed, placed into a metal cup of cone penetrometer method 

to ensure that the moisture content of the soil was at the liquid limit (the moisture 

content corresponding to cone penetration of 20 mm). On completion of moisture 

validation, the homogeneous paste was placed in three pre-oiled hemispherical 

moulds (mould oiled with a thin film of petroleum jelly). The mould was then levelled 

and dried at room temperature until the mixture shrunk away from the inner faces of 

mould before being further dried in an oven at a temperature of 50 ℃ for a period of 48 

hours. Subsequently, the three moulds were cooled at room temperature, and the top 

and bottom surface lengths of both the hemispherical moulds and the hemispherical 

dried mixtures were measured. The mean of such length values was used to determine 

the shrinkage limit of the representative sample, in accordance with Equation 4.7. 
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𝑆𝐿 =
𝐿𝐷
𝐿0
⁄ ∗ 100…………………………………………………… .… .. Equation 4.7 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝑆𝐿          𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒.  

𝐿𝐷          𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛  𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 

𝐿0           𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛  𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒. 

 

4.1.9.2 Swelling potential  

The swell potential of Kaolinite was evaluated using Equation 4.8 which was proposed 

by Seed et al., (1962), who proposed a correlation equation for indicating the swell 

potential as a function of the plasticity index. The swell potential of Gypsum Marl clay 

was not established due to the fact that the proposed formula can only be applied to 

soil containing clay content percentages of 8-65%. 

 
 

𝑆 = 60𝐾(𝑃𝐼)2.44………………………………………………………. Equation 4.8 

𝐼𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ: 

𝑆          𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙.  

𝐾         𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 3.6 ∗ 10−5. 

𝑃𝐼       𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥. 

 

4.1.9.3 Swelling pressure 

The swelling pressure of Kaolinite and Gypsum Marl clays were conducted in 

accordance with BS EN ISO 17892-5:2017, using a one-dimensional odometer 

apparatus connected to a data logger and equipped with a data computer software 

(DS7). It was performed at a temperature of 20℃, using an oedometer cell in the form 
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of a floating-ring cell. The specimens used were initially prepared by compacting the 

soil at their optimum moisture content into a Proctor test mould and extruded by 

steadily pushing the ring into the compacted soil, in compliance with BS 1377-1:2016. 

The height and diameter of test specimens were respectively equal to 19 mm and 76.2 

mm, corresponding to the dimensions of the ring. Filter papers were placed between 

the specimens and both the upper and bottom porous discs. Water was kept on a level 

at which the upper porous disc was submerged. Each test comprised of at least six 

stages of loading, each stage held constant for a day, and each applied load being 

double that of a load of the previous stage in the load sequence.   

 

4.1.10 Thermo-gravimetric/derivative thermo-gravimetric analysis  

The thermogravimetric and derivative thermogravimetric (TG and DTG) analyses for 

the raw materials (Gypsum Marl Clay, Kaolinite Clay, Gypsum, Portland Cement, 

Quicklime, Magnesium Oxide, Silica Fume and GGBS) were performed using a TA 

instruments TGA55 kit associated with a TRIOS computer software. It was conducted 

to analyse the thermal stability, oxidative stability, decomposition kinetics of the 

materials by analysing the curve of weight loss/gain vs the increase of temperature.  It 

was also performed to aid in the interpretation of the test results observed and the 

establishment of the possible reaction mechanisms behind the variations in the 

engineering properties, particularly unconfined compressive strength, and linear 

expansion behaviour. 

 

The TG and DTG analyses were conducted from room temperature up to 1000℃ under 

an argon atmosphere at a flow heating rate of 20℃ per minute. The representative 
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samples of the raw materials were pre-dried in a desiccator at a temperature of 40 ℃ 

to ensure the moisture content equilibrium. Silica gel was also used and replaced every 

12 hours for a total period of 2 days to ensure rapid evaporation of moisture. On 

completion of the drying stage, the representative sample was placed in a pre-tared 

alumina crucible, allowed to stabilise (to reduce vibrations/shaking), analysed 

automatically by the software and the results were recorded in a graphical form of mass 

loss/derivative mass loss vs temperature increase.  

 

 
4.1.11 X-ray diffraction analysis  

X-ray diffraction is one of the most prominently applied analytical techniques in the 

identification and quantification of mineralogical compounds of fine-grained materials. 

In this current study, it was used in the identification of the minerals in both kaolinite 

and gypsum marl clays, so that a comparison between the parent minerals of both 

clays and the minerals of stabilised clays can be established, thus, any mineralogical 

changes in the soil structure and any new crystalline compounds formed with the 

addition of the stabiliser can be identified.  

 

The XRD test was commissioned externally through a commercial service at the 

University of Bath. It was performed, by use of an STOE Powder diffraction system, on 

a small portion of both kaolinite and gypsum marl clay after being dried in a desiccator 

cabinet at a temperature of 40℃. The specimen scans were operated using Cu − Kα 

radiation at an angle scan (two theta) ranging from 10 to 84, with scan mode of 

transmission, a wavelength (𝜆) of 1.540598 Å,  step size of 0.015o, scanning time of 1 

second per step, and copper generating setting of 40 kV and 40 mA.  
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4.2 General mix design.  

To obtain further in-depth information on the formation of the ettringite in stabilised soil, 

it was necessary at the preliminary stage of the research to design a systematic 

prioritisation framework for the laboratory experimentations. In the designation of 

prioritisation framework, it was initially, however, of great importance to look at the 

typical binder dosage, the important engineering properties tested by most 

professionals, and the common testing techniques used for interpretation of the 

mechanisms of soil stabilisation. Based on the literature, a dosage of 5-15% was found 

to be the appropriate amount of cement required for successful soil modification and 

stabilisation, of which such dosages increase corresponding to the clay contents 

(Mishra, 2019). In the case of lime stabilisation, a dosage of 2-8% is typically required 

for coarse-grained soils, while 5-8% is needed for modification/stabilisation of plastic 

soils (Mishra, 2019), of which 1-3% is used for soil modification and 2-8% used for soil 

stabilisation. This lime concentration has been successfully proven at the University of 

South Wales to result in the development and testing of various alternative binary 

blending systems of Lime-GGBS blends for their first application on the A130 road near 

London and A421 Tingewich bypass in the west of Buckingham in the UK (Wild et al., 

1998). Based on these studies, a relatively higher binder dosage of 10% was adopted 

to achieve improved results.  

 

The systematic prioritisation framework (see Figure 4.1) was designed such that the 

laboratory experimentations were organised to be carried out in a sequential order of 

eight phases, each addressing the effect of a particular variable on the performance of 

the stabilised sulfate-bearing soil. The reader, however, should bear in mind that the 
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Kaolinite was used in all the experimentation phases, while Gypsum Marl Clay was 

only utilised as a validation criterion for the optimum binders (Phase 4) and assessed 

in terms of UCS and linear expansion only.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: A systematic prioritisation framework for the laboratory experimentations. 
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4.2.1 Phase 1: Establishment of the specimen preparation parameters 

At the introductory stage of laboratory simulations, it was vital to establish the Optimum 

Moisture Content (OMC) and Maximum Dry Density (MDD) of stabilised clay. 

Therefore, proctor compaction tests were conducted in accordance with BS EN 13286-

2:2010, with a view to determining the optimum moisture content at which the 

maximum densification of specimens is obtained. Proctor compaction tests were, 

however, not practically possible to be performed for each material system, thus it was 

limited to mix compositions made with different percentages of lime (4, 6 and 10%). 

This was due to the time-consuming nature and cost implication of the laboratory 

experimentations of the proctor compaction test and the limitation of raw materials. A 

total of three lime-kaolinite mixtures (K-4L, K-6L and K-10L) of which each mixture was 

evaluated at five different moisture concentrations, were considered in this stage to 

establish the range of MDD and OMC. The result observation of proctor compaction 

experimentations is shown in Table 4.1. For consistency purposes, Moisture Content 

(MC) of 30% equal to 1.1×OMC was adopted for the fabrication of the testing specimen 

of 4 lime-stabilised specimens and 6 lime-stabilised specimens, while 31% was used 

for 10 lime-based specimens.  

 

Table 4.1: The result observation of proctor compaction experimentations for three lime-kaolinite 

mixtures (K-4L, K-6L and K-10L) in comparison with the non-stabilised soil (parent soil, K-0L)  

Mix code  
Optimum Moisture 

Content (OMC) 
% 

 

Maximum Dry Density (MDD) 

kg/m3 

 

K-0L Parent soil 25 1530 

K-4L  27 1455 

K-6L  27 1440 

K-10L  28 1420 
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The use of a slightly higher water content (1.1×OMC) is attributed to its beneficial effect 

on the reduction of swelling, an increase of compressive strength and enhancement of 

durability index of compacted soils (Obuzor et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012). The 

interpretation of keeping the moisture content and raw materials weight constant is to 

ensure that the test specimens produced, within the experimental error, were made at 

comparable densification and moisture content. By using the same mixing procedure 

parameters, the specimens produced were expected to demonstrate the effect of 

variables such as sulfate concentration, binder combinations and binder levels among 

other variables considered in this research.  

 

 

4.2.2 Phase 2: Determination of the worst sulfate case scenario 

After the establishment of mixing parameters, it was of great importance to narrow the 

scope of the methodological approach of the research by determination of the worst-

case scenario of sulfate concentrations. To do so, various mix compositions using two 

quicklime dosages (4 and 6%) and four different gypsum concentrations (0, 3, 6 and 

9% by weight of kaolinite) were designed as shown in Table 4.2. The sample 

designation code comprised of Kaolinite (K), Gypsum (G) and Lime (L), of which G and 

L proceeded by a number, which presents the material amounts. The gypsum 

percentage shown in the Mix code represents the gypsum concentration in the target 

material (kaolinite + gypsum), while binder dosage represents the binder percentage 

by weight of the target materials.  
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Table 4.2: Mix compositions of the preliminary mixtures made at two different quicklime dosages (4 and 

6%) and four different gypsum concentrations (0, 3, 6 and 9% by weight of kaolinite) and, used for 

determination of the worst sulfate case scenario. 

Mix code  

Mix compositions (%) 

MC 

 Mix ingredients (g) per specimen 

Target Material 
Binder 

MDD 
Kaolinite Gypsum Lime Water 

Kaolinite Gypsum  

K0G-4L Control 100 0 4 30 1455 288.40 0.00 11.54 89.98 

K3G-4L  97 3 4 30 1455 279.75 8.65 11.54 89.98 

K6G-4L  94 6 4 30 1455 271.10 17.30 11.54 89.98 

K9G-4L  91 9 4 30 1455 263.20 25.20 11.54 89.98 

K0G-6L Control  100 0 6 30 1440 280.10 0.00 16.81 89.07 

K3G-6L  97 3 6 30 1440 271.70 8.40 16.81 89.07 

K6G-6L  94 6 6 30 1440 263.30 16.80 16.81 89.07 

K9G-6L  91 9 6 30 1440 254.90 25.20 16.81 89.07 

 

 
A typical mixing approach was adopted and defined as a Classical approach-based 

Mixing Method (CMM) in the simulation of the traditional mixing approach used 

practically in soil stabilization.  It comprised of mixing the dry materials for 2 minutes 

before the addition of water and remix for further 4 minutes using 1.1 OMC (1.1 of the 

optimum moisture content). The testing programme in this phase involved the use of 

unconfined compressive strength and linear expansion tests as the main criteria for 

the performance assessment of the specimens. The testing approach was reinforced 

by TG/DTG to aid in the indication of the gypsum concentration consumed and 

ettringite amount formed during the reaction, along with the establishment of the proper 

scientific mechanisms behind the variation in properties.  

 

The observation of this phase indicated that the UCS and linear expansion are 

proportional to gypsum and lime consumption, of which the former possessing the 

larger influence. The amount of gypsum consumed and ettringite formed throughout 
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the reaction were also a function of lime level, where the increase of gypsum from 6 to 

9% of the total soil mass showed a negligible effect in the case of 4% lime as compared 

to that of 6% lime level. Thus, a gypsum concentration of 9% was ranked as the worst-

case scenario for such a lime level and was adopted for the remaining phases. The 

adoption of 9% stems from the hypothesis that if the optimisation of binder combination 

(Phase 3) was carried out using the worst sulfate scenario (high gypsum/alumina-

enriched blended clay) for ettringite formation, therefore, ettringite formation in any 

other sulfate-bearing soil stabilised with the optimum binders would be expected to be 

manageable to some reasonable degree. 

 

 
4.2.3 Phase 3: Optimisation of binder combinations 

In pursuit of the establishment of alternative promising novel binders and exploring the 

optimum silica fume concentration for the suppression of ettringite-induced expansion 

with no compromise on the UCS, several mixes were designated and categorised into 

five groups. Three groups were made of binary binder combinations of lime, Portland 

cement or magnesium oxide blended with silica fume (LS, CS and MS), while the 

remaining two groups were made of ternary binder combinations of lime-GGBS-silica 

fume and magnesium oxide-GGBS-silica fume 10(3L(GSS)) and 10(3M (GSS)). In the 

Mix design code, GGBS is referred to as GS. A higher sulfate dosage (worst sulfate 

case scenario) of 9% gypsum by weight of target material (kalinite + gypsum) and 

higher binder concentration of 10% were adopted for all the groups, aiming at an Extra-

High-Performance Soil-based Material (EHPSM) with stable volumetric behaviour and 

compressive strength equivalent or higher than that of stabilised non-sulfate soil. Due 

to the deteriorative effect of the excess lime at a higher lime amount (> 8%) on the 
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performance of soil (Ashraf et al., 2018) which would lead to the coating of the surface 

of soil particles preventing the particle dissolution (Chemeda et al., 2018), an 

intermediate and lower binder amount of 6% and 4% respectively were also considered 

for the binary group of lime-silica fume.  

 

A total of 39 mixes were designed under this phase as shown in Table 4.3, all of which 

are made using constant sample preparation, constant moisture content of 1.1 of the 

optimum moisture contents (30% for 4 and 6% binder level, while 31% for 10% binder 

level), and different binder combinations. To ease of understanding, the mix 

designation code is comprised of either K-G-L-S, K-G-C-S, K-G-M-S, K-G-L-GS-S or 

K-G-M-GS-S, of which K (Kaolinite), G (Gypsum), L (Lime), C (Cement), M 

(Magnesium oxide), GS (GGBS) and S (Silica fume) proceeded by a number 

representing the material amounts in percentage. The Mix code is also contained 

latterly acronym form (CMM) of the type of the mixing method used (Classical 

approach-based Mixing Method).  

 

The five major groups within this phase, although there might be some closely similar 

mixes (the control mixes) already existing in the literature, were designed to explore 

different alternative promising blending binders in addition to that of filling the 

knowledge gap. For example, there was a notable lack of systematically and 

comparatively well-controlled studies evaluating the effectiveness of silica fume on the 

performance of L and C-stabilised sulfate-bearing soil. There was also a lack of 

significant evidence-based literature specifically relating to the use of ternary binder of 

L-GS-S and M-GS-S in the stabilisation of high sulfate-bearing soils.   
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Table 4.3: Mix composition (in percentage) of the preliminary kaolinite-based mixes made with different 

unary, binary, and ternary binders used for the optimisation of binder compositions.  

Group blends Mix code 

 Mix compositions (%) 

Target 
Material (%) MC 

Binder in % by target material 
weight  

K G L C M GS S 

4(LS) 
 
6(LS) 
 
10(LS) 

K-0G-4L-S-CMM 0G-Control  100  30 4     

K-9G-4L-S-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 30 4     

K-9G-3.6L-0.4S-CMM  91 9 30 3.6    0.4 

K-9G-2.8L-1.2S-CMM  91 9 30 2.8    1.2 

K-9G-2L-2S-CMM  91 9 30 2    2 

K-0G-6L-0S-CMM 0G-Control  100  30 6     

K-9G-6L-0S-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 30 6     

K-9G-5.4L-0.6S-CMM  91 9 30 5.4    0.6 

K-9G-4.2L-1.8S-CMM  91 9 30 4.2    1.8 

K-9G-3L-3S-CMM  91 9 30 3    3 

K-9G-1.8L-4.2S-CMM  91 9 30 1.8    4.2 

K-0G-10L-0S-CMM 0G-Control  100  31 10     

K-9G-10L-0S-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 31 10     

K-9G-9L-1S-CMM  91 9 31 9    1 

K-9G-7L-3S-CMM  91 9 31 7    3 

K-9G-5L-5S-CMM  91 9 31 5    5 

K-9G-3L-7S-CMM  91 9 31 3    7 

10(CS) 

K-0G-10C-0S-CMM 0G-Control  100  31  10    

K-9G-10C-0S-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 31  10    

K-9G-9C-1S-CMM  91 9 31  9   1 

K-9G-7C-3S-CMM  91 9 31  7   3 

K-9G-5C-5S-CMM  91 9 31  5   5 

K-9G-3C-7S-CMM  91 9 31  3   7 

10(MS) 

K-0G-10M-0S-CMM 0G-Control  100  31   10   

K-9G-10M-0S-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 31   10   

K-9G-9M-1S-CMM  91 9 31   9  1 

K-9G-7M-3S-CMM  91 9 31   7  3 

K-9G-5M-5S-CMM  91 9 31   5  5 

K-9G-3M-7S-CMM  91 9 31   3  7 

10(3L (GSS)) 

K-0G-3L-7GS-CMM 0G-Control  100  31 3   7  

K-9G-3L-7GS-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 31 3   7  

K-9G-3L-5GS-2S-CMM  91 9 31 3   5 2 

K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S-CMM  91 9 31 3   3.5 3.5 

K-9G-3L-2GS-5S-CMM  91 9 31 3   2 5 

10(3M (GSS)) 

K-0G-3M-7GS-CMM 0G-Control  100  31   3 7  

K-9G-3M-7GS-CMM 9G-Control 91 9 31   3 7  

K-9G-3M-5GS-2S-CMM  91 9 31   3 5 2 

K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S-CMM  91 9 31   3 3.5 3.5 

K-9G-3M-2GS-5S-CMM  91 9 31   3 2 5 

           

LS = blend of lime and silica fume   K = kaolinite   L = Lime 

CS = blend of cement and silica fume  G = Gypsum  C = Cement 

MS = blend of magnesium oxide and silica fume   MC = Moisture Content GS = GGBS 

L (GSS) = blend of lime, GGBS and silica fume  M = Magnesium oxide S = Silica fume  

M (GSS) = blend of magnesium oxide, GGBS and silica fume    
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By simulating a variety of binary and ternary binder-based mixes using an unbiased 

methodological approach in comparison with those of control non-sulfate mixes and 

the control sulfate mixes shown in Table 4.3, this phase was projected to make a major 

contribution to research on silica fume. For an instance, the extent to which the 

ettringite-induced expansion of sulfate soil stabilised with calcium-based stabiliser (L 

or PC) can be suppressed by incorporating silica fume without compromising on 

strength, was expected to be acknowledged. The beneficial effect of utilisation of silica 

fume as a GGBS substitution in Lime-GGBS or Magnesium oxide-GGBS blends was 

also anticipated to be recognised. To realise this, the methodological strategy 

throughout this phase involved the use of UCS and linear expansion analysis as the 

main assessment criteria to evaluate the performance of stabilised specimens. 

TG/DTG analyses were also employed to reinforce the observation and establish the 

intensity of ettringite. During the laboratory experimentations, a total of 11 specimens 

per mix composition with a specimen mass of about 390 grams were separately 

produced using a classical mixing approach-based method.  

 

 
4.2.4 Phase 4: Validation of the optimum binder combinations 

After the optimisation phase where mixes in Table 4.3 were investigated, a validation 

phase for the optimum blended binders using Gypsum Marl soil (GM) followed, where 

the optimal binary and ternary binder combinations adopted were 1.8L-4.2S, 3L-7S, 

5C-5S, 5M-5S, 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-3.5GS-3.5S. The GM was used to ensure the 

generalisation of the laboratory experimentation findings of the semi-processed 

industrial kaolinite specimens. On the other hand, the adoption of several optimal 

binders was to ensure the popularisation of various alternative soil stabilisers. 
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In the follow-up phases, the optimised blend of 1.8L-4.2S was symbolised as 6LS to 

indicate the total binder content used, while the blend of 3L-7S was denoted as 10LS. 

In addition, the blends of 5C-5S and 5M-5S were designated as 10CS and 10MS 

respectively, whereas the ternary blends of 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-3.5GS-3.5S were 

epitomised as 10LGS and 10MGS respectively. The restatement of the designation 

code of the optimised blends was carried out to simplify the entire mix code of the 

optimised mixes, before embarking onto multipart-based mix code where other 

variables such as moisture content and mixing method are introduced. 

 

Table 4.4 shows the details of the mix compositions (in percentage) of the Gypsum 

Marl-based mixes made with one control sole binder of L and optimised binary/ternary 

blends of 6LS, 10LS, 10CS, 10MS, 10LGS and 10MGS. The mix designation codes 

are subdivided into three parts, of which the former typifying the soil used (GM), the 

second part signifying the acronym form of the optimised blends and accompanied by 

a number representing the binder dosage used, while the latter part typifying the type 

of mixing method used for the preparation of samples (CMM). Taking the mix 

composition of GM-10MGS-CMM as an example, the Mix code is subdivided into three 

parts (mainly GM, 10MGS and CMM). The first part (GM) typifies the soil used 

(Gypsum Marl), the second part signifies the acronym form (10MGS) of the optimised 

blend of 3M-3.5GS-3.5S and accompanied by a number (10) pointing the entire binder 

dosage (M-GS-S) used, while the latter part signifies the acronym form (CMM) of the 

type of the mixing method used (Classical approach-based Mixing Method). 
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Table 4.4: Mix compositions of the Gypsum Marl-based mixes made with one control sole binder of 

lime, optimised binary blends of L-S, C-S and M-S, and ternary blends of L-GS-S and M-GS-S. 

Mix code Elaborated abbreviation  B 
Mix compositions (%) 

GM L C M GS S W 

GM-6L-CMM GM-6L-CMM 6 94 6     14 

GM-6LS-CMM GM-1.8L-4.2S-CMM 6 94 1.8    4.2 14 

GM-10LS-CMM GM-3L-7S-CMM 10 90 3    7 14 

GM-10CS-CMM GM-5PC-5S-CMM 10 90  5   5 14 

GM-10MS-CMM GM-5M-5S-CMM 10 90   5  5 14 

GM-10LGS-CMM GM-3L-3.5GS-3.5S-CMM 10 90 3   3.5 3.5 14 

GM-10MGS-CMM GM-3M-3.5GS-3.5S-CMM 10 90   3 3.5 3.5 14 

 

Throughout this phase, Proctor compaction tests for stabilised Gypsum Marl were not 

practically possible to be conducted due to the limited quantity of GM; thus, the 

moisture content as shown in Table 4.4 was fixed at 14%, higher than that of the 

optimum moisture content of GM (11.3%). A total of 11 specimens per mix with a 

specimen mass of 400 grams and dimensions of 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in 

height were separately produced using a classical mixing approach-based method. 

The assessment criteria used in this phase included the UCS and linear expansion 

analysis and, supplemented by TG/DTG to establish the variations in the intensity of 

gypsum and ettringite during moist curing.  

 

4.2.5 Phase 5: Maximisation of the optimised blends-based mixes 

The maximisation phase was undertaken to investigate the effect of two variables 

(mainly mixing method and moisture content variation) independently on the 

performance of the optimised kalinite mixes. In this phase, a total of 12 mixes 

subdivided into two groups were designed as shown in Table 4.5. The first group where 

mixes made with 1.2 of the OMC were labelled 1.2MC, while the second group where 

Slurry based-Mixing Method (SMM) was employed was designated SMM. 
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Table 4.5: Mix compositions (in percentage) of the optimised kaolinite mixes used for the establishment 

of the impact of the variation of mixing method and moisture content on the performance of kaolinite 

specimens made with 9% Gypsum and stabilised with the optimum binary and ternary binders. 

Group Mix code Elaborated abbreviation 

Mix compositions (%) 

Target 
material  

MC 

Binder % by the target 
material  

K G L C M GS S 

1.2MC 

K9G-6LS-1.2MC-CMM K-9G-1.8L-4.2S-1.2MC-CMM 91 9 32 1.8    4.2 

K9G-10LS-1.2MC-CMM K-9G-3L-7S-1.2MC-CMM 91 9 33 3    7 

K9G-10PS-1.2MC-CMM K-9G-5PC-5S-1.2MC-CMM 91 9 33  5   5 

K9G-10MS-1.2MC-CMM K-9G-5M-5S-1.2MC-CMM 91 9 33   5  5 

K9G-10LGS-1.2MC-CMM K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S-1.2MC-CMM 91 9 33 3   3.5 3.5 

K9G-10MGS-1.2MC-CMM K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S-1.2MC-CMM 91 9 33   3 3.5 3.5 

SMM 

K9G-6LS-SMM K-9G-1.8L-4.2S-SMM 91 9 30 1.8    4.2 

K9G-10LS-SMM K-9G-3L-7S-SMM 91 9 31 3    7 

K9G-10PS-SMM K-9G-5PC-5S-SMM 91 9 31  5   5 

K9G-10MS-SMM K-9G-5M-5S-SMM 91 9 31   5  5 

K9G-10LGS-SMM K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S-SMM 91 9 31 3   3.5 3.5 

K9G-10MGS-SMM K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S-SMM 91 9 31   3 3.5 3.5 

 

 

For clarity, the main difference between the mix’s compositions used in this phase 

(Phase 5) to that of the optimised mixes compositions in Phase 3, can be explained. 

In the case of the first group (1.2MC group), 1.2 of the OMC was used, as against 

1.1MC used during Phase 3 (the preliminary kaolinite mixes). As for the second group 

(SMM), the slurry-based mixing method was used for specimen preparation instead of 

the classical approach-based mixing method used during Phase 3. Overall, the 

quantity of soil, total binder content and binder combination remain the same, with only 

variation in moisture content and mixing procedure to optimise the benefit of each; 

thus, recommendations associated with the implementation of the stabilisation process 

can be made. 
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The mix designation code of the mixes investigated in this phase (see Table 4.5) is 

comprised of multiple parts. The first part typifies the soil used (K9G), which represents 

the acronym form of kaolinite clay (K) containing 9% of gypsum, whereas the second 

part signifies the acronym form of the optimised blends and accompanied by a number 

representing the binder dosage used. The final part distinguishes the variances 

between the mixes being investigated in this phase (see Table 4.5) and those of Phase 

3 where a classical approach-based mixing method and 1.1MC content were utilised. 

Taking the mix composition of K9G-10MGS-1.2MC-CMM as an example, the Mix code 

is subdivided into four parts (mainly K9G, 10MGS, 1.2MC and CMM). The first part 

(K9G) typifies the acronym form of Kaolinite clay (K) containing 9% of gypsum and the 

second part signifies the acronym form (10MGS) of the optimised blend of 3M-3.5GS-

3.5S and accompanied by a number (10) representing the entire binder dosage (M-

GS-S) used. The third part (1.2MC) indicates the amount of moisture content (1.2 × 

OMC) used for compaction of the specimens, while the latter part signifies the acronym 

form (CMM) of the type of mixing method used (Classical approach-based Mixing 

Method). 

 

Throughout this phase, a combination of both UCS and linear expansion analysis was 

used as a differentiation strategy to capture the independent importance of each 

variable (mixing method or moisture content) on the performance of optimised mixes. 

To accurately and unbiasedly do this, a total of 11 specimens per mix with an equal 

specimen mass of about 390 grams and dimensions of 50 mm in diameter and 100 

mm in height were separately produced and cured using the same approach used for 

those of the control mixes (mixes made in Phase 3). By keeping a constant approach, 

the benefit of independence of each variable (either moisture content or mixing 
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method) were anticipated, within the experimental error, to be realised from the 

comparison between the observation of this phase and those of Phase 3.  

 

4.2.6 Phase 6: Further assessment of the optimised mixes 

This phase was limited to those of the optimised K9G mixes of Phase 3, to either 

capture the remaining engineering picture of the performance of the optimised blends 

or to standardise the experimentation results by the use of the standardised 

assessment criteria. On the remaining picture subject of the optimum mixes, durability 

tests evaluating the resistance to full water immersion (strength index), were adopted.  

As for the standardisation of the results, swelling potential tests using a standard one-

dimensional odometer apparatus were implemented for the optimised mixes, to 

establish a correlation between the standardised swelling method and that of the linear 

expansion method. The details of the experimentations’ approach are discussed under 

the subheadings 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. 

 

4.2.7 Phase 7: Formulation of mechanisms. 

Complementarily to those of the engineering properties, the establishment of the 

reaction mechanisms is also an engineering task. In an attempt to realise this, series 

of analytical tests including Thermo-Gravimetric/Derivative-Thermo-Gravimetric 

(TG/DTG), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(FE-SEM) were performed in this phase. The TG/DTG and XRD analyses were carried 

out using small fragments (after being dried and powdered) obtained from UCS test 

specimens and linear expansion specimens of the optimised mixtures (mainly those 

made with the optimised blends of 6LS, 10LS, 10CS, 10MS, 10LGS and 10MGS). 
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Correspondingly, the FE-SEM was conducted on a small representative portion of the 

optimised mixtures after a total soaking period of 200 days. The detailed information 

with regards to the experimental approaches used for the above-mentioned tests is 

discussed under the subheading 4.4.4. 

 

4.2.8 Phase 8: Performance evaluation and environmental profile. 

Although achieving an efficient soil stabiliser is the prioritized mission, the engineer's 

task is not only providing geotechnical modification of soils but also achieving the 

desired performance in a cost-effective manner and ensuring that the stabilisation 

technology has no harmful environmental impact within its dosage of administration. 

Therefore, at this ultimate phase, to unbiasedly compare the optimised kaolinite 

mixtures on a technical performance and sustainability basis, two headline matrices 

were adopted. In this case, performance evaluation and geo-environmental 

assessment were selected as two matrices that were considered to form the main 

argument for the acceptance or rejection of the use of the optimised blends-

notwithstanding the fact that some other factors may have a significant role to play-

such as material cost and availability among others.  

 

In the current work, the performance evaluation analysis was carried out using a variety 

of considerations including unconfined compressive strength, swelling behaviour and 

strength index after being fully immersed in water. The geo-environmental assessment 

was performed using two parameters: mainly the production energy usage and carbon 

dioxide emission (see Table 4.6). The inventories of energy usage and carbon dioxide 

emission were developed through a literature review of reported values and only 
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derived based on input energy and emissions output of the production process of the 

cementitious materials used. This is because these two selected parameters are the 

ones most readily quantified for the situation in which full life cycle assessment cannot 

be implemented, due to that the exact location of the stabilisation worksite, the 

manufacturing source and the transportation track for the cementitious materials used 

are unknown. In the case of silica fume, the values of energy usage and carbon dioxide 

emission were considered zero assuming that silica fume is not allocated any of the 

emissions and does not consume energy during the production process (McLellan et 

al., 2011). The justification for this assumption is that silica fume would not be 

generated without its respective commercial product (silicon). The argument against 

any energy consumption and emission allocation is that the production process of 

silicon is not run or optimised for silica fume production (McLellan et al., 2011). 

 

Table 4.6: Embedded energy and carbon dioxide emissions of the primary and supplementary 

cementitious materials used for stabilisation in the current work (Oti et al., 2009b; Yi et al., 2014,  2015) 

Binder Abbreviation 

Widely quoted values of 

Energy CO2 

MJ/tonne Kg/tonne 

Portland cement  C 5000 950 

Lime L 4000 800 

Magnesium oxide M 2400 1400 

GGBS GS 1300 70 

Silica fume S 0 0 
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4.3 Specimen preparation 

To scientifically evaluate the performance of the designed blends and unbiasedly 

examine/substantiate the effect of different variables on the performance of stabilised 

soils, two types of specimens were produced based on the mix compositions of the 

corresponding phase. The first type of specimen which was used in phases 2-to-6 for 

simulation of the expansion, UCS and durability index performance, was a hydraulic 

jack-compacted specimen in a cylinder-shaped form of 50 mm in diameter and 100 

mm in height. This type of specimen was made by using two different mixing 

approaches; mainly a classical approach-based mixing method and a slurry based-

mixing method (explained in detail in 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). The second type which was only 

used in Phase 6 to standardise the experimentation results of swelling, was comprised 

of low-height cylindrical specimens. This specimens’ type was compacted in the 

manner of proctor compaction test and extruded manually in a miniaturised cylindrical 

form of 76.2 mm in diameter and 19 mm in height, corresponding to the internal 

dimensions of the ring of the standard one-dimensional odometer apparatus. 

 
 
4.3.1 A jack-compacted cylindrical specimen 

4.3.1.1 Preparation of a jack-compacted specimen by use of a classical approach-

based mixing method. 

The preparation methodology of a 100 mm × 50 mm cylindrical specimen consisted of 

four stages: calculation/weighing of ingredients, mixing, compaction and curing stages. 

The calculation procedure was performed by use of proctor compaction results of the 

control mix for each group (Observation of Phase 1), the mix compositions in 
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percentages (given in Table 4.2 to Table 4.5) and the equations listed below (Equations 

4.9 to 4.17).  

 

ρ =  ρ𝑑  ×  (1 +  m)…………………………………………… .…… . . ……………… Equation 4.9 

M =  MS  +  M𝑊  + M𝐴  ……………………………………………… . . ……………… Equation 4.10 

M =  ρ ×  V ……………………………………………… . . ………………………… .…Equation 4.11 

V =  π × r2 ×  h……………………… .…………………………… .……… .…………Equation 4.12 

MS = MTM  +  MB…………………………………………………… .… .………………Equation 4.13 

MTM  =  MK + MG…………………………………………………… . . . ……… .………Equation 4.14 

MB  =  % of 
lime

100
∗  MTM……………………… .…………………… .……… .…………Equation 4.15 

M𝑊 =  1. 1 ×  % of 
OMC

100
× MS  ……………………………………… .……… .………Equation 4.16 

MG =  % of Gypsum × M𝐾  ………………………… . . ……… .…… .…… .… .………Equation 4.17 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝜌,          𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑀𝑖𝑥 

𝜌𝑑,        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑀𝑖𝑥 

𝑚,         𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 1.1 

𝑀,          𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 . 

𝑀𝑆,        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑. 

𝑀𝑊 ,       𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟. 

𝑀𝐴,        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟. 

𝑉,           𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 

ℎ,            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 . 

𝑟,            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 

𝑀𝑇𝑀,      𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙. 

𝑀𝐵 ,         𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟. 

𝑀𝐾 ,        𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑘𝑎𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒. 

𝑀𝐺 ,         𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑦𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚. 
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The calculated ingredients for each specimen were precisely weighed and organised 

in separate containers. Subsequently, the binder was then homogeneously mixed with 

the model soil (K, KG, or GM) in dry powder mode in a variable-speed Kenwood Chef 

kM250 mixing device for 3 minutes. The mixture of dried solid materials was thereafter 

progressively humidified with the predetermined amount of water (1.1MC or 1.2MC) 

and homogenised for 3 more minutes before the application of the hand mixing 

technique to remove the materials adhered to the mixing device. Afterwards, the 

moistened mixture was thoroughly mixed once more in the mixing device for a further 

3 minutes to enhance the homogeneity of mixing, particularly necessary with small-

scale laboratory quantities of material. This mixing approach was signified as a 

classical approach-based mixing method in the simulation of the traditional mixing 

approach used practically in soil stabilization.  

 
On completion of mixture homogenisation, the semi-paste mixture was carefully 

poured into a 100 mm × 50 mm prefabricated cylinder-shaped mould fitted with a collar 

to accommodate all the material. The homogenised mixture was consequently 

compressed using a hydraulic jack wherein a static compressive force was axially 

applied in aid of a fabricated custom-built steel frame, to achieve the 

prescribed/desired dry density and constant volume. The detailed schematic and 

photographic diagram of the fabricated steel mould used for the fabrication of 

specimens are reported elsewhere (Kinuthia and Oti, 2012 and  Oti et al., 2008). The 

compacted specimens were kept in the mould for 3 minutes allowing for pore pressure 

dissipation and enabling specimen stability. This period of relaxation was also 

necessary to mitigate the repercussion of the exothermic hydration reactions, 

especially in the case of quicklime. 
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Once specimen relaxation was achieved, the specimen was then cautiously extruded 

by application of a steel cylinder-shaped plunger pre-lubricated with a thin film of oil 

just to ease the extrusion process. The freshly prepared specimens were trimmed and 

individually wrapped in several runs of cling film for regulation of humidity and reduction 

of moisture evaporation, complying with the requirements of BS EN 13286-50:2004. 

Finally, the cylinders produced were collectively kept in a sealed plastic container to 

moist cure and prevent air ingression and, stored in an acceptable temperature-

controlled room of 20℃ until the date of testing. 

 

4.3.1.2 Preparation of a jack-compacted specimen by use of a slurry based-mixing 

method. 

To capture the benefit of the mixing method on the UCS and the expansion 

performance, a total of 12 specimens with dimensions of 100 mm in height and 50 mm 

in diameter were produced for each of the optimised blends (6LS, 10LS, 10CS, 10MS, 

10LGS and 10MGS). The strategy used for specimen preparation differed from that of 

specimens made using the classical approach only in terms of the sequential order of 

the mixing process. During the mixing process, the binary or ternary blends were first 

thoroughly mixed in dry powder mode in the mixing device before the introduction of 

water and remixed for 3 minutes to form a slurry.  Thereafter, the predetermined 

amounts of kaolinite and gypsum were gradually introduced and homogenised for 3 

more minutes before the application of the hand mixing technique. Afterwards, the 

moistened mixture was thoroughly mixed once more in the mixing device to enhance 

the homogeneity and the rest of the processes such as compaction and curing were 

accomplished in the same manner as the classical approach of the mixing method. 
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4.3.2 Low-height cylindrical specimens (miniaturised specimens)  

Low-height specimens in a cylindrical form of 76.2 mm in diameter and 19 mm in height 

were prepared for the optimised mixes (Phase 6) to establish a correlation between 

the standardised swelling method (ASTM D4546) and that of the linear expansion 

method. The specimen preparation strategy used in this context differed from that used 

for the preparation of specimens in the classical approach in terms of the compaction 

procedures, extruding process, and specimen size. In view of compaction, the semi-

paste mixture was compacted into a cylindrical mould of internal 116 mm in height and 

102 mm in diameter by application of 27 uniformly distributed blows using a 2.5kg 

rammer, as against those compressed by a hydraulic jack. In light of extrusion, the 

specimen was manually extruded by steadily pushing the ring of the oedometer 

apparatus without tilting into the compacted soil, in compliance with BS 1377-1:2016. 

On completion of extrusion, the 76.2 mm ×19 mm specimens were wrapped in a few 

runs of cling film and stored in a plastic container for 7 days at a temperature of about 

20℃ until the date of swelling tests. 

 

4.4 Testing  

4.4.1 Unconfined compressive strength 

The unconfined compressive strength was determined on triplicate specimens per mix 

proportion in accordance with BS 1924‑2:2018 and BS EN ISO 17892-7:2018, using a 

Hounsfield Testing Machine equipped with a special self-levelling device to ensure 

uniaxial load application and capable of exerting a load up to 10kN. At the end of the 

prescribed curing period (7, 28 and 90 days), the 100 mm × 50 mm cylindrical 
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specimens were unwrapped, weighed and compared with their original weight at the 

time of casting to discard any specimens lost more than 4 g, complying with BS 

1924‑2:2018 and BS 1924-2:1990. On completion of the discarding procedure, the 

specimens were subjected to a uniform continuous compressive load with a constant 

strain rate of 2 mm per minute until failure.  The mean of the failure loads was adopted 

as the representative compressive failure load and used for the establishment of the 

UCS based on the ratio of the failure load to the cylinders’ cross-sectional area, in 

accordance with Equation 4.18-4.19. 

 

RC =
F

AC
  ………………………………………………………………………… Equation 4.18 

AC = π ∗ r
2……………………………………………………………………… Equation 4.19 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝑅𝐶            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠. 

𝐴𝐶            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛. 

𝐹             𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠.  

𝑟            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛  

 

4.4.2 Volume change behaviour 

The volume change behaviour of laboratory specimens made with different binder 

combinations was measured by the use of two methods; mainly linear expansion and 

swelling potential method explained as follows.  

 

4.4.2.1 Linear expansion  

The linear expansion test (LE), was carried out on two cylinder-shaped specimens of 

100 mm in height and 50 mm in diameter for the whole mix compositions, using a 
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similar method employed elsewhere (Obuzor et al., 2011b; Rahmat and Ismail, 2011; 

Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011; Kinuthia and Oti, 2012; and Oti et al., 2014). The use of 

duplicates of stabilised specimens was due to expected heterogeneity post-

stabilisation, and also informed confidence in repeatability and effectiveness of the 

optimised binary and ternary blends as well as the precision/reliability of the results. 

On the other hand, the utilisation of the linear expansion method for monitoring the 

volume change behaviour for most of the laboratory experimentation phases was 

because it has several advantages over those of the standardised measurement 

methods including swelling pressure, swelling potential or California bearing ratio 

method. Simplicity and availability of an adequate number of Perspex cells in addition 

to the ease of test operation are some of the vital reasons wherefores the linear 

expansion method was selected. The lack of an adequate number of standardized 

methods based-equipment in the laboratory and, the complex nature and high-cost 

practicability of the scheme particularly those of California bearing ratio are also of 

contributing factors (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001) . 

 
 
For the experimentation process, immediately after 7 days of moist curing, about 10 

mm of the top and bottom of two compacted cylindrical specimens per mix composition 

were unwrapped by carefully cutting and removing the cling film, using a sharp razor. 

The partially exposed compacted specimens were then individually placed on a 

separate porous disc located on a plastic platform in a Perspex cell as schematically 

shown in Figure 4.2. The Perspex cells were thereafter covered with prefabricated lids 

equipped with dial gauges to measure the vertical displacement (vertical expansion) 

of the specimens. This was followed by adjustment of the dial gauges such that the 

dial gauges are working appropriately and touching the top Perspex disc.  
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the test set-up for measurement of linear expansion during the 

soaking period (Rahmat and Ismail, 2011). 

 
 

On completion of initial reading recordation, the water was carefully added to the 

Perspex cells through the top inlet, using a siphon to ensure a minimum disturbance 

of the accommodated cylinders. The level of water was carefully increased until the 

exposed bottom part of the specimens (up to 10 mm of specimen’s base), was 

completely immersed in water.  In addition, the layer of water was always kept constant 

at the prescribed level to ensure that no water evaporation from the cylindrical 

specimens occurred. The process of partial immersion of specimens in water is 

referred to as soaking and commenced after the accomplishment of 7 days of moist 

curing. The process of soaking was monitored on a daily basis for a period of 200 days. 

Eventually, the linear expansion (percentage linear change) of the compacted clay 

specimens were calculated using Equation 4.20. 
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LE (%) =
(LS−LD)

LD
∗ 100…………………………………………………. Equation 4.20 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝐿𝐸          𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛.  

𝐿𝐷          𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛  𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛. 

𝐿𝑆           𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛  𝑠𝑜𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛. 

 

 

4.4.2.2 Swelling potential  

To standardise the linear expansion results of the optimised mixtures, free swelling 

potential tests were performed thereon, by use of a standardised one-dimensional 

oedometer apparatus, in accordance with ASTM D4546. The test set up of the one-

dimensional device shown in Figure 4.3 consists of a cell body (floating-ring cell with a 

watertight body and capable of holding water to a level in which the upper porous disc 

is completely submerged), oedometer ring, two porous discs, loading cap (loading 

plate) and dial gauge.  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of one-dimensional oedometer device used for measuring the swelling 

potential of the optimised mixtures (Aldaood et al., 2014). 
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As for laboratory experimentation, the process was of four phases: (1) sample 

preparation which was performed as previously discussed in section 4.3.2; (2) 

preparation and assembly of apparatus; (3) monitoring of dial gauge reading; and (4) 

determination of swelling potential. In the assembly process of apparatus, at the end 

of 7 days moist curing period, the specimen was unwrapped and placed in the correct 

alignment in the oedometer cell, centrally between two porous discs, with a disc of filter 

paper being interposed between the specimen and porous discs. Thereafter, a normal 

pressure of 2.75 KPa (representing the loading cap mass which is a part of the device) 

was applied, and a sensitive dial gauge was fixed on the top of the load cap and 

calibrated. On completion of calibration, the initial reading of the dial gauge was 

recorded, and the specimen was inundated with tap water and allowed to swell at a 

temperature of 20±2 °C. Finally, the deformation of the specimen was recorded 

periodically until no movement was noticed, and the swelling potential was 

complemented using Equation 4.21. 

 

LE (%) =
(∆H)

Hi
∗ 100…………………………………………………. Equation 4.21 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

∆H         𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛.  

𝐻𝑖          𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛. 

 
 

 
4.4.3 Robustness against water immersion (strength index) 

Complementarily to the UCS and swelling properties, retained strength after immersion 

in water which is one of the indices of durability assessment (BS EN 16907-4:2018), 

was also established for each of the optimised mixtures. In this regard, one set of three 
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specimens per mix composition were prepared from the same batch of the mixture, 

using the same approach of manufacture (a classical approach-based mixing method). 

On completion of specimen’s fabrication, the specimens were cured, under two 

sequential curing stages (moist stage and soaking stage) in accordance with BS EN 

16907-4:2018, for a total curing period of either 7, 28 or 90 days, of which the duration 

of soaking period was only 4 days of the total curing period.   

 

As to moist curing conditions, the specimens were individually wrapped in a few runs 

of cling film and moist cured in a watertight/airtight container. As for the soaking curing 

condition, the specimens of the same mix composition were unwrapped and soaked 

completely for a period of 4 days under a tap water environment at a soaking condition 

of 20 ± 2℃ in the same container to avoid cross-contamination of specimens. The 4 

days-soaking curing period was applied at the last 4 days of the total moist + soaking 

period rather than an extended period used by Obuzor et al., (2011a, 2012). Because 

in this case, the impact of extended hydration time on the compressive strength of 

soaked specimens can be eradicated (Gu et al., 2015).  

 

At the lapse of the moist + soaking curing period, the final retained unconfined 

compressive strength of each mix composition at each curing period (7, 28 and 90 

days) was determined in triplicate at a constant strain rate of 2 mm per minute. In 

combination with the baseline strength values (those obtained from un-soaked 

specimens), the final retained compressive strength ratio (strength index) was 

manually calculated in accordance with equation 4.23. 
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I w =
(UCS soaked)

(UCS unsoaked)
 …………………………………………………………. Equation 4.22 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝐼 𝑤  𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜      𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟.  

𝑈𝐶𝑆 𝑠𝑜𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑               𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠. 

𝑈𝐶𝑆 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑            𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠. 

 

 

4.4.4 Analytical tests 

To scientifically elucidate the possible interpretation of the performance variability of 

composition variation, micro-level characterization analysis including TG/DTG 

analysis, X-ray diffraction and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) 

analysis were performed on a randomly oriented portion of pieces collected from the 

fractured UCS and expansion specimens of the artificial sulfate-dosed specimens 

(K9G). Prior to testing, the randomly oriented portions, were dried in a desiccator at 

40 ℃ with the aid of silica gel to prevent hydration, and then powdered and sieved 

through a 0.074 mm sieve. Consequently, the thermal dehydration and decomposition 

intervals (DTG analysis) were conducted using a TA instruments TGA55 kit, operating 

from room temperature up to 1000 ℃, under an argon atmosphere, at a flow heating 

rate of 20 ℃ per minute. The mineralogical crystal phases (XRD patterns) were 

established using an STOE Powder diffraction system, in which the scans were 

operated using Cu − Kα radiation at an angle scan (two theta) ranging from 10 to 84, 

at a wavelength (𝜆) of 1.540598 Å,  step size of 0.015o, and copper generating settings 

of 40 kV and 40 mA. The microstructure was inspected using JSM-7900F Schottky 

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM), operating at a lower 
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accelerating voltage of 5 kV to perform a high-resolution impinging at different 

magnifications ranging up to 30000x. Note that the sample preparation for all the 

analytical tests and the TG/DTG tests were conducted by the author in the laboratory 

of the University of South Wales. However, the XRD and SEM analyses were 

commissioned externally through commercial service at the University of Bath. 

Besides, there was no attempt to quantify the ettringite abundance for the analytical 

tests because there was not enough budget (bench fees) to carry out enough analytical 

tests to be able to form a meaningful quantitative analysis.   
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5 CHAPTER 5 – MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL RESULTS 

This chapter describes the detailed mechanical and physical research results, emerged 

from various laboratory experimentations, in the serial order of proctor compaction, 

unconfined compressive strength (UCS), volume change behaviour (linear expansion and 

swelling potential), and durability index (robustness against water immersion).  

 

 

5.1 Proctor compaction 

Figure 5.1 plots the dry density values of untreated and lime-treated specimens as 

ordinates against the moisture contents as abscissa, obtained from a series of 

determinations in accordance with BS EN 13286-2:2010. By conducting visual 

inspection and reading off the values of MDD and OMC values corresponding to the 

peak points of the polynomial trend lines of the compaction curves, two primary themes 

can be observed from the analysis (mainly water sensitivity and variation tendency of 

MDD and OMC).  

 

Upon the water sensitivity theme, it was obtained that the compacted effort required to 

achieve the MDD is much more sensitive to moisture content for the parent specimen 

(K-0L) than those of the lime-stabilised kaolinite specimens (K-4L, K-6L and K-10L). 

This may be anticipated from the curve shape in Figure 5.1, which shows steep 

branches and a sharp peak for the non-stabilised kaolinite specimen (K-0L) as 

compared to that of the relatively broad/flat curves for the lime-stabilised Kaolinite 

specimens.    
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Figure 5.1: Proctor compaction curves of kaolinite specimens stabilised with four different 

percentages of lime (mainly 0, 4, 6 and 10%), obtained in accordance with BS EN 13286-2:2010. 

 

 

 

The second theme that emerged from the analysis was that of the variation tendency 

of MDD and OMC in response to the lime addition. To ease of understanding, the 

values of OMC and MDD obtained from Figure 5.1 were normalised by directed these 

values to that of the control specimen (untreated kaolinite specimen) and depicted in 

Figure 5.2. According to the result of normalised values, it was observed that there 

was a gradual increase in the OMC accompanied by a reduction in the MDD in 

response to the lime addition, mirroring those of the previous studies (Kinuthia et al., 

1999; Cuisinier et al., 2011; Modarres and Nosoudy, 2015; Reddy et al., 2015; Garzón 

et al., 2016; Hussain and Dash, 2016; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2015, 2017). 
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Figure 5.2: Variations of the Optimum Moisture Content (OMC) and Maximum Dry Density (MDD) with 

lime contents (Note; the OMC and MDD values were normalised to value of un-stabilised specimen). 

  

 

5.2 Unconfined compressive strength 

5.2.1 Kaolinite specimens made with different gypsum and lime levels. 

 
The unconfined compressive strength development of 4L-based kaolinite specimens 

and 6L-based kaolinite specimens made with various gypsum amounts (0. 3, 6 and 9) 

and compacted at 1.1MC over a longer period, up to 90days, is presented in Figure 

5.3. In both 4% and 6%lime systems, the unconfined compressive strength 

performance of lime-treated specimens containing gypsum was higher than that of the 

zero gypsum specimens. The performance of 6%lime-based specimens, however, was 

superior to that of 4%lime not only at the prescribed gypsum dosage (3, 6 and 9%) but 

also at the different curing periods (14, 28 and 90days). 
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For the 4%lime-based system, the UCS trend showed that there is an optimum gypsum 

dosage shifting towards higher gypsum dosage as the curing period increases. Lower 

gypsum content (3%) resulted in higher UCS up to 28 days, while moderate (6%) and 

higher (9%) gypsum content led to the highest 90 day-UCS, suggesting that the 

gypsum consumption depending on the curing period. By contrast, the result of the 6L-

based system showed, at both short and longer curing periods, a gradual increase in 

UCS as the gypsum content increases. A mix composition of K-9G-6L demonstrated 

the greatest compressive strength of 2524 kN/m2 followed by K-6G-6L and K-3G-6L, 

which demonstrated a UCS of 2192 and 2088 kN/m2 respectively. 
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Figure 5.3: Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of kaolinite specimens made with different 

gypsum concentrations (0, 3, 6 and 9%), stabilised with two different lime dosages (4% and 6% as 

shown in a1-b1 and a2-b2 respectively), and compacted at 1.1MC. 
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Comparison of the findings of 4L-based specimens with those of 6L-based specimens, 

it appeared that there is a consistent association between the UCS and the ratio of 

lime: gypsum.  As an instance, in the case of a 4L-based system, a mix made with 4L: 

6G (which is equivalent to an L: G ratio of 1:1.5) demonstrated the superior 90 day-

UCS of 2105 kN/m2. In the same vein, a mix composition of K-6L-9G where the L: G 

ratio was equal to 1: 1.5, yielded the highest 90 day-UCS of 2524 kN/m2, 

substantiating convincing evidence of a consistent correlation between the UCS and 

L: G ratio. In the light of this information, it can be eventually suggested that the UCS 

is proportional to lime and gypsum concentrations, of which an L: G ratio of 1: 1.5 

yielding the superior unconfined compressive strength performance. 

 

5.2.2 Kaolinite specimens made with different binders.  

5.2.2.1 Single stabiliser (controls) 

Figure 5.4 shows the unconfined compressive strength development (a1 and a2) and 

90 day-Strength (b1-b2) of 0G and 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with different 

single binders (mainly Lime-L, Cement-C and Magnesium oxide-M) and compacted at 

1.1MC. As expected, there was a gradual increase in the UCS of 0G-based specimens 

over a longer period, up to 90 days, with the addition of single stabilisers (4L, 6L, 10L, 

10C or 10M), regardless of the strength gain variation. It was also of importance to 

note that the C-based specimen had the superlative strength potential with a 90 day-

UCS of 1830 kN/m2, while M-based specimens possessed the lowest 90 day-UCS of 

793 kN/m2 as compared to other binders. 
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Figure 5.4: Unconfined compressive strength development (a1 and a2) and 90 day-Strength (b1-b2) 

of 0%gypsum and 9%gypsum-kaolinite specimens stabilised with different single binders (mainly 

Lime-L, Cement-C and Magnesium oxide-M). 

 

 

 

Like the case of 0G-based specimens, 9G-based specimens also showed a gradual 

increasing trend in strength, achieving a 90th-day UCS of 2524, 2030, 1995, 1861 and 

927 kN/m2 when 6L, 10C, 10L, 4L and 10M were used respectively. However, in the 

presence of sulfate, 6L-based specimens experienced the highest strength at a 

strength value of 2524 kN/m2, while M-based specimens possessed the lowest 90 

day-UCS of 927 kN/m2. By comparing the UCS of 9G-based specimens with those of 

0G-based specimens, it was evident that irrespective of the type and amount of 
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stabiliser, the overall performance of 9G-based specimens was superior to that of 0G-

based specimens, particularly at the prolonged period of 90 days. This provided robust 

evidence for the beneficial effects of sulfate and its incorporation into the reaction. The 

clear cut-positive effect of sulfate, however, was inconsistent not only with the variation 

of stabiliser kind but also with the variation of stabiliser amount, demonstrating the 

existence of an additional variable factor. In this context, L-based specimens appeared 

the greatest strength improvement lying in the range of 800 to 1400 kN/m2, while C-

based specimens and M-based specimens showed a slight strength enhancement of 

about 200 and 100 kN/m2 sequentially. To the best knowledge of the author, the 

calcium content produced throughout the stabiliser hydration could be a vital factor, if 

not the only major one, causing the variation in strength enhancement in the presence 

of sulfate. 

 

5.2.2.2 Binary blended stabiliser 

 
5.2.2.2.1 Lime-Silica Fume blends. 

Development of unconfined compressive strength with curing time for different 

kaolinite-gypsum-lime-silica fume formulations designated using various quantities of 

binder (mainly 4, 6 and 10% by weight of dry soil and gypsum), are plotted in Figure 

5.5.   In general, all the formulations exhibited a progressive development of strength 

with the curing period, demonstrating the formation and progression of new minerals 

which can play a significant role in the strengthening of the microstructure of the host 

matrix. 
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Figure 5.5: Development of the unconfined compressive strength of kaolinite specimens designated 

using various stabilising dosages (4, 6 and 10) of binary blends of lime and silica fume. (Note: a1-b1 

is for 4% binder-based specimens, while a2-b2 and a3-b3 are for 6% binder-based specimens and 

10% binder-based specimens, respectively). 
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Specifically, at the low (4 wt. %) and intermediate (6 wt. %) binder levels, a decreeing 

strength trend was observed for 9G-based specimens in response to the increase of 

lime substitution level with silica fume, achieving the minimum strength of 1111 and 

1459 kN/m2 at lime: silica fume percentage ratio of 2: 2 and 1.8: 4.2, respectively. 

These lowest strength levels, however, were higher than those of 0G-control 

formulations (K-0G-4L-0S and K-0G-6L-0S) which experienced a strength value of 

1083 and 1129 kN/m2, respectively. It was also worth noting that, at all the prescribed 

lime replacement levels, the strength of 6%binder-based formulations were higher than 

those of 4%binder-based formulations, manifesting the superior effect of the 

intermediate binder level (6%) as compared to that of 4%. 

 

As for the high (10 wt.%) binder level, the comparative analysis indicated that there 

was a slight gradual increase in the UCS as the lime replacement proportion increased 

up to 30 %, where the strength increased from 1995 to 2027 and 2297 kN/m2 when 

1% and 3% of silica fume were used respectively. Further increase in substitution level 

(50% and 70%) yielded a slight reduction (about 200 kN/m2) in strength improvement, 

although such strength is still greater than those of the corresponding representative 

control formulations (K-0G-10L-0S and K-9G-10L-0S).  

 

In summary, from the standpoint of strength improvement, the utilization of silica fume 

as a lime substitution induces a gradual compromise on strength at the low (4 wt. %) 

and intermediate (6 wt. %) binder level, while its usage in the high (10 wt.%) binder 

level can result in a slight strength improvement as compared with those of the single 

binder-based formulation. 
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5.2.2.2.2 Cement-Silica Fume blends. 

Figure 5.6 shows the representative UCS values of cylindrical kaolinite specimens 

stabilised using varying levels of Cement-Silica fume (C-S) blends at compaction 

moisture content level of 30%, and subsequently tested after different ages of moist 

curing (7, 28, and 90-days). The strength slightly increased with the increase in cement 

substitution level to a peak point of the highest strength of 2090 kN/m2 at 30% 

substitution level as shown by the K-9G-7C-3S, and then reduced with further 

replacement of cement. The peak point of strength indicated that a hybrid blend of 7C-

3S is the optimal blending ratio for strength performance. It is also interesting to note 

that at higher substitution levels of 50% and 70% as illustrated by K-9G-5C-5S and K-

9G-3C-7S respectively, the strength values (1656 kN/m2  for K-9G-5C-5S and 

890 kN/m2for K-9G-5C-5S) were lower than not only the 9G-based formulation but 

also that of the 0G-based formulation (K-0G-10C-0S), which yielded a 90 day-strength 

of 1830 kN/m2.  
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Figure 5.6: Representative unconfined compressive strength development (up to 90 days) of 

cylindrical kaolinite specimens stabilised using varying levels of Cement-Silica fume (CS) blends at 

compaction moisture content level of 30%. 
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5.2.2.2.3 Magnesium Oxide-Silica Fume blends. 

The UCS development trends of 9G-based kaolinite specimens treated with varying 

combinations of Magnesium oxide-Silica fume (M-S) are given in Figure 5.7, along with 

the result of 0G-Based kaolinite specimens for comparison. According to the results, a 

decrease in the proportion of M and the increase in the amount of S from 10M-0S to 

5M-5S (as shown by K-9G-10M-0S to K-9G-5M-5S) induced a progressive strength 

enhancement from 927 to 1834 kN/m2 at a strength gain ratio of 100%. A further 

substitution (70%) of M with S as given by K-9G-3M-7S, however, caused a slight 

strength reduction of about 18 %, although the strength value is still superior to that of 

K-9G-10M-0S in which there was no replacement. Upon comparison with that of K-0G-

10M-0S (see Figure 5.7 b), it can be concluded that silica fume has the potential of 

substituting magnesium oxide up to 70% in the stabilisation of sulfate soil with no 

compromise on strength, of which the blending ratio of 5M-5S possessing the highest 

strength potential compared to other blends. 
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Figure 5.7: Unconfined compressive strength development (a) and 90 day-strength (b) of 9G-based 

kaolinite specimens treated with varying binary combinations of Magnesium oxide-Silica fume (M-S), 

along with the USC results of 0G-based kaolinite specimens as a reference. 
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5.2.2.3 Ternary blends 

The variation in the UCS of 9G-based kaolinite mixtures stabilised with varying 

proportions of ternary blends of L-GS-S in comparison with those of M-GS-S over a 

longer curing period is shown in Figure 5.8. It was evident that the compressive 

strength developed progressively over the prescribed curing period and the strength 

degree varied remarkably among activators and slightly among binder combinations.   
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Figure 5.8:  Unconfined compressive strength evolution of kaolinite mixtures stabilised with varying 

proportions of ternary blends of Lime-GGBS-Silica fume (L-GS-S) in comparison with those treated 

with Magnesium oxide-GGBS-Silica fume (M-GS-S) over a longer curing period of 90 days. 
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In general, two types of strength trends were observed for the ternary blend-systems, 

based on the development degree. One is that the UCS (as shown by lime-based 

specimens) continuously increased in a relatively consistent manner with the increase 

of the moist curing period. The second trend as illustrated by M-based specimens is 

that the strength steeply increased (increase-state period) until >90% of the strength 

value is achieved by 28 days, beyond which the strength remains somewhat steady 

(steady-state period) in the remaining period. 

 

On comparison of the 0G-based control mixtures (K-0G-3L-7GS and K-0G-3M-7GS) 

with those of the 9G-based mixtures (K-9G-3L-7GS and K-9G-3M-7GS), results 

showed that, in the absence of sulfate (0G), the use of magnesium oxide in activation 

of GGBS was superior to that of lime, emphasising the higher activating efficiency of 

MgO for GGBS. In this instance, a MgO-based activator yielded higher strength (1893 

kN/m2) than that of 1480 kN/m2 induced by CaO activator (as shown by K-0G-3L-

7GS).  By contrast, in the presence of sulfate (9G), the binary blend of L-GS out-

performed that of M-GS, where K-9G-3L-7GS yielded a superior 90 day-strength value 

of 2828 kN/m2 as compared to that of 1951 kN/m2 for K-9G-3M-7GS. In this regard, 

the sulfate-induced strength improvement was about 100% in the presence of lime, as 

against 3% for the M-based mixture. 

 

In the case of the ternary L-GS-S system, the result (shown in Figure 5.8 a1 and b1) 

revealed that there was a non-uniform variation of strength reduction in the range of 

400 to 600 kN/m2 on the substitution of GGBS with silica fume, although the strength 

values are still higher than K-0G-3L-7GS-0S (see black line in Figure 5.8 b1). The 

highest strength reduction (600 kN/m2) was experienced by K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S 
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when 50% of GGBS was substituted with silica fume, while only 400 and 500 kN/m2 

strength reduction was obtained upon 30% and 70% replacement of GGBS, 

respectively. As for the case of M-GS-S system, the strength evolution indicated that 

the strength increased from 1951 to 1958 kN/m2 when S was used as a 30% partial 

replacement of GS as shown by K-9G-3M-5GS-2S, and then reduced with further 

replacement of GGBS. In this context, a compressive strength reduction of 100 and 

500 kN/m2 was detected when 50% and 70% of GGBS were replaced with silica fume 

as illustrated by K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S and K-9G-3M-2GS-5S, respectively. 

 

 
5.2.3 The effect of moisture content and mixing method. 

The independent effect of compaction moisture content and mixing method on the UCS 

performance of each of the optimised kalinite mixes over a prolonged curing period of 

90 days is shown in Figure 5.9a-f. In this perspective, observations exhibited that 

across all the formulations, the artificial sulfate soil (K9G) specimens fabricated using 

1.1MC and Classical approach-based Mixing Method (CMM) acquired the highest UCS 

values at each of the curing time intervals as illustrated by the solid black lines. 

Therefore, the independent change of moisture content (from 1.1MC to 1.2MC) or 

mixing approach (SMM instead of CMM) lowered the piezoresistivity (UCS) values of 

the whole formulations. Based on the comparative analysis, however, the change of 

moisture content resulted in a lesser reduction as compared to that of the change of 

mixing method. Given all that has been reported so far, it seems that the UCS is not 

only influenced by the binder compositions, but also by the moisture content and the 

mixing method. Thus, based on the observations reported herein, the use of higher 
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moisture content and slurry mixing method is not recommended for a high degree of 

stabilisation. 
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Figure 5.9: The independent effect of variation in compaction moisture content and mixing method on 

the unconfined compressive performance of artificial sulfate soil (K9G) specimens stabilised with the 

optimised blends. 
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5.2.4 Gypsum Marl specimens (validation phase). 

Figure 5.10 plots the effect of the optimised binary and ternary blends on the UCS 

development of natural high sulfate-enriched soil (Gypsum Marl soil)-GM over a 

prolonged curing period of 90 days, along with the USC results of the artificial sulfate 

soil (K9G) for a comparison.  
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the effect of the optimised blends on the unconfined compressive 

strength performance of both the artificial sulfate soil (K9G) and natural high sulfate-enriched soil 

(GM). 
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In the case of the kaolinite system, K-9G-6L where quicklime was not substituted by 

any additives exhibited a moderate early-term strength with a higher rate of strength 

gain resulting in the highest 90 day-strength of 2524 kN/m2 as compared to the other 

blends. By increasing lime content to 10 wt. % and replacing 70% of binder content 

with a binary blend of GGBS and silica fume as illustrated by K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S or 

silica fume on its own as given by K-9G-3L-7S, the strength was slightly reduced to 

2336 and 2100 kN/m2 respectively. Upon further substitution of lime with either 

magnesium oxide or cement, the strength was further reduced to 1834 kN/m2 for K-

9G-5M-5S, 1656 kN/m2 for K-9G-5C-5S and 1461 kN/m2 for K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S, 

suggesting that lime-enriched binder is outclassed the other blends in terms of the 

strength of the artificial sulfate soil (K9G). 

 

As for the case of Gypsum Marl soil (GM), it was interesting to note that all the 

designated blends yielded superior strength performance with a strength ~2-to-3.4 

times higher than the corresponding lime-treated soil (GM-6L). The consistent binary 

blend of 5C-5S was the most efficient blending binder, outperforming those 

investigated at each of the curing time intervals tested. In this instance, the binary blend 

of 5C-5S as illustrated by GM-5C-5S yielded the highest 7 day-UCS of about 3200 

kN/m2,  the highest 28 day-UCS of about 5300 kN/m2 and the highest 90 day-UCS of 

about 7700 kN/m2, of which the 90-day strength was equal to 3.4 times that of its 

control counterpart (GM-6L).   

 

In contrast, the binary blend of lime and silica fume at a binder content of 6% wt. % 

(see 6LS) exhibited the lowest 90 day-strength of 4100 kN/m2 amongst the other 
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binary and ternary blends, although it is still higher strength than the control (GM-6L), 

which possessed a 90 day-strength magnitude of 2250 kN/m2. It was also interesting 

to mention that the binary blends of 10LS and 10LS and ternary blends of 10LGSS 

and 10MGSS followed the similar sequence observed in the kaolinite system (K9G). 

In this context, the 10LS (as shown by GM-7L-3S) resulted in a 90 day-strength of 

6011 kN/m2 exceeding that of 5549 kN/m2  for GM-5M-5S, while the 10LGS (see GM-

3L-3.5GS-3.5S) induced a 90 day-strength of 6584 kN/m2 surpassing that of 6126 

kN/m2 for GM-3M-3.5GS-3.5S. 

 

To summarise, relative to that of the control formulation (6L), all the designated blends 

induced a compromise on the UCS of the artificial sulfate soil (K9G). However, in the 

case of GM soil, they yielded superior strength performance with a strength ~2-to-3.4 

times higher than the corresponding lime-treated soil (6L). 

 

5.3 Volume change behaviour  

The volume change behaviour of the laboratory specimens was measured using two 

methods: mainly linear expansion and swelling potential method. The linear expansion 

analysis was conducted on the entire non-sulfate and sulfate Kaolinite specimens as 

well as the Gypsum Marl-based specimens, while the swelling potential was limited to 

the artificial sulfate kaolinite (K9G) formulations made with the optimised binary and 

ternary blending binders to standardise the finding of the linear expansion analysis. 

The result of these two analyses is reported in this chapter. 
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5.3.1 Linear expansion  

5.3.1.1 Kaolinite specimens made with different gypsum and lime levels. 

The linear expansion trends over a longer soaking period of up to 200 days for kaolinite 

specimens made with different gypsum concentrations (0, 3, 6 and 9%), stabilised with 

two lime dosages (4% and 6%) and compacted at 1.1 MC, is shown in Figure 5.11. For 

all the lime and gypsum formulations, the expansivity trend is comprised of two periods: 

mainly expansion-state period and steady-state period. The term expansion-state 

period referred to the soaking period started after 7 days of moist curing and ended at 

a fixation point at which the daily expansion was very negligible, while the term steady-

state period referred to the remaining period. 
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Figure 5.11: Expansion trends of kaolinite specimens made with different gypsum concentrations (0, 

3, 6 and 9%), stabilised with two different lime dosages (4 and 6%) and compacted at 1.1MC. 
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According to the results shown in Figure 5.11, it was observed that the ultimate 

expansion magnitude and the expansion-state period are directly proportional to the 

gypsum and lime concentrations. At 4% of lime, the ultimate expansion magnitude was 

sharply increased from 4% to 14%, 24.2% and 24.9% corresponding to the increase 

of gypsum amount from 0% to 3, 6 and 9% respectively. The expansion-state period 

required to reach equilibrium was also increased from 5 to 25, 125 and 125 days in 

response to the increase of gypsum content from 0% to 3, 6 and 9% respectively.  

 

As for the case of 6% lime, the sulfate-bearing kaolinite specimens showed a similar 

tendency of linear expansion, where the ultimate linear expansion magnitudes and 

expansion-state period required for the attainment of maximum expansion, was 

increased as the sulfate concentration increases. At the end of 200 days of the soaking 

period, an ultimate linear expansion magnitude of 4.7%, 14.8%, 24.6% and 30% was 

recorded for 6L-based specimens made with 0, 3, 6 and 9% respectively. An 

expansion-state period of 5, 28, 90 and ≥170 days were respectively required for 

specimens containing 0%, 3%, 6% and 9% of gypsum to reach equilibrium. 

 

Like the case of UCS, the comparative analysis between 4L-based specimens and 6L-

based specimens indicated that there was a fixation gypsum content at which further 

increase of sulfate content has no significant contribution to both the ultimate linear 

expansion magnitude and expansion-state period required for the attainment of 

maximum expansion. This fixation gypsum dosage is dependent on lime content, of 

which 6% and 9% of gypsum are being the worst-case scenario for 4% and 6% lime, 

respectively. 
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5.3.1.2 Kaolinite specimens made with different binders 

 
5.3.1.2.1 Single stabiliser (controls) 

The evolution trend of duplicate expansivity experimentations for 0G and 9G-based 

kaolinite specimens stabilised with different independent binders (mainly Lime-L, 

Cement-C, and Magnesium oxide-M), are plotted in Figure 5.12.  
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Figure 5.12: 200 days-Linear expansion trends (a1 and a2) and maximum expansion (b1-b2) of 0G 

and 9G-based kaolinite specimens stabilised with different independent binders (mainly Lime-L, 

Cement-C and Magnesium oxide-M). 
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As seen in Figure 5.12 A1 and B1, kaolinite specimens stabilised with 10% of cement 

or magnesium oxide exhibited the lowest sensitivity to water in the absence of sulfate 

(0G), where only 0.47 and 0.66% of expansion were recorded as experienced by K-

0G-10C and K-0G-10M respectively. On contrary, L-based specimens displayed 

higher expansivity in the range of 4 to 5%, in which the expansion increased gradually 

with the increase of lime contents. However, in the presence of sulfate (9G), only 

kaolinite specimens treated with magnesium oxide as shown in Figure 5.12 a2 and b2, 

yielded relatively negligible expansion (1%) as compared to that of 15% and > 24% 

experienced by those stabilised with cement and lime, respectively. It was worth 

mentioning that the expansion magnitude of L-based specimens was also influenced 

by binder doses, where a 5% and 9% increase in expansion magnitude was monitored 

as the lime content increased from 4 to 6 and 10%, respectively. Overall, the use of a 

sole binder of magnesium oxide or cement yielded superior efficiency in the 

suppression of the expansion in the absence of sulfate, while only the former exhibited 

an acceptable expansion in the presence of sulfate.  

 

5.3.1.2.2 Binary blended stabiliser 

5.3.1.2.2.1  Lime-Silica Fume blending system. 

Figure 5.13 presents the 200 days-expansion trends (a1 and a2) and maximum 

expansion (b1-b2) of 9G-based kaolinite specimens stabilised using silica fume as 

various lime substation levels (10, 30, 50 and 70%) at different binder dosages (4, 6 

and 10%). The base of the arrow-ended black lines in the right-hand parts of the figure 

represents the regulatory levels for the 0G-based control mixes as a reference. 
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Figure 5.13: 200 days-Linear expansion behaviour of kaolinite specimens made with 0 and 9% 

Gypsum-G, and stabilised with different lime-silica fume combinations at binder levels (4% binder 

shown in a1 and b1), (6% binder shown in a2 and b2) and (10 % binder shown in a3 and b3). 
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As shown in the figure, the incorporation of silica fume as a lime substitute played a 

key role in attaining a lower expansion-state period and lower ultimate expansion 

magnitude, and its effectiveness was more pronounced at higher substitution levels. 

This was presented by a gradual expansion reduction ranging from 5 to 9% at each 

substitution level, reaching the lowest expansion magnitude of 6.6% for 4% binder-

specimens, 3.3% for 6% binder-specimens and 3.9% for 10% binder-specimens at 

50%, 70% and 70% lime replacement levels, respectively. This indicates signs of the 

importance of silica fume in restraining the sulfate-induced expansion in lime-stabilised 

soil.  

 

By keeping the regulatory levels of the 0G-controls (the arrow-ended black lines in 

Figure 5.13 b1-b3) in view, it can be observed that only the L-S ratio of 30%-70% as 

shown by K-9G-1.8L-4.2S and K-9G-3L-7S, alleviated the ultimate expansivity 

magnitude to a level lower than that of 0G-specimens. Therefore, it could be concluded 

that the reduction in the expansivity of 9G-based specimens stabilised with binary 

blends of L-S, is adversely proportional to lime content and directly proportional to silica 

fume content, of which an L-S ratio of 30-70 being optimum for suppression of the 

expansion.  

 

5.3.1.2.2.2  Cement-Silica Fume blending system. 

The result of linear expansion experimentations, recorded through a soaking period of 

200 days, for 0G and 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with binary blends of cement-

silica fume at a fixed binder dose of 10 wt. % is shown in Figure 5.14. Accordingly, the 

incorporation of silica fume as a cement supplant at a lower substitution level (10% by 
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weight of binder), did not produce a satisfactory improvement, whereby only 3% of 

expansion reduction was obtained as illustrated by K-9G-9C-1S.  By increasing the 

silica fume amount to 30% and 50%, an additional sequential reduction (10% and 1%) 

in the expansion was observed at a C-S ratio of 7-3 and 5-5 as given by K-9G-7C-3S 

and K-9G-5C-5S, respectively. However, further cement replacement (70%) caused a 

slight increase (>1%) in the expansion (see K-9G-3C-7S), signifying that a blending 

ratio of 5C-5S is the optimal combination for the alleviation of the expansion. 
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Figure 5.14: 200 days-Linear expansion behaviour of kaolinite specimens containing 0 and 9% 

Gypsum-G and stabilised with binary blends of Cement-Silica fume (C-S). 

 
 
 
 
5.3.1.2.2.3  Magnesium Oxide-Silica Fume system 

Figure 5.15 represents the observed linear expansion behaviour, as a function of the 

soaking period of 200 days, for 0G and 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with varying 

binary combinations of Magnesium oxide-Silica fume (M-S) at a fixed binder content 
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of 10 wt. %. Despite the relatively negligible effect of silica fume in the magnesium 

oxide system compared to its effect in other applications, its addition over the native 

silica compounds liberated from soil has been found to decrease the expansion to the 

range of 0.4 to 0.2% even lower than that of 0.7% for 0G-based specimens. Like the 

case of UCS, the preferred application rate of silica fume as a percentage of binder 

content for suppression of the expansion was explored to be in the range of 30 to 70%, 

most preferably at 50% by weight of binder content, as shown by K-9G-5M-5S. Hence, 

the binary blending rate of 5M-5S was categorised as the optimum combination and 

used for further investigations in the current study, along with the other optimal blends.  
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Figure 5.15: 200 days-Linear expansion behaviour of kaolinite clay containing 0 and 9% Gypsum-G 

and stabilised with 10% blended binder of Magnesium Oxide-Silica fume (M-S). 
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5.3.1.2.3 Ternary blended stabilisers 

The efficiency of the ternary blends of L-GS-S and M-GS-S in the suppression of the 

expansion of 9G-based kaolinite specimens was assessed in duplicate simulation 

against the binary L and M-activated GS blends, and the results are presented in 

Figure 5.16.   
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Figure 5.16: 200 days-Linear expansion behaviour of kaolinite specimens containing 0 and 9% 

Gypsum-G, and stabilised with 10% of different ternary blends of Lime-Ground granulated blast 

furnace slag-Silica fume (L-GS-S) and Magnesium oxide-Ground granulated blast furnace slag-Silica 

fume (M-GS-S). 

 

 

As per the lime-activated ternary system, the result revealed a gradual reduction (3%) 

in the expansivity when GGBS (GS) was partially substituted with silica fume up to 
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50% as given by K-9G-3L-5GS-2S and K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S. This suggests the 

beneficial use of silica fume as a supplement to that of L-activated GS. Further GGBS 

substitution (70%), however, induced a slight increase (0.5%) in the expansion, 

although such a value (4.48%) is still lower than the 9G-based reference (6.85% for K-

3L-7GS). As for the magnesium oxide-activated ternary system, the simulation 

exhibited a drastic expansion reduction (3.4%) at a lower GS substitution level (30%) 

as shown by K-9G-3M-5GS-2S. This was attended by gradual negligible mitigation 

(0.1%), achieving the lowest value at silica fume dose of 5% as shown by K-9G-3M-

2GS-5S. Upon comparison with that of the 0G-controls, only those activated by 

Magnesium oxide (M) resulted in an expansion magnitude lower than that of 0.59% for 

the 0G-based specimen (K-0G-3M-7GS). This implies the complete overcoming of the 

sulfate-induced repercussion presented in the control mix (K-9G-3M-7GS). Ultimately, 

irrespective of the incorporation quantities, the use of silica fume as supplementation 

of L and M-activated GGBS (L-GS-S and M-GS-S) is beneficial and yielded superior 

competence in the suppression of the expansion. 

 

 

5.3.1.3 The effect of moisture content and mixing method. 

The independent effect of the variation of compaction moisture content and mixing 

method on the expansion performance of each of the optimised kalinite mixes is shown 

in Figure 5.17 a-f.  
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Figure 5.17: Typical plots of linear expansion against soaking period for artificial sulfate soil 

specimens (Kaolinite-Gypsum)-K9G, stabilised with the optimised binders and made under different 

mixing conditions (Note; Sold black lines for the controls in which 1.1MC was used, while dash red 

lines and dash blow lines for specimens made with 1.2MC and Slurry Mixing Method (SMM), 

respectively). 
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According to the results given in Figure 5.17, the utilisation of higher moisture content 

(1.2MC, as seen from red lines) as against 1.1MC (black lines) imparted immediate 

and lasting benefits to the expansion of all the optimised mixes, excepting those made 

with M-S and ternary binders in which no effect was recorded.  This beneficial 

phenomenon, however, was more noticeable in the case of mixes augmented with 

binary blends of L-S, whereby a 30% (from 3.2 to 2.2%) and 40% (from 3.9 to 2.3%) 

reduction in the expansion was detected for K-9G-1.8L-4.2S and K-9G-3L-7S, 

respectively. On contrary, the use of slurry based-mixing method (SMM) instead of a 

classical approach-based mixing method (CMM) for specimen preparation yielded an 

uneven negative repercussion, where an increase (up to about 3%) in the amplitude 

of the expansion was observed. In another word, the ultimate expansion magnitude of 

specimens made with 1.8L-4.2S, 3L-7S, 5C-5S, 5M-5S, 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-

3.5GS-3.5S was increased (relative to their counterparts) by 11, 23, 98, 160, 66, 368%, 

respectively. Therefore, from the expansion point of view, it can be stated that the use 

of higher moisture content is recommended, while the use of a slurry based-mixing 

method over that of the traditional mixing method is conclusively not recommended 

throughout the implementation of soil stabilization. 

 

5.3.1.4 Gypsum Marl specimens (validation phase). 

 
Figure 5.18 represents the comparative effect of the optimised binders on the 

expansion performance of both Gypsum-blended Kaolinite (K-9G) and Gypsum Marl 

soil (GM). 
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Figure 5.18: Comparative effect of the optimised binders on the expansion performance of both 

Gypsum-blended Kaolinite (K-9G) and Gypsum Marl soil (GM). 

 
 
In the case of kaolinite system, it was apparent from the results that the sequential 

order of the expansion of the optimised mixes from low to high (0.2%, 0.4%,1.4%, 

3.3%, 3.9%, 4% and 30%) followed the binder sequence of 10MS (5M-5S), 10MGS 

(3M-3.5GS-3.5S), 10CS (5C-5S), 6LS (1.8L-4.2S), 10LS (3L-7S), 10LGS (3L-3.5GS-

3.5S) and 6L. By comparing this sequential order with that of the calcium oxide 

concentration of each binder shown in Figure 5.19, it was interesting to note that except 

for the case of cement, the ultimate expansion magnitude was in accord with the 
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concentration of calcium oxide of the binder. Thus, in the light of this robust evidence, 

it can be emphasised that the expansion magnitude of sulfate soil is also a function of 

the concentration of calcium oxide. 
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Figure 5.19: The representative ultimate expansion magnitude and calcium oxide concentration of the 

optimised kaolinite mixes. 

 
 
As the case of the kaolinite system, the Gypsum Marl system briefly exhibited a similar 

expansion trend (but of a reduced value) in the sequence of binders, excepting cement 

which was expected to be the optimum due to its superior performance in the 

stabilisation of coarse soil. This compatibility in the sequence of binder domination 

provides support for the main hypothesis of the prioritisation framework of the 

experimentations that states that "if the binder optimisation was established using the worst-

case scenario of high gypsum/alumina-enriched clay (K-9G) for ettringite formation, therefore, 

ettringite formation in any other sulfate soil stabilised with these binders is anticipated to be 

manageable to some reasonable degree". 
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5.3.2 Swelling potential  

The swelling potential trends of the optimised mixes are plotted in Figure 5.20, in 

comparison with their representative counterparts of the linear expansion. A result 

comparison revealed the existence of two important themes. The first striking 

observation to emerge from the comparison was that both results exhibited a similar 

trend in the sequence of binders, in which the expansion/swelling was in the serial 

order of K-9G-5M-5S < K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S < K-9G-5C-5S < K-9G-1.8L-4.2S < K-

9G-3L-7S < K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S. This ascertained the effect of the optimized blends 

and the reliability of the results.  
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of swelling potential and linear expansion behaviour of kaolinite specimens 

stabilised with the optimised blends. 
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Another surprising aspect of the analysis was the relative increase in the swelling 

potential of lime-based mixes and relatively decrease in the swelling potential of 

cement and magnesium oxide-based mixes, as compared with their counterparts of 

the linear expansion. In this regard, a swelling potential > linear expansion of 3.7% >

 3.3% for K-9G-1.8L-4.2S, 4.7% > 3.9% for K-9G-3L-7S and 6% > 4% for K-9G-3L-

7S. On contrary, a swelling potential < linear expansion of 0.4% < 1.4% for K-9G-5C-

5S, 0.04% < 0.2% for K-9G-5M-5S and 0.12% < 0.37% for K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S, 

were observed. This increasing/decreasing evidence can lead to infer that the volume 

behaviour of sulfate stabilised soil is also influenced by the compaction effort and the 

specimen confinement matter. Considering all the above, it can be summarised that 

although there was a variation in the resulting magnitude, the linear expansion 

observations are a true representation of the results of the standardised swelling 

method in terms of the sequential order of the optimised binders.  

 

5.4 Durability index 

The terms durability index and strength index which are defined as the UCS ratio of 

the soaked specimens, to that of their counterparts of unsoaked specimens, were used 

interchangeably to represent the influence of the immersion in water on the 

compressive strength performance. Figure 5.21 plots the UCS and strength index of 

the optimised artificial sulfate soil formulations (Kaolinite-Gypsum) after a total (moist 

+ soaking) curing period of 7, 28, and 90 days. In general, the result demonstrated that 

the UCS of the optimised specimens upon complete waterish soaking condition was 

dropped (relative to their un-soaked counterparts) by (-44 to -100%) at 7 days, (-11 to 

-69%) at 28 days and (+11 to -62%) at 90 days. This was more remarkable in the case 
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of specimens stabilised with calcium-based stabilisers (L-S, C-S and L-GS-S) where 

they exhibited a durability index of (0% at 7 days), (< 45% at 28 days) and (< 84% at 

90 days), despite their highest strength upon ordinary moist curing condition. 
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Figure 5.21: Variation of the UCS (left graphs) and the retained UCS ratio-strength index (right 

graphs) of the optimised binders-based artificial sulfate soil specimens after completely soaking in tap 

water at the last 4 days of each curing period of 7, 28 and 90 days. 
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At the hydration age of 7 days (Figure 5.21 a1-b1, refers), the durability index of 

specimens treated with calcium-based stabilisers could not be determined due to the 

breakage of the specimens throughout the soaking period. As for specimens treated 

with a Magnesium oxide-based stabiliser, the durability index was 66% for K-9G-5M-

5S and 27% for K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S. This suggests that the hydration of magnesium 

oxide is faster, empowering the specimens to have higher early-term hydration 

products, thereby increasing the coherences inside the system.  

 

By 28 days of hydration, all the configurations appeared to have relatively higher 

resistance against strength losses upon waterish conditions, representing higher 

retained strength (strength index) as compared to their 7 day-counterparts. In this 

regard, the durability index of specimens stabilised with binary calcium-based binders 

(LS or CS) increased from a 7-day durability index of 0% to 31%, 45% and 31% (as 

shown by K-9G-1.8L-4.2S, K-9G-3L-7S and K-9G-5C-5S, respectively) after 28 days, 

representing 70%, 55% and 70% losses in 28th day-UCS. The strength index of the 

MS-based system as illustrated by K-9G-5M-5S was also improved from a 7th day-

durability index of 66% to a 28th day-durability index of 89%, representing a lower 

strength loss of 11% relative to its unsoaked counterpart.  As for the ternary blends-

based configurations, a slight strength index gain from 0% to 39% when lime was used 

as an activator (K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S), and a relatively higher strength index gain from 

27% to 76% when magnesium oxide was used as an activator (K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S), 

were recoded. This further supports the suggestion that the hydration of magnesium 

oxide is faster, empowering the specimens to have higher early-term hydration 

products, thereby increasing the coherences inside the system. 
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After 90 days of hydration, stability or further continuous enhancement in strength 

index was noted for all the formulations, of which the best performance (< 20% 

strength loss) was recorded for K-9G-5M-5S, K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S and K-9G-3M-

3.5GS-3.5S. In this context, specimens stabilised with binary blends of M-S as given 

by K-9G-5M-5S represented a 90-day strength index value of 89%, equal to its 28-day 

counterpart, while the ternary blends-based configuration of K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S 

yielded a durability index value of 84%, which is over two times that of its 28-day 

counterpart (37%). As for the ternary blends of 10MGS, the observation was 

counterintuitive, where K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S exhibited a 90-day compressive strength 

gain of 11% compared to that of its unsoaked counterpart, representing a 90-day 

durability index value of 111%.  

 

By comparing the durability index values of the optimised mixes with that of the 

minimum requirements (> 80%) for retained strength as stated in (BS EN 14227-

15:2015; BS 9227:2019; Kennedy, 2006), only that of binary blends of 10MS (5M-5S) 

fulfilled the durability assessment at 28 days. It yielded a 28-day residual strength of 

89% which is well higher than the lowest tolerable residual strength percentage of 80%. 

On contrary, at 90 days, each of 10MS (5M-5S), 10LGS (3L-3.5GS-3.5S) and 10MGS 

(3M-3.5GS-3.5S) can be regarded as fit-for-purpose, where they exhibited a 90-day 

residual strength of 89%, 84% and 111% respectively. In summary, the subjection of 

Hydraulically Bound Mixtures to waterish conditions led to a strength loss 

phenomenon, and such phenomenon is more pronounced in calcium-rich systems, 

particularly at the early-term curing age.  
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5.5 Summary of the mechanical and physical properties  

The main observations that emerged from the experimental results of the unconfined 

compression strength test, linear expansion test and swelling potential test, are drawn 

as follows: 

1. The strength and expansion performance of the artificial sulfate kaolinite 

mixtures stabilised with calcium-based stabiliser was proportional to sulfate 

(gypsum)-G and lime (L) concentrations, of which a G/L ratio of 1.5 yielded the 

highest unconfined compressive strength and highest expansion magnitude. 

2. The use of 10% cement (C) in the stabilisation of kaolinite clay yielded the most 

superior strength and lowest expansion magnitude among other binders (lime 

and magnesium oxide) in the absence of sulfate, while lime exhibited the 

highest strength and magnesium oxide demonstrated the lowest expansion in 

the presence of sulfate. 

3. Silica fume (S) has the potential for restricting the ettringite formation and 

suppressing the expansion, of which 7L3S is the optimum blending ratio for 

higher unconfined compression strength and 3L7S is the optimum blending ratio 

for suppressing the expansion. 

4. The incorporation of silica fume as a partial replacement of different hydraulic 

binders (L, C and M) at a higher (10%) binder level, yielded an 

increasing/decreasing strength trend accompanied by decreasing/increasing 

expansion trend. In this regard, the strength was increased gradually to a certain 

dosage of silica fume, beyond which its further addition induced a gradual 

reduction in strength. On the contrary, the expansion behaviour exhibited a 

reversal order of the strength trend.  
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5. Substitution of GGBS (GS) with silica fume (S) in both CaO-activated GGBS (L-

GS) and MgO-activated GGBS system (M-GS), is beneficial in terms of the 

expansion with a little compromise on UCS. 

6. The optimum binary and ternary blends of silica fume-based binders for superior 

unconfined compression strength and expansion performance are summarised 

in Figure 5.22. 

 

Figure 5.22: The optimised binary and ternary blends for both unconfined compression strength and 

linear expansion performance of stabilised sulfate soil. 

 

 

7. The linear expansion observations are a true representation of the results of the 

standardised swelling method in terms of the sequential order of the optimised 

binders. 

8. The immersion of the optimised mixtures in water can cause a reduction in 

strength, and such reduction is more pronounced in calcium-rich systems, 

particularly at the early-term curing age. 

• 7L-3S is the optimum for UCS

• 3L-7S is the optimum for expansion
L-S

• 7C-3S is the optimum for UCS

• 5L-5S is the optimum for expansion
C-S

• 5M-5S is the optimum for UCS

• 5M-5S is the optimum for expansion 
M-S

• 3L-7GS-0S is the optimum for UCS

• 3L-3.5GS-3.5S is the optimum for expansion 
L-GS-S

• 3M-5GS-2S is the optimum for UCS

• 3M-3.5GS-3.5S is the optimum for expansion 
M-GS-S
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6 CHAPTER 6 – ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

This chapter describes the analytical results, emerged from various laboratory 

experimentations conducted on the optimised mixes along with some selected mixes to 

establish the reaction mechanism involved in each system. These results include 

derivative thermo-gravimetric analysis (DTG), x-ray diffraction (XRD) and field emission 

scanning electron microscopy analysis (FE-SEM), along with environmental profile 

assessment and total performance evaluation. 

 

6.1 Analytical tests 

6.1.1 Derivative Thermo-Gravimetric analysis (DTG) 

In cementitious materials, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is generally used to 

identify mineral and hydration phases to confirm the presence of crystalline and 

amorphous phases or to quantify the amount of solids present. This is obtained by 

identifying/analysing the weight loss associated with the thermal reactions. When the 

material is heated, it can undergo several thermal reactions including dehydration, 

decarbonisation, dehydroxylation, decomposition, oxidation, or melting phases among 

others. These thermal reactions are presented in the thermogravimetric (TG) curve as 

a weight loss and are more simplified and represented in the derivative 

thermogravimetric (DTG) curve as endothermic and exothermic peaks. Although both 

TG and DTG curves were obtained for the analysed specimens, only DTG curves were 

reported here in this study because it allows a better resolution and identification of 

consecutive weight losses. For comparative purposes, the height (the maximum 

deviation from the normalised linear baseline) of both ettringite and gypsum peaks 

were also plotted in a separate graph. The choice for using the peak height for the 

comparison instead of calculating the integration of the peak area was due to that the 
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deconvolution of other small peaks (such as calcium silicate hydrate and calcium 

aluminate hydrate) was not possible.  

 

6.1.1.1 Kaolinite specimens made with different gypsum and lime levels. 

6.1.1.1.1 4L-based specimens 

The DTG curves, at the 7th day of moist curing and after completion of expansion (200 

days in water condition), for kaolinite soil specimens dosed with 0, 3, 6 and 9% of 

gypsum and stabilised with 4 wt. % of quicklime is presented in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: The DTG of kaolinite specimens dosed with gypsum and stabilised with 4 wt. % of lime at 

both the 7th day of moist curing (a1 and a2) and the 200th day of soaking in water (a2 and b2). Note 

that the peak height was automatically obtained by the software, which represents the maximum 

deviation from the normalised linear baseline. 
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On the 7th day of moist curing, the DTG analysis shown in Figure 6.1 a1 detected three 

new endothermic transitions in sulfate kaolinite specimens (3G, 6G and 9G), in addition 

to that appeared in the parent kaolinite specimen (K-0G-4L). These four transitions are 

represented in the DTG by endothermic peaks at different temperature ranges. The 

first peak occurred at 50 − 100℃ assigned to the ettringite due to dehydration of water 

molecules of the ettringite (3CaO. Al2O3. 3CaSO4. 32H2O). The second peak at 100 −

200℃ ascribed to gypsum owing to the evaporation of the water of gypsum 

crystallisation and formation of β-hemi hydrate (see Equation 6.2 and 6.3). The third 

peak at 400 − 700℃ pertained to kaolinite minerals because of the dehydration of the 

hydroxyl group (OH) and decomposition of kaolinite minerals (see Equation 6.1). The 

furth peak at 850 − 1000℃ accounted for the reaction between the calcium sulfate and 

carbon produces calcium sulfides (CA’s) (see Eq 6.4). 

 
𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎𝟑. 𝟐𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐 → 𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎𝟑. 𝟐𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐 + 𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎(𝐠)…………………………………… ..Equation 6.1 

𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒. 𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎(𝐬) → 𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒(𝐬) + 𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎(𝐬)………………………………… .…. Equation 6.2 

𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎          
𝐇𝐞𝐦𝐢𝐡𝐲𝐝𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐞
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑ →  

       𝛃𝐂𝐚 𝐒𝐎𝟒.
𝟏

𝟐
𝐇𝟐𝐎 +

𝟑

𝟐
𝐇𝟐𝐎……… .…. Equation 6.3 

𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒(𝐬) + 𝟐𝐂(𝐬) → 𝐂𝐚𝐒(𝐬) + 𝟐𝐂𝐎𝟐(𝐠)… .…………… .………… .…… . . . .. Equation 6.4 

 
By comparing the elicited height value for the ettringite as seen in Figure 6.1 b1,  it is 

apparent that the peak height enlarged significantly from 0.05 to 0.09 when gypsum 

content increased from 3% (K-3G-4L) to 6% (K-6G-4L), followed by a slight increase 

to 0.1 corresponding to 9% of gypsum as shown by K-6G-4L. This increasing 

phenomenon was in line with the observation of their UCS trends and expansion trends 
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reported under the subheading 5.3.1.1, suggesting valuable evidence of causativeness 

for the variation of sulfate-induced strength and expansion of the artificial sulfate 

kaolinite specimens.  

 

Upon completion of the 200 days of water soaking period, the DTG analysis (see 

Figure 6.1 a2 and b2) of 4L-based specimens disclosed the appearance of similar four 

peaks: (1) ettringite peak at 50 − 100℃, (2) gypsum peak at 100 − 200℃, (3) kaolinite 

peak at 400 − 700℃ and (4) exothermic flat peak for the calcium sulfides at 850 −

1000℃. By scrutinising the intensity of the ettringite and gypsum peaks relative to their 

unsoaked counterparts, it was distinguished that in all cases but one (probably due to 

experimental error), the ettringite peak slightly increased from 0.05 to 0.052 for K-3G-

4L and from 0.09 to 0.098 for K-6G-4L, while gypsum moved contrariwise, and even 

disappeared in the case of K-3G-4L. This variation in ettringite intensity, along with the 

disappearance of gypsum peak in K-3G-4L and appearance of slight gypsum peak in 

K-6G-4L and relatively sharp peak in K-9G-4L after 200 days of the soaking period, 

reinforced the suggestion that an L: G ratio of 1: 1.5 is the optimum case-scenario for 

the UCS and the worst-case-scenario for the expansion.  

 

6.1.1.1.2 6L-based specimens 

The DTG curves, accompanied by explanatory notes for the major peaks, of artificial 

kaolinite soil specimens made with different proportions of gypsum (0, 3, 6 and 9%) 

and treated with an intermediate (6 wt. %) lime amount at two different curing ages (7th 

day of moist curing and 200th day of soaking), are displayed in Figure 6.2.  
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Figure 6.2: The DTG curves of artificial kaolinite specimens made with different proportions of 

gypsum and treated with an intermediate (6 wt. %) lime amount at both the 7th day of moist curing (a1 

and a2) and the 200th day of water soaking (a2 and b2). 

 

Like the case of 4L, the DTG analysis of 6L-specimens revealed four peaks: (1) 

ettringite peak; (2) gypsum peak; (3) kaolinite peak; and (4) calcium sulfides peak. 

However, the intensity of the ettringite peak of 6L-specimens was sharper and being 

more pronounced on the 200th day of soaking in water. This implies that the ettringite 

amount is directly proportional to the amount of lime and moisture. Conversely, the 

gypsum peak was completely disappeared in the 200th-day curves of both K-3G-6L 

and K-6G-6L and hardly visible in K-9G-6L. The gypsum disappearance in low and 

intermediate (4 and 6%) lime levels provided a sign of gypsum consumption, while its 
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hardly visible appearance in K-9G-6L further reinforced the suggestion that an L: G 

ratio of 1: 1.5 is the worst case for the ettringite; thus, the optimum case-scenario for 

the UCS and the worst-case-scenario for the expansion. 

 

6.1.1.2 Kaolinite specimens made with different blended stabilisers.  

6.1.1.2.1 Lime-Silica fume blended binder 

Figure 6.3 presents the 7th day-DTG curves of sulfate kaolinite soils containing 0 and 

9% of gypsum and stabilised with different lime-silica fume combinations at three 

binder levels (4, 6 and 10 wt. %), alongside demonstrative comment for the causality 

of the major peaks. In all binder levels, a progressive reduction in the intensity of the 

ettringite-induced transition with the increase of silica fume content was evidenced, 

suggesting a sign of its effect in mitigation of ettringite formation. This has been 

substantiated by the regression of the ettringite peak and confirmed by the 

simultaneous progression of the gypsum peak. With further insight into Figure 6.3, it 

can be also observed that the reduction of the ettringite transition shape is positively 

proportional to the increase of binder content. Apart from ettringite and gypsum 

appearance, a shoulder endothermic peak ascribed to Portlandite because of the de-

hydroxylation of non-consumed Ca (OH)2 at 400 − 500℃ was also detected in 6L-

based specimens and pronounced blunter in 10L-based specimens. This signifies the 

incomplete consumption of lime during the first 7 days of moist curing. The intensity of 

this peak (Portlandite) was, however, noted to be reduced gradually on the substitution 

of lime and completely disappeared in the case of intermediate (6%) and high (10%) 

binder level respectively, at an L-S percentage ratio of 70%-30% as illustrated by K-

9G-4.2L-1.8S and 50%-50% as given by K-9G-5L-5S. 
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Figure 6.3: The 7th day-DTG curves of kaolinite specimens made with 0 and 9% of gypsum and 

stabilised with different binary blends of lime and silica fume at three binder levels (4, 6 and 10%).  
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6.1.1.2.2 Cement-Silica fume blended binder 

The comparative effect of co-addition of cement and silica fume to the effect of sole 

addition of cement on the 7th day-DTG curves of 9G-based kaolinite specimens are 

depicted in Figure 6.4, along with the result of 0G-Based kaolinite for a comparison. 

As seen in the figure, two additional endothermic transition zones in the range of 50 −

100℃ (ettringite) and 100 − 150℃ (gypsum) like that of lime-based curves were 

detected in the K-9G-C-S system, as compared to the non-sulfate system (0G). A 

gradual reduction in the broadness of the ettringite peak coupled with a concomitant 

increase in the gypsum peak was also observed upon cement substitution with silica 

fume. With further in-depth, however, the broadness of ettringite peak in C-based 

curves seemed to be different from L-based curves. In the former, the ettringite 

possessed a triangle-like shape, as opposed to its semicircle-like shape with a 

wider/flatter top in the case of L-based curves. This difference probably implied that 

the ettringite in the lime system had a wider thickness or higher heat resistance 

property, thereby a longer time/heat range was required for its decomposition. 
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Figure 6.4: The 7th day-DTG curves of artificial kaolinite specimens dosed with 0 and 9% of gypsum 

and stabilised with different combinations of cement and silica fume at a binder level of 10 wt. %. 
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6.1.1.2.3 Magnesium oxide-Silica fume blended binder 

Figure 6.5 illustrates the 7th day-DTG diagrams of sulfate kaolinite soils stabilised with 

various binary proportions of magnesium oxide and silica fume. As shown in the figure, 

the 7th day-DTG diagrams consisted mainly of a combination of two or three 

endothermic transitions in the range of 100 − 150℃ (Gypsum), 300 − 500℃ 

(Magnesium hydroxide-Brucite) and 400 − 700℃ (Kaolinite). Amongst these peaks, 

only the magnesium hydroxide peak was reduced upon the incorporation of silica fume 

as a partial substitution of cement, and its reduction was directly proportional to the 

replacement level. It was also interesting to note that no sign of endothermic transition 

testifying to the occurrence of the ettringite has appeared. This implies that even the 

calcium ions released from gypsum do not contribute to the composition of ettringite, 

which was reinforced by the consistency of the gypsum peaks as shown in the bar 

chart. 
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Figure 6.5: The 7th day-DTG diagrams of artificial sulfate kaolinite specimens stabilised with various 

binary proportions of magnesium oxide and silica fume. 
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6.1.1.2.4 Ternary blended binder 

The 7th day-DTG diagrams of artificial sulfate kaolinite soils stabilised with ternary 

blends of L-GS-S and M-GS-S are compared in Figure 6.6, along with those of non-

sulfate and sulfate kaolinite specimens stabilised with binary blends of L-GS and M-

GS as references.  
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Figure 6.6: The 7th day-DTG diagrams of sulfate kaolinite specimens stabilised with ternary blends of 

lime-GGBS-silica fume in comparison with those stabilised with ternary blends of magnesium oxide-

GGBS-silica fume. 
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In the case of reference configurations (black curves), it was obvious that the 

magnesium hydroxide (Mg (OH)2) peak at 300 − 500 ℃ disappeared in both non-

sulfate and sulfate configurations (K-0G-3M-7GS and K-9G-3M-7GS), while the 

Portlandite (Ca (OH)2) peak at 400 − 500 ℃ is still appeared regardless of its hard 

visibility in K-9G-3L-7GS, implying two themes. The first theme is the faster 

consumption of Mg (OH)2 over those of Ca (OH)2 by GGBS, emphasising the higher 

activating efficiency of MgO for GGBS, which explains the higher strength (1893 

kN/m2) of MgO-based activator (formerly shown in Figure 5.8 by K-0G-3M-7GS), as 

compared to that of 1480 kN/m2 induced by CaO-based activator (K-0G-3L-7GS). The 

second theme is the consumption acceleration of Ca (OH)2 by GGBS in sulfate system.  

 

By keeping the Portlandite appearance in 9G-3L-7GS and its disappearance in 9G-3L-

7S (previously shown in Figure 6.3) in view, along with their ultimate expansion 

magnitude (6.85 for 9G-3L-7GS and 3.93% for 9G-3L-7S as previously shown in 

Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.16), it can be confidently suggested that the superior 

dominance of 9G-3L-7S over 9G-3L-7GS in the suppression of expansion is attributed 

to the complete consumption of Portlandite in L-S system before the commencement 

of expansion test; thus, a lower amount of ettringite and lower simultaneous expansion 

were induced. This was also strengthened by the value of the ettringite intensity, where 

only 0.03 peak height (reported previously in Figure 6.3) was detected in K-9G-3L-7S, 

as opposed to that of 0.067 in K-9G-3L-7GS as reported herein. 

 

Another dominant change can be identified from the comparison of the DTG curves of 

L-GS-S and M-GS-S systems was the variation in the intensity of the ettringite peak. 
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In the former system (lime activator-based system), a gradual reduction in the height 

of ettringite peak was recorded when GGBS was substituted with silica fume up to 50% 

as given by K-9G-3L-3.55GS-3.5S followed with peak steadiness thereafter. The 

gradual reduction of ettringite peak at lower and intermediate GGBS substitution levels 

implied the importance of silica fume on the suppression of ettringite formation. On the 

other hand, the peak steadiness at a higher substitution level indicated that the 

ettringite in L-GS-S was mostly formed from the reaction between the sulfate and 

Ca (OH)2 of the activator and partially from that of Ca (OH)2 of the GGBS. As for the 

latter system (MgO-based activator), the ettringite peak was only noticeable in the 

sulfate reference configuration (K-9G-3M-7GS-0S) with a hardly visible peak having a 

height value of 0.02 as illustrated in the bar chart. This could probably be the 

causativeness behind its continuous expansion trend and its higher expansion 

magnitude of 3.73%, as compared to the expansion range of 0.3-to-0.4% for its 

counterparts (K-9G-3M-5GS-2S, K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S and K-9G-3M-2GS-5S). 

 

 

6.1.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The XRD analysis was commissioned externally through commercial service at the 

University of Bath, to confirm the formation of new minerals which play important roles 

in the development of strength and suppression of the expansion. It was carried out on 

a small-powdered portion of the control, optimised mixtures and some random 

mixtures using fragments obtained from the UCS and linear expansion specimens of 

the stabilised kaolinite-based mixtures. 
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6.1.2.1 Lime-Silica fume (L-S) system  

Figure 6.7 illustrates the comparative X-ray diffractograms of kaolinite specimens 

stabilised with the sole addition of lime and those stabilised with the optimum binary 

combinations of lime and silica fume at different curing conditions (90th day of moist 

curing denoted as U and 200th day of water soaking denoted as LE).  
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Figure 6.7: X-ray diffraction patterns of kaolinite specimens stabilised with 10% of binary 

combinations of lime and silica fume at different curing conditions, (a) 90th day of moist curing and (b) 

200th day of water soaking. (Notes: K-Kaolinite, G-Gypsum, Q-Quartz, P-Portlandite, E-Ettringite, H- 
hemihydrate, A- Anhydrite, 𝐂𝟏-Calcite and 𝐂𝟐-Aragonite) 
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On the 90th day of moist curing, the main minerals identified in the X-ray diffraction 

were kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4)-K, quartz (SiO2)-Q, gypsum (CaSO4. 2H2O)-G, ettringite 

(Ca6[Al(OH)6]2. (SO4)3. 26H2O)-E, portlandite (Ca(OH)2)-P, calcium silicate hydrate 

(CSH) and calcium aluminate hydrate (CAH). The intensity of kaolinite peaks (at 2θ = 

12.3°, 19.8°, 21.2°, 23°, 24.8°, 34.9°, 35.9°,  38.4° and 39.2°) appeared to be increased on 

the substitution of lime with silica fume. This is probably because silica fume promotes 

more nucleation sites at earlier hydration age, accelerating the hydration reactions, 

thereby the binder induces lesser soil particle modification. In such a case, the less 

flocculated particles tend to exhibit higher reflection intensities owing to the increase 

of incident ray compared to their well-flocculated particles (Goodarzi et al., 2016). 

 

The quartz peak (at 2θ = 26.6°) appeared stable, while the intensity of portlandite peak 

(at 2θ = 18.08°) appeared sharper in 10L0S, the existence of which have an indication 

of surplus supply of lime, incomplete lime consumption and highlight the potential of 

this formulation to achieve further strength gain if their complete hydration were 

realised. On the substitution of lime with silica fume, the portlandite peak however was 

decreased at the lower (30%) substitution level as given by 7L3S, and even nearly 

disappeared at the higher (70%) substitution level as shown by 3L7S.  A similar 

decreasing trend in the intensity of the ettringite peaks (at 2θ = 15.8° and 18.9°) 

coupled with a concurrent increase in gypsum peaks (at 2θ = 11.6°, 20.7°, 23.4°, 29.1°, 

31.1°, 40.6°, 43.3°  and 48.3°) was detected, reflecting those of DTG curves. This is also 

relevantly consistent with the performance trend of binary blends of lime silica fume in 

controlling the expansion, relative to the sole use of lime.  
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The CSH reflection intensities (at 2θ = 29.2°) exhibited an upward trend, coupled with 

a downward trend of the CAH reflection intensities (at 2θ = 28.6°) as the silica fume 

content increases. Keeping this along with that of kaolinite peaks in view, it can be 

inferred that silica fume affects the hydration kinetics by promoting more nucleation 

sites on the expense of soil modification. Therefore, it accelerates the hydration 

reactions, speeding up the consumption of calcium ions, reducing the solubility rate of 

alumina, and promoting the formation of CSH over that of CAH.   

 

Upon prolonged (200 days) water soaking period (Figure 6.7 b), the diffractograms of 

X-ray diffraction analysis revealed considerable micro-structural changes in the 

stabilised kaolinite specimens. In this regard, no trace of portlandite peak (at 2θ = 

18.08°) in all the LE-diffractograms was noticed, demonstrating the importance of 

moisture content amount on the completion of lime hydration reactions. Traces of 

gypsum peaks at zero (10L0S), and lower (30%) lime substitution levels (7L3S) are 

completely disappeared, while at high substitution level (3L7S) is still existed. The 

disappearance of gypsum in 10L0S and 7L3S can be ascribed to the abundance and 

movement of water molecules within the system, which tend to completely solubilise 

the unconsumed ingredients and acting as an avenue for ion migration and hence, 

becoming a source of ions supply at the nucleation sites of ettringite. As for the 

appearance of gypsum trace in 3L7S, this can be attributed to the excess of gypsum 

amount over that of the soluble sulfate threshold (gypsum/lime ratio of 1.5) consumed 

during the formation of ettringite. 

 

The X-ray diffractograms of LE-samples also substantiated the reduction of ettringite 

peaks at 2θ = 15.8° and 18.9° to about the background level but appeared at 2θ = 32°. 
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This was accompanied by the indication of new mineral reflections pertaining to 

calcium sulfate in the forms of hemihydrate (CaSO4. 0.5H2O) and anhydrite (Ca(SO)4), 

as well as some calcium carbonates (CaCO3) minerals in the crystal forms of calcite 

and aragonite. The calcium sulfate hemihydrate which is known as bassanite (Ahmed, 

2015; Vakili et al., 2016) appeared at a reflection angle of 2θ = 14.6° (represented as 

H) emulating the X-ray diffraction pattern of lime-stabilised gypsum-dosed soil reported 

by Aldaood et al. (2014b), while the anhydrite was centred at a reflection angle of 2θ = 

25.6°. The calcite represented as C1 at a reflection angle of 2θ = 29.2°, whereas the 

aragonite signified as C2 (at 2θ = 27° and 32.7°). The author of this thesis hypnotises 

the reduction of ettringite intensity as a result of the combination of both - 1) formation 

of calcite as it constrains an excessive formation of ettringite, and 2) the carbonation 

of ettringite which leads to the formation of calcium sulfates (hemihydrate and 

anhydrite) and calcium carbonates (calcite and aragonite), rather than only calcite 

formation as reported in other studies (Ahmed, 2015; Vakili, et al., 2016). The 

occurrence of the above-mentioned phenomenon is further discussed in Chapter 7. 

 

 

6.1.2.2 Cement-Silica fume (C-S) system  

The comparative effect of co-addition of cement and silica fume to the effect of sole 

addition of cement on the X-ray diffraction patterns of 9G-based kaolinite specimens 

at different curing conditions (90th day of moist curing denoted as U and 200th day of 

water soaking denoted as LE) are depicted in Figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8: X-ray diffractograms of 9G-kaolinite specimens treated with 10% of binary blends of 

cement and silica fume at different curing conditions, (a) 90th day of moist curing and (b) 200th day of 

water soaking. (Notes: K-Kaolinite, G-Gypsum, Q-Quartz, P-Portlandite and E-Ettringite). 
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Like the case of lime-silica fume diffractograms, several diffraction peaks (see Figure 

6.8) signifying different minerals (mainly Kaolinite-K, Quartz-Q, Gypsum-G, 

Portlandite-P, Ettringite-E, CSH) were detected in the X-ray diffraction patterns of 

kaolinite specimens stabilised with binary blends of cement and silica fume. 

Accordingly, the intensity of kaolinite peaks was increased in the presence of silica 

fume in both U and LE-diffractograms, supporting further the hypothesis that the use 

of silica fume promotes more nucleation sites on the expense of soil modification. With 

further in-depth, the kaolinite peaks were also affected by the change of curing 

conditions, where the LE-diffractogram for the reference configuration (LE-10C0S) 

yielded weaker intensities, relative to that of its U-counterpart (U-10C0S). This 

difference is probably due to the slow hydration process in LE-specimens, which 

promotes a longer cation exchange period before the hardening of the system.  

 

It was also obvious that, on the use of silica fume, the ettringite and portlandite peaks 

exhibited a reduction in the intensity up to 30% replacement level (as given by U-

7C3S), followed by peak steadiness thereafter. Upon soaking conditions, these peaks 

(ettringite and portlandite) were even almost disappeared in LE-diffractograms, 

representing a similar trend to that of the lime-silica fume system but with no sign of 

ettringite carbonation, probably due to the lower ettringite amount formed. 

Contemporaneously, the gypsum peaks were reduced only in the absence of silica 

fume as illustrated by the control configuration (U-10C0S) and even disappeared in 

soaking condition as shown by LE-10C0S. As for the case of cementitious products, 

only CSH peak was detected, and such peak was noticeably sharper in 7C3S, 

confirming the pozzolanic reaction between the SiO2 of silica fume and Ca(OH)2 of 

cement hydration, thereby justifying the higher strength of the 7C-3S configuration.  
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6.1.2.3 Magnesium oxide-Silica fume (M-S) system  

Figure 6.9 reveals the X-ray diffractograms, at 90th day of moist curing and 200th day 

of water soaking, for 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised by 10 wt.% of two different 

blends: one with magnesium oxide only (10M0S), and one with a combination of 

Magnesium oxide (M) and Silica fume (S) at a blending ratio of 5M5S.  
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Figure 6.9: X-ray diffraction patterns of 9G-based kaolinite specimens stabilised with 10 wt.% of 

Magnesium Oxide-Silica fume (M-S) blends at both 90th of moist curing and 200th of water soaking. 

(Notes: K-Kaolinite, G-Gypsum, Q-Quartz, B-Brucite and 𝐂𝟑-Magnesite). 
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As seen in Figure 6.9, the X-ray diffraction patterns of MS blends are comprised 

predominantly of kaolinite-K, quartz-Q, and gypsum-G peaks along with some peaks 

pertaining to brucite (Mg(OH)2)-B, magnesium carbonate (Magnesite, MgCO3)-C3, and 

magnesium silicate hydrate (MSH). In the case of specimens stabilised using 

magnesium oxide independently, the brucite under both curing conditions was 

noticeably sharper at diffraction positions of 2θ = 18.6°, 38°, 50.8° and 58.6°, the 

persistence of which have a clue of surplus MgO supply being used. This was coupled 

with the appearance of a small peak of magnesium carbonate at a diffraction angle of 

2θ = 33°, imitating the one reported elsewhere (Jin and Al-Tabbaa, 2013; Wu et al., 

2016; Sonat et al., 2018). In the case of 5M5S, however, the brucite peaks were 

disappeared simultaneously with a relative increase in the intensity of the broad peak 

of MSH (at 2θ = 60°) and quartz (at 2θ = 26.6°), of which the former confirming the 

reaction between the M and S while the latter suggesting the increase of SiO2 in the 

system. Ultimately, a closer inspection of the diffractograms revealed no diffraction 

signal of ettringite and periclase (MgO) in all the diffractograms, of which the former 

reinforcing the DTG results while the latter implying the moisture content used for 

compaction was sufficient for the hydration of MgO.  

 

6.1.2.4 Lime-GGBS-Silica fume (L-GS-S) system 

The X-ray diffraction diagrams of 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with ternary blends 

of L-GS-S at the 90th day of moist curing (U) and 200th day of water soaking (LE) are 

compared in Figure 6.10. (Note: the 200th-day diffractograms of 3L-7GS-0S is not 

reported because the specimen was somehow lost from the technician who operated 

the analysis).  
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Figure 6.10: X-ray diffractograms of 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with 10 wt.% of ternary 

combinations of lime, GGBS and silica fume at two different curing conditions (90th of moist curing and 

200th of water soaking). (Notes: K-Kaolinite, G-Gypsum, Q-Quartz, P-Portlandite, E-Ettringite, H- 

hemihydrate and 𝐂𝟏-Calcite) 
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Upon the increase of silica fume content, it was obvious from U-configurations (at 90th 

day of moist curing) that the intensity of portlandite (at 2θ = 18.08°) and the ettringite 

(at 2θ = 15.8° and 18.9°) exhibited a decreasing trend but did not disappear completely, 

supporting the observation of DTG analysis. On contrary, the gypsum peaks (at 2θ = 

11.6°, 20.7°, 23.4°, 29.1°, 31.1°, 40.6°, 43.3°  and 48.3°) moved contrariwise, representing 

a similar trend to that of the lime-silica fume system. A hemihydrate peak (at 2θ = 

14.6°)-H due to ettringite carbonation and a small peak at a reflection angle range of 

2θ = 29.2 − to − 29.6° representing the co-exitance of calcite-C1 and CSH were also 

appeared in the reference configuration (3L7GS0S).  

 

Referring to the LE-configurations, a similar decreasing trend in the intensity of 

portlandite and the ettringite peaks followed by an increasing trend in the intensity of 

gypsum peaks can be witnessed, irrespective of the absence of 200th-day 

diffractogram of 3L3GS0S. Altogether, it can be inferred that silica fume has the 

potential for reducing the ettringite formation, but it cannot lead to a complete 

restriction, probably due to the faster reaction of ettringite. Moreover,  the sharper 

intensity of kaolinite peaks (at 2θ = 12.3°, 19.8°, 21.2°, 23°, 24.8°, 34.9°, 35.9°,  38.4° and 

39.2°) in the case of 3L3.5GS3.5S configuration further supports the negative 

repercussion of silica fume on the soil particle modification. 

 

6.1.2.5 Magnesium oxide-GGBS-Silica fume (M-GS-S) system 

Figure 6.11 shows the X-ray diffractograms of series of 9G-kaolinite specimens 

stabilised by ternary blends of M-GS-S at the 90th day of moist curing (U) and 200th 

day of water soaking (LE). 
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Figure 6.11: X-ray diffraction patterns of 9G-based kaolinite specimens made with 10 wt.% of ternary 

blends of Magnesium oxide, GGBS and silica fume (M-GS-S) at both the 90th of moist curing and 200th 

of water soaking. (Notes: K-Kaolinite, G-Gypsum, Q-Quartz, B-Brucite and 𝐂𝟑-Magnesite). 

 

 

Like the case of the lime-activated GGBS system, the U-configurations (at 90th day of 

moist curing) of the MgO-activated GGBS system exhibited the co-existence of 
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portlandite (at 2θ = 18.08°) and ettringite (at 2θ = 15.8° and 18.9°) peaks, but of a 

reduced intensity relative to that of CaO-activated system. However, upon the 

application of silica fume as a partial replacement of GGBS (as given by 3M5GS2S 

and 3M3.5GS3.5S), the ettringite peaks were completely disappeared while the 

portlandite peak was gradually decreased. In the same vein, the intensity of gypsum 

peaks was noticed to be reduced only in the control configuration (3M7GS), which is 

together with the above suggested that the ettringite can also form in MgO-activated 

GGBS. This observation was in line with the DTG analysis reported previously; 

however, it does not agree with the observation of Li et al. (2020) who reported the 

absence of ettringite in 3M7GS. The disappearance of ettringite peak in the XRD 

pattern of the soaked samples of Li et al. (2020) is probably attributed to the 

carbonation of portlandite under the soaking condition, which was detected in LE-

3M7GS at 2θ = 29.2° here in this current study. Finally, no clear variation between the 

three ternary X-ray diffractograms in the diffraction angle range of the CSH or MSH 

were noticed. This suggests that the concentration of the cementitious materials is 

constant, which seemed to be logical relative to the small variation of the strength of 

these systems. 

 

 

6.1.3 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM)   

6.1.3.1 Lime-Silica fume blends 

Figure 6.12 elaborates the microstructure morphology, at 200th day of partially soaking 

condition, for 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with 10 wt.% of either lime (10L0S) 

independently or in combination with silica fume (3L7S). 
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Figure 6.12: FE-SEM images of 9G-kaolinite specimen stabilised with 10 wt.% of either (a) Lime independently or (b) in combination with Silica fume at blending ratio of 3L7S, at the 200th day of partially soaking condition.

a) 

b) 
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As seen in Figure 6.12, the FE-SEM images revealed the existence of plate-like 

particles of kaolinite, needle-like structures with a long columnar morphology and some 

small globular-like particles clumped together with no definite shapes. The plate-like 

particles of kaolinite in the presence of lime independently are quite different compared 

to the presence of binary blends of lime-silica fume. In this regard, the boundaries of 

clay fabric in the lime system became much more uneven and relatively invisible, 

relative to that of the 3L7S system which exhibited fewer fragmentized plates. This is 

probably attributed to the breakage of the initial bonding of soil particles and fillings of 

the voids by the surplus lime that remained after the short reaction, which only 

appeared in 10L0S.  

 

In the case of the hydrated products, the higher magnification (X30k) of FE-SEM 

images indicated that, in the 10L0S system, the globular-like particles of hydrated 

products possessed a clumped cluster form (mostly on the edge of soil particles) with 

no definite shapes, while in 3L7S, it appeared in a well-distributed form with globular-

like particles. The difference is probably attributed to the fineness, pozzolanic activity 

and distribution of silica fume, as it induces more nucleation sites for the formation of 

cementitious products, accelerating lime consumption and inducing less soil particle 

decomposition. This in turn leads to the formation of less clumped forms of hydrated 

products on the soil particles' edges. As for the case of the needle-like structures, the 

higher magnification (X30k) of FE-SEM revealed that they possessed a long circular 

and columnar morphology and were only detected in 10L0S. These needles are 

commonly reported as ettringite, which forms due to the reaction between the soluble 

sulfate, calcium and alumina in the presence of water (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001).  
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6.1.3.2 Cement-Silica fume blends 

The FE-SEM micrographs of 9G-kaolinite specimens stabilised with 10 wt.% of either 

cement (10C0S) independently or in combination with silica fume (5C5S), at the 200th 

day of the soaking condition is shown in Figure 6.13. As seen in the figure, not many 

details can be detected from the micrographs due to the massive occurrence of 

needles-like prisms within the system. In this context, the configuration of 10C0S 

exhibited a massive distribution of short needles-like ettringite, relative to that of lime-

based specimens. Theoretically, this phenomenon should not be as massive as that 

of the lime-based specimen since cement produces less portlandite than lime. 

However, because of the faster hardening of cement, the lower expansion of cement-

stabilised specimen and the thinner cracks arising from the expansion, which all 

together inhibit the penetration of CO2 thereby diminishing the ettringite carbonation, 

the massive distribution of ettringite in the cement-based specimen is logical. 

  

Another point that can be emerged from the FE-SEM micrographs is that the needle-

like prisms seemed to be reduced in the reported FE-SEM images of the specimen 

stabilised with a binary blend of 5L5S, which was in line with both DTG and XRD 

patterns. The lack of ettringite could be assigned to two different factors; mainly 1) the 

limitation of reactive alumina (Puppala et al., 2014) by virtue of reducing the tri-calcium 

aluminate (C3A); thereby reducing the available alumina to interact with sulfate to form 

the ettringite, and 2) the pozzolanic reaction between the portlandite and silica fume. 

The pozzolanic reaction speeds up the consumption of calcium ions promoting the 

formation of C-S-H and subsequently reducing the available calcium for the formation 

of the ettringite, which was obvious in the X-ray diffraction pattern of 5L5S.  
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Figure 6.13: FE-SEM images of 9G-kaolinite specimen stabilised with 10 wt.% of either (a) Cement independently or (b) in combination with Silica fume at blending ratio of 5C5S, at the 200th day of partially soaking condition. 

 

a) 

b) 
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6.1.3.3 Magnesium oxide-Silica fume blends 

Figure 6.14 demonstrates the FE-SEM photographs of 9G-kaolinite specimens 

stabilised with 10 wt.% of either magnesium oxide (10M0S) independently or in 

combination with silica fume (5M5S), at the 200th day of soaking condition. As 

expected, the morphology of kaolinite specimens stabilised with magnesium-based 

binders is simpler than those made with calcium-based stabilisers. For example, no 

evidence of the formation of hexagonal prismatic shapes (pencil-shaped hexagonal 

crystal) pertaining to ettringite in both magnesium-based blends (10M0S and 5M5S) 

was recorded, reinforcing the DTG and XRD observations. However, upon the 

comparison of the two magnesium-based blends (10M0S and 5M5S) designed in this 

study, some differences can be observed from the FE-SEM images in terms of the 

number of the hydrated products produced and the texture of kaolinite plates.  

 

In the case of hydrated products, as seen in Figure 6.14a at a higher magnification of 

X30k, the 10M0S mix exhibited a much more quantity of globular-like particles in the 

form of a clumped cluster, which can be assigned to Magnesium Silicate Hydrate 

(MSH). In contrast, the binary blend of 5M5S yielded a heterogeneous distribution of 

small globular-like particles, which is probably due to the abundance and heterogeneity 

of soluble silica within the system. As for the case of kaolinite plates, the FE-SEM 

images for the binary blends of 5M5S suggested that the leaf-like arrangements of 

kaolinite layers are seemed to be less affected by the incorporation of silica fume. This 

is probably attributed to the rapid reduction of pH value and the consumption of 

(Mg(OH)2) that are responsible for the breakage of soil layers via the mechanism of 

cation exchange at higher pH value. 
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Figure 6.14: FE-SEM images of 9G-kaolinite specimen stabilised with 10 wt.% of either (a) Magnesium oxide independently or (b) in combination with Silica fume at blending ratio of 5M5S, at the 200th day of partially soaking condition. 

a) 

b) 
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6.1.3.4 Lime-GGBS-Silica fume blends 

Figure 6.15 compares the microstructure morphology of 9G-kaolinite specimens 

stabilised using 10 wt.% of a binary blend of lime-GGBS (3L-7GS) to that stabilised 

using a ternary blend of Lime-GGBS-Silica fume (3L-3.5GS-3.5S), at the 200th day of 

partially soaking condition. In the absence of a proper quantitative analysis and energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis, the only change that can be identified 

from the comparison of the FE-SEM images shown in Figure 6.15 is the difference in 

the appearance of needles-like structures. There was no EDS spot to confirm the 

mineral identification. However, based on the DTG and XRD patterns, the needle-like 

structures are probably ettringite crystals, which typically formed in lime-stabilised 

sulfate soils. As can be seen in Figure 6.15, the needles of 3L-7GS appeared in two 

forms: long hexagonal-shaped needles and short circular-shaped needles. On the 

other hand, only a small number of short circular-shaped needles were observed on 

the incorporation of silica fume as a replacement of GGBS as given by K9G-3L3.5GS-

3.5S.  This difference in the crystals of ettringite, which is consistent with those of the 

derivative thermo-gravimetric (DTG) curves and x-ray diffractograms, is probably the 

reason behind the reduction of the expansion magnitude and the reduction of strength 

on the application of silica fume (S) as a partial replacement of GGBS (GS). 
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Figure 6.15: FE-SEM images of 9G-kaolinite specimen stabilised with 10 wt.% of either (a) Lime-activated GGBS (3L-7GS) or (b) ternary blends of Lime-GGBS-Silica fume (3L-3.5GS-3.5S), at 200th day of partially soaking condition. 

 

 

a) 

b) 
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6.1.3.5 Magnesium oxide-GGBS-Silica fume blends 

The FE-SEM images of the 9G-kaolinite specimen stabilised with 3M7GS and 

3M3.5GS3.5S, at the 200th day of soaking condition, are photographed in Figure 6.16. 

Surprisingly, the FE-SEM images revealed a network of needles-like prisms in the form 

of distributed individual needles and flower-like structures. Reviewing research studies 

concerning the use of magnesium oxide activated GGBS indicated that several crystals 

could be formed under the experimental condition applied in this current study. Among 

these crystals, magnesite (Mg CO3), lansfordite (Mg CO35H2O), hydro-magnesite 

(Mg5 (CO3)4 (OH)2. 4H2O), diypingite (Mg5 (CO3)4 (OH)2. 5H2O), and nesquehonite 

(Mg CO33H2O), of which the latter possessing similar crystals to the one presented in 

the FE-SEM images, are the commonly reported minerals due to the carbonation of 

magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) (Vandeperre and Al-Tabbaa, 2007; Yi et al., 2013). 

However, since none of these was detected by the X-ray diffractograms, all these 

minerals were assumed to be not formed. 

 

Upon further reviewing the research studies associated with the use of magnesia 

cement which somewhat had similar ingredients to the binder used, it was disclosed 

that a network of needles-like prisms can also form in magnesia cement-based 

products due to the growth of Mg(OH)2 crystal on the surface of rod-like ettringite. 

According to Chen et al. (2021), these crystals are not as smooth as ettringite, and 

cannot be distinguished from ettringite if higher magnification is not provided, which is 

also seen from the FE-SEM reported herein. Thus, the needles-like prisms detected in 

the FE-SEM image is probably because of the growth of Mg(OH)2 crystal on the 

ettringite, but further research along this line is needed to confirm. 
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Figure 6.16: FE-SEM images of 9G-kaolinite specimen stabilised with 10 wt.% of either (a) Magnesium oxide-activated GGBS (3M-7GS) or (b) ternary blends of Magnesium oxide-GGBS-Silica fume (3M-3.5GS-3.5S), at 200th day of 

partially soaking condition. 

 

a) 

b) 
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6.2 Environmental profile and performance evaluation 

6.2.1 Environment profile 

Figure 6.17 represents the comparative graphical form of the estimated values of 

energy usage and carbon dioxide emissions for the stabilisation of one tonne of soil. 
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Figure 6.17: Estimated values of energy usage and carbon dioxide emissions for the stabilisation of 

one tonne of soil. 

 

The results shown in Figure 6.17 indicated that the optimised blends can range in 

energy input and CO2 emission competitiveness from much lower (about 50% reduction 

in energy input and 50% reduction in carbon dioxide emission as shown by 3L-7S) to 

the same or slightly higher than the reference lime-based blend (about 4% increase in 

energy inputs as given by 5C-5S and 45% increase in carbon dioxide emission as 

illustrated by 5M-5S). Upon an energy-only basis, the ternary blend of 3M-3.5GS-3.5S 

was seen to be the optimum in energy input term with a 51% reduction (from 240 to 

117.5) in energy input, while the binary blend of 5C-5S was seen to be the only blend 

that exceeded the reference mix with about 4% increase (from 240 t0 250) in the 
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energy inputs. On the other hand, based on carbon dioxide emissions, 3L-7S was seen 

to be the superior with a 50% reduction (from 48 to 24) in carbon dioxide emission, 

whereas the 5M-5S induced the highest value of carbon dioxide (70 kg/tonne) which 

was 45% higher than that of the reference blend.  

 

6.2.2 Performance evaluation (performance index) 

According to the results reported in this chapter, the binder domination order was not 

constant in all the properties investigated. Thus, classifying the performance of the 

optimised blends would be biased if it were conducted based on a single parameter. 

Therefore, there was a dire need to introduce a performance index that considers all 

of the linear expansion, unconfined compressive strength and strength index results, 

to prevail over this deficiency and produce an unbiased classification. To this end, it 

was first necessary to scale or normalise each of the above-mentioned results in the 

same range, so that they can be integrated into a unique performance index. The 

appropriate value for this normalisation is the range from zero to one, of which the 

former signifying the worst case while the latter implying the ideal performance. In this 

regard, Equation 6.5 was applied to scale the ranges of both the UCS and strength 

index results, while Equation 6.6 was applied to normalise the linear expansion results. 

The latter equation was slightly different where it contains two parts, of which the first 

part (1) represents the difference. This was added because the highest value of 

expansion is the worst-case, thus a modification on the equation was performed so 

that the highest scaled value represents the ideal expansion performance. Afterwards, 

the performance index was calculated in accordance with Equation 6.7 and, the result 

obtained is graphically presented in Figure 6.18. 
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𝑆𝑛 =
𝑋𝑛−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
…………………………………………………. Equation 6.5 

𝑆𝑛 = 1 − (
𝑋𝑛−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
)……………………………………………. Equation 6.6 

𝑃 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
(𝑆𝑛 of strength +𝑆𝑛 for expansion +𝑆𝑛 for strength index)

3
…. Equation 6.7 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

𝑆𝑛         𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑥.  
𝑋𝑛         𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑥.  
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥     𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑥 
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛     𝑖𝑠  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ, 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑥 
𝑃 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥     𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑥 
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Figure 6.18: Performance index of the optimised binary and ternary blends 

 

 

 

Based on the performance index (see Figure 6.18), the hierarchical order (from best 

to worst) of the optimised blends was in the sequence of 5M5S > 3M3.5GS3.5S > 

3L3.5GS3.5S > 5C5S > 3L7S > 1.8L4.2S, of which > implying better performance.  
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6.3 Summary of the analytical and environmental profile  

The main observations of the analytical tests (DTG, XRD and SEM), the environmental 

profile assessment, and the performance index evaluation reported in this chapter can 

be drawn as follows: 

 

1. The analytical tests (DTG, XRD and SEM) indicated that there was a 

progressive reduction in the intensity of the ettringite with the increase of silica 

fume content, suggesting a sign of its effect in the mitigation of ettringite 

formation. This has been substantiated by the regression of the ettringite peak 

in both DTG and XRD and confirmed by the simultaneous progression of the 

gypsum peak. This is probably because silica fume promotes more nucleation 

sites at earlier hydration age, accelerating the hydration reactions, thereby 

speeding up the consumption of calcium ions, reducing the solubility rate of 

alumina, and exhausting the main ingredients for the formation of ettringite. 

2. The analytical tests (DTG, XRD and SEM) also revealed that the use of silica 

fume at its optimum dosage forms further hydrated products (CSH). However, 

when silica fume is used at a higher dosage (>50% by weight of the binder), it 

harmed the short-term reaction because of its higher pozzolanic activity. The 

higher pozzolanic activity of silica fume particles affects the hydration by 

promoting more nucleation sites, which accelerate the consumption of Ca(OH)2 

and Mg(OH)2. Therefore, a limited amount of Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2 were 

available in the system for the short-term reactions (cation exchange and 

flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles) and hence a lower improvement 

associated with the fabric change has occurred.  
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3. The environmental profile analysis suggested that all the optimised binary and 

ternary blends exhibited a greener environmental profile compared to the 

mainstream binder (6L). 

4. The performance index indicated that the hierarchical order (from best to worst) 

of the optimised blends was in the sequence of 5M5S > 3M3.5GS3.5S > 

3L3.5GS3.5S > 5C5S > 3L7S > 1.8L4.2S, of which > implying better 

performance.  
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7 CHAPTER 7 - DISCUSSION AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

This chapter discusses the variations of main laboratory experimentations results described in 

the previous chapter (proctor compaction characteristics, unconfined compressive strength, 

volume change behaviour, durability index, microstructure tests and environmental profile), 

their correlations and causativeness, along with the practical implications emerging from this 

research. 

 

7.1 Discussion  

7.1.1 Proctor compaction characteristics 

Establishing the Optimum Moisture Content (OMC) at which the maximum 

densification of soil is achieved, is essential for improving the swelling, increasing the 

compressive strength and enhancing the durability index of compacted soils (Obuzor 

et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012). Thus, a series of proctor compaction experimentations 

were conducted to establish the OMC and Maximum Dry Density (MDD) of kaolinite 

soil stabilised with various levels of lime (4, 6 and 10%). Accordingly, there was a 

gradual increase in the OMC accompanied by a reduction in the MDD as the lime 

content increases, aligning with the observations of the previous studies ( Kinuthia et 

al., 1999; Cuisinier et al., 2011; Modarres and Nosoudy, 2015; Reddy et al., 2015; 

Garzón et al., 2016; Hussain and Dash, 2016; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2015, 2017).  

 

The reduction of MDD is thought to be because of lower specific gravity and lower 

density values of lime and the aggregation-agglomeration of soil particles due to the 

formation of immediate gelatinous products (Garzón et al., 2016). The agglomeration 

leads to the increase of the concentration of small pore size, thus lowering the density 

of the system (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2015; Garzón et al., 
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2016). As for the increase of OMC, it is probably attributed to the tendency of lime to 

absorb water for completing its hydration and the chemical reactions between the lime 

and soil itself, where such reactions lead to increase the specific surface area of soil 

particles and thereby increases the water holding capacity of soil particles.  

 

In civil engineering practice, to actualise the best performance, the tendency is always 

to compact stabilised soil at a constant moisture content, slightly higher than the OMC, 

as this accommodates any moisture losses due to evaporation during the compaction 

process (Obuzor et al., 2011a). This is also highly recommended particularly when 

quicklime is used due to the fact that the reaction between the quicklime and water 

induces an extremely high exothermic environment, creating a substantial heat, 

causing evaporation of water (Beetham et al., 2015), through the action of slaking. This 

action combines 32% of the initial mass of the quicklime with water molecules. 

Therefore, a slightly higher (1.1×OMC) and constant water content was utilised for the 

preparation of the laboratory specimens, irrespective of the binder composition. This 

was carried out to ensure that the produced specimens, within the experimental error, 

are made in equal densification and moisture content. 

 

7.1.2 Unconfined compressive strength 

7.1.2.1 UCS performance of kaolinite system. 

7.1.2.1.1 Single stabilisers (controls) 

There were variations in the unconfined compressive strength of the kaolinite 

configurations with age, stabiliser content, stabiliser blending ratio, and curing 

condition, among others. For the whole system, the UCS at the time of testing exhibits 
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a gradually increasing trend as the curing age increases, providing evidence that 

stabilised specimens followed the classical trend of soil stabilisation. The development 

of UCS is commonly attributed to the fabric modification (short-term reaction) and 

pozzolanic reactions (long-term reaction) between soil and stabiliser, which eventually 

forms gelatinous compounds (Calcium Silica Hydrate-CSH, Calcium Aluminate 

Hydrate-CAH and Magnesium Silica Hydrate-MSH among others) that cement and 

interlock the soil particles. The kinetics of these reactions and the reactions-affiliated 

achievements, is fundamentally dependent on the richness and available quantities of 

concerned oxides, curing conditions and mineralogy of soil. 

 

Whatever the origin of the hydrated products, these gelatinous products crystallise with 

time and bind the soil particles by infilling the inter-aggregate pore space (Behnood, 

2018). This action, therefore, decreases the soil particle movements, forming a stiff 

matrix, increasing the shear resistance and improving the compressive strength 

(Beetham et al., 2015). The amount of pozzolanic products depends on the available 

quantities of concerned oxides, the mineralogy of soil, the reactivity of the binder, the 

manufacturing condition of the binder as well as the curing conditions  (Al-Mukhtar et 

al., 2014), among others. 

 

A comparative analysis of the effect of sole addition of Cement (C), Lime (L) and 

Magnesium oxide (M) on the compressive strength performance of kaolinite soil in the 

absence of sulfate revealed that the binder domination was in the order of 10C > 6L > 

4L > 10L > 10M. According to the strength observation of this current study, 10C by 

weight of kaolinite yielded the superlative strength potential with a 90th day-UCS of 

1830 kN/m2, as compared to that of 1129 kN/m2 for 6L, 1083 kN/m2 for 4L, 839 
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kN/m2 for 6L and 793 kN/m2 for 10M. The superiority of cement on the expanse of 

both lime and magnesium oxide is probably attributed to the increase of concentration 

of Si+4 and Al+3 ions within the system (Sharma et al., 2018), due to the richness of 

cement with silicon dioxide (silica) and aluminium oxide (alumina) (Degirmenci et al., 

2007). This provides the needed oxides for the formation of gelatinous products such 

CSH and CAH (Wild et al., 1998).  

 

The formation of ettringite (a highly hydrated crystalline mineral) from the reaction 

between tricalcium aluminate (3CaO. Al2O3) and gypsum (CaSO4. 2H2O) in the presence 

of water (H2O) is also another contributing factor for the dominance of C-based 

kaolinite over those of L and M-based kaolinite systems. The strength improvement 

induced by the formation of ettringite can be attributed to the three combined 

mechanisms; 1) the reduction of the porosity of the host matrix due to the nucleation 

of ettringite crystals within the pores, 2) the formation of an interlocked matrix due to 

growth of ettringite around the soil particles, which helps the soil particles to resist the 

compressive upon the incremental loading,  and 3) the dewatering of the system due 

to the high water absorption capacity of ettringite, and thus results in the increased soil 

dry density (Oti et al., 2009a; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2016). 

 

As for the superior performance of moderate lime level (6L) relative to that of lower 

(4L) and higher (10L) lime levels, this can be credited to the Optimum Lime Content 

(OLC) that can be consumed during the prolonged curing period of 90 days. Typically, 

there are two main reactions involved in the consumption of lime: mainly cation 

exchange (short-term reaction consumes from 1-3% of lime) and pozzolanic reaction 

(long-term reaction consumes 2-8% of lime) (Wild et al., 1998).  Therefore, the addition 
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of a lower amount of lime (4L) resulted in an insignificant strength gain, probably 

because of the insufficient lime content to both cation exchange and completion of the 

pozzolanic reaction, which was evident by the disappearance of portlandite peak at 

400 − 500 ℃ in the 7th day-DTG curves (pre-shown in Figure 6.3). On contrary, upon 

the addition of 2% extra (6L), there was enough lime for both the cation exchange and 

pozzolanic reactions, which is probably the reason behind the increase in strength of 

the 6L-based system relative to the 4L-based system.  

 

Upon further addition of lime (10L), the result showed a decreasing trend, in which the 

strength value reduced to a level even lower than that of 4L-based specimens, 

mirroring the compressive strength trend of Bell (1996) and Dash (2012). This reverse 

phenomenon is probably attributed to the presence of unconsumed portlandite 

(Ca(OH)2) which was detected by the appearance of the blunter peak of portlandite in 

the 7th day-DTG curve of the 10L-based specimen (see Figure 6.3), and further 

reinforced by the existence of trace of portlandite in the X-ray diffractograms of the 90th 

day-UCS specimen (pre-shown in Figure 6.7) and the presence of hexagonal flaky-

shaped crystals of portlandite in the EF-SEM at 200th day of partially soaking condition 

(pre-shown in Figure 6.12). According to Chemeda et al. (2018), a higher amount of 

lime leads to the coating of kaolinite particles by a layer of adsorbed calcium, which 

prevents the alkaline attack and dissolution of kaolinite particles (Konan et al., 2009), 

and in turn, reduces the silicon and aluminium released from the soil and thereby 

delaying the pozzolanic reaction. In addition, Choobbasti and Kutanaei (2017) urged 

that the presence of hexagonal flaky-shaped crystals of the portlandite on the surface 

of soil particles induces a reduction in the cohesion between the soil particles and 

cementitious products.  
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In the presence of sulfate (CaSO4. 2H2O), the result also indicated that the overall UCS 

performance of sulfate kaolinite specimens surpassed those of non-sulfate kaolinite 

specimens, and such performance was more pronounced in specimens stabilised by 

high calcium-based stabiliser (lime). In this regard, the binder domination was in the 

order of 6L > 10C > 10L > 4L > 10M, where 6L yielded a 90 days-UCS of 2524 kN/m2, 

as compared to that of 2030 kN/m2 for 10C, 1995 kN/m2 for 10L, 1861 kN/m2 for 4L 

and 927 kN/m2 for 10M.  

 

By comparing the different lime levels (4, 6 and 10%) and different gypsum 

concentrations (3, 6 and 9%) investigated in this study, it was also observed that there 

was a consistent association between the UCS and the ratio of gypsum/lime. As such, 

the UCS performance was proportional to gypsum (G) and lime (L) concentrations, of 

which a G/L ratio of 1.5 yielded the superior UCS performance. This implied that 6% 

of gypsum is the optimum dosage for the 4L-based system, while 9% is optimum for 

the 6L-based system, of which the latter was selected for further analysis on the binary 

and ternary blends. Based on the analytical tests, the causativeness behind the 

superior performance of gypsum-kaolinite specimens stabilised using calcium-based 

stabiliser can be credited to the formation of ettringite, where the amount of ettringite 

detected by DTG was in line with the trend of UCS results.   

 

As for the case of the relatively small increase in the UCS from 793 to 927 kN/m2 for 

10M-stabilised kaolinite specimen corresponding to the increase of sulfate from 0 to 

9%, this can be partly assigned to the better particle size distribution and reduction of 

finer particles of kaolinite. The introduction of calcium ions due to the dissolution of 
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gypsum might also be another contributing factor for the relatively higher UCS of K9G-

10M configuration compared to that of K0G-10M configuration, as it is expected to 

induce further cation exchange. 

 

7.1.2.1.2 Silica fume-based binary binders (L-S, C-S and M-S) 

Upon the use of silica fume simultaneously with different hydraulic binders (L, C and 

M), the result revealed that its dosage of administration yielded two different strength 

performance trends: mainly 1) a decreasing trend and 2) an increasing/decreasing 

trend characterised by one summit. The decreasing trend was observed at low (4 wt. 

%) and intermediate (6 wt. %) lime levels, in which the inclusion of silica fume induces 

a gradual compromise on the strength as the silica fume amount increases. According 

to the finding of analytical tests, this reducing trend can be partly attributed to the 

restriction of ettringite formation, which (as described previously) improves the strength 

by the reduction of the porosity, interlocking of the matrix and the dewatering of the 

system. Provision of attractive nucleation sites (silica fume surface) is possibly another 

contributing factor for the strength reduction at low (4 wt. %) and intermediate (6 wt. 

%) lime levels, as this would accelerate the consumption of lime, thus lesser soil 

modification would be promoted.  

 

As for the increasing/decreasing trend of compressive strength performance, it was 

observed at a high (10 wt. %) binder level, in which the strength increased gradually 

to a certain dosage of silica fume, beyond which its further addition induced a gradual 

reduction in strength. This certain dosage of silica fume, however, was not constant in 

all the three different systems investigated, where lime and cement exhibited the 
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threshold of strength at blending ratio of 7L-3S and 7C-3S while magnesium oxide 

system yielded the maximum strength at blending ratio of 5M-5S.  

 

The increasing/decreasing trend at high (10 wt. %) binder level as opposed to that of 

the decreasing trend at 4% and 6% binder levels, in general, can be assigned to three 

main contributing factors: 1) the formation of much more gelatinous products which 

probably compensated the strength reduction induced by the restriction of ettringite 

formation, 2) The provision of higher hydraulic binder amount in the case of 10% 

relative to that of 4 and 6%, as this expected to yield a higher degree of fabric 

modification, and 3) The complete consumption of portlandite in L-S and C-S systems 

(at blending ratio of 7L3S and 7C3S) as well as brucite in M-S system (at 5M5S), as 

this leads to overcome the negative impact of the arrangement of portlandite or brucite 

between the soil particles and the gelatinous products in the case of high binder level 

(10%), thereby improving the cohesion of the system. 

 

7.1.2.1.3 GGBS-based binary binder (L-GS and M-GS) 

Upon the replacement of lime (L) with GGBS at a ratio of 3L-7GS, it was evident that, 

in the presence of sulfate, the hybrid blend of 3L-7GS out-performed that of 3L-7S, 

where K9G-3L7GS mix yielded a 90-day strength of 2828 kN/m2 as against 2100 

kN/m2 for K9G-3L7S. This improvement in the robustness of the gypsum-kaolinite 

system is believed to be due to the chemistry of the constituent binders. In this regard, 

the 3L7GS possessed higher calcium oxide (CaO) content than 3L7S, suggesting the 

formation of a higher amount of ettringite in 3L7GS (which was also confirmed by the 

DTG, XRD and FE-SEM analysis), thereupon higher degree of strength gain 
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associated with ettringite in 3L7GS relative to that of 3L7S. “The subsequent initiation 

and faster dissolution of an amorphous silica phase of the hydrated activated GGBS 

system and the formation of additional nucleation centres for the promotion of the 

precipitation of hydrated compounds are also widely reported” (Oti et al., 2009a). This 

phenomenon has been proven to form further hydration products, which in turn induce 

a pore-blocking effect (Obuzor et al., 2011b). The blockage of the capillary pores 

induces system densification, permeability reduction, and porosity enhancement 

(Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011), all of which contribute to strength improvement (Wild et 

al., 1998).  

 

The higher pozzolanic activity of silica fume is also a contributing factor for the relatively 

lower strength of 3L7S-based mix, relative to that of 3L7GS. According to Suraneni 

and Weiss (2017), the un-densified silica fume (the silica fume type used in this 

research) had higher pozzolanic activity than that of GGBS, where (as seen in Figure 

7.1) it can yield calcium hydroxide consumption up to four times higher than that of 

GGBS. This indicates that the hydration reaction of lime-silica fume blend is more rapid 

than lime-GGBS reaction, suggesting lesser short-term reaction (cation exchange and 

flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles) in the 3L7S system, which is well-agreed 

with the FE-SEM images. The higher degree of short-term reactions meaning the 

strength gain associated with fabric modification is higher in 3L7GS, relative to that of 

3L7S. 
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Figure 7.1: Graphical representation comparing the pozzolanic activity of several supplementary 

cementitious materials obtained using isothermal calorimetry (heat release) and thermogravimetric 

analysis (calcium hydroxide consumed) (Suraneni and Weiss, 2017).     

 

 

Upon the activation of GGBS by MgO, the result indicated that, in the absence of 

sulfate (0G), a MgO-based activator yielded higher strength (1893 kN/m2) than that of 

1480 kN/m2 induced by CaO activator, emphasising the higher activating efficiency of 

MgO for GGBS. However, in the presence of sulfate (9G), MgO-activated GGBS blend 

led to poorer mechanical performance than CaO-activated GGBS, where the binary 

blend of MgO-GGBS (3M7GS) yielded lower 90 day-UCS of 1951 kN/m2 as compared 

to that of 2828 kN/m2 for CaO-GGBS (3L7GS). This rather contradictory result is 

probably due to the amount of ettringite formed in the system, which (as confirmed by 

both the DTG and XRD analysis) was higher in CaO-activated GGBS systems 

compared with MgO-activated GGBS systems. 
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7.1.2.1.4 Ternary binders (L-GS-S and M-GS-S) 

When GGBS was partially substituted with silica fume (ternary binder), the result 

showed that, in the presence of sulfate, there was a decreasing strength trend in both 

CaO-activated GGBS (LGS) and MgO-activated GGBS system (MGS). In the case of 

K-9G-L-GS-S system, the strength reduction value was not high enough to reach the 

lower strength level of its non-sulfate control counterpart (K-0G-L-GS-S). On contrary, 

the K-9G-M-GS-S system induced a strength value even lower than its non-sulfate 

control counterpart (K-0G-M-GS-S). Therefore, from a soil stabilisation point of view, 

the author arrived at the conclusion that the strength reduction induced by the inclusion 

of silica fume as a partial substitution of GGBS is because of the higher pozzolanic 

activity of silica fume.  

 

Again, the highly pozzolanic material (un-densified silica fume) possessed a higher 

capability of accelerating the consumption of Ca(OH)2, limiting the available lime for 

ettringite formation, thus, lower strength gain associated with ettringite has occurred. 

The highly pozzolanic material is also affected the hydration kinetics of GGBS by 

promoting more nucleation sites at earlier hydration age (Xu et al., 2016), thereby 

accelerating the consumption of Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2. This accelerating 

phenomenon would then negatively affect the short-term reactions (cation exchange 

and flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles) and hence, a lower degree of strength 

gain associated with fabric modification would have occurred. 
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7.1.2.2 Variation of moisture content and mixing method. 

Concerning the change of mixing conditions, the result revealed that the use of 1.2MC 

instead of 1.1MC, and the change of mixing method from CMM (Classical approach-

based Mixing Method) to SMM (Slurry Based-Mixing Method) induced a compromise 

on the UCS of all the optimised binary and ternary blends. The compromising 

phenomenon in the case of 1.2MC can be interpreted as, higher moisture content 

lowers the inter-particle friction and induces relatively poorer particle packing and 

bonding (Obuzor et al., 2011b). Subsequently, the inter-particle void spaces (which is 

typically more upon compaction at the dryer and wetter of the optimum moisture 

content) is enlarged (Obuzor et al., 2012). This void enlargement affects the matric 

suction and increases the porosity of the system, and thereby reducing the robustness 

against loading (Horpibulsuk et al., 2003; Ho et al., 2017).  

 

The growth and development of ettringite crystals immediately after mixing sulfate soil 

with calcium-based stabiliser is also being reported as a contributing factor for the 

strength reduction at the higher moisture content (Wild et al., 1993; Rahmat and Ismail, 

2011), as this induces resistance to compaction, thereby leading to lower density and 

lower unconfined compressive strength. The formation of expensive brucite and 

hydrotalcite-like phases through the delayed hydration with additional moisture content 

might also contribute to the reduction of strength via the formation of cracks (Gu et al, 

2015). With regards to strength reduction induced by the change of mixing method to 

SMM, it is believed to be from the clumping of the cementitious materials and the 

heterogeneity of the produced gelatinous products within the system, which induces 

poorer interlocking matrix and lower strength performance. 
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7.1.2.3 UCS performance of Gypsum Marl system. 

Upon the generalisation phase in which natural high sulfate Gypsum Marl soil (GM) 

was used instead of the artificial sulfate soil (kaolinite + 9 Gypsum)-K9G, the result 

indicated that all the optimised blends yielded higher UCS than the reference 6%lime 

configuration (GM-6L) in the case of GM soil, as against the strength compromise 

phenomenon obtained in the case of K9G. This disparity in strength performance could 

be ascribed to multiple factors: 1) The better particle size distribution of Gypsum Marl 

soil (GM)  relative to that of Kaolinite soil (K), as it expected to produce a denser 

system; 2) The lower cation exchange capacity of K as against other soil minerals, as 

this expected to induce lower fabric modification; and 3) The higher calcium oxide 

(32.8%) amount of GM compared to only 0.01% for K which is believed to be activated 

on the hydration of the cementitious materials and thus, forming additional gelatinous 

products (CSH and CAH).   

 

In terms of binder domination order, it was also apparent that the strength performance 

(from high to low) of GM specimens followed the binder sequence of 5C-5S 

(7696 kN/m2), 3L-3.5GS-3.5S  (6584 kN/m2), 3M-3.5GS-3.5S (6126 kN/m2), 3L-7S 

(6011 kN/m2), 5M5S (5549 kN/m2) and 1.8L-4.2S (4128 kN/m2). This sequential 

order was in accord with the sequence of K9G, excepting the case of cement where it 

exhibited the superior strength performance for the GM system. The superiority of 

cement in the GM system was expected, not only due to its superior performance in 

the stabilisation of coarse soil (GM) but also due to its superior performance in soil 

having lower silicon dioxide (SiO2) and aluminium oxide (Al2O3). This is because of its 

richness in SiO2 and Al2O3 that provide the needed reaction ingredients that were 
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lacked in GM, where according to the oxide composition GM possessed only 0.1 of 

SiO2 and 0.05% of Al2O3 relative to that of 47.3 of SiO2 and 35.96% of Al2O3 for kaolinite 

soil. 

 

 

7.1.3 Volume change behaviour  

7.1.3.1 Linear expansion of kaolinite system  

7.1.3.1.1 Un-stabilised kaolinite expansion 

Prior to stabilisation, soaking of the compacted pure kaolinite specimens in water after 

7 days of moist curing, witnessed a rapid volume enlargement (90% of the ultimate 

expansion) in the first soaking day, accompanied by a relatively steady expansion 

trend reaching the ultimate expansion of 6.2% (pre-tabulated in Table 3.3) at the lapse 

of soaking period. The causativeness of kaolinite expansion is generally attributed to 

the inter-crystalline expansion mechanism (Wild et al., 1996), which is resulted from 

the enlargement of interparticle pores and wetting of soil particles. As for the rapid 

short-term expansion, it was probably due to the higher earlier capillary suction 

capability i.e., sorptivity (absorption/adsorption) of the finer-pore structure of the 

kaolinite specimens at the commencement of the expansion experimentation. The 

sorptivity, usually defined as the measure of the capacity of porous materials to 

absorb/adsorb liquids under capillarity, is a proper descriptor of durability aspects such 

as swelling, permeability, porosity and water absorption capacity since it is related to 

pore structure and connectivity (Alderete et al., 2019). 
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Kaolinite clay specimens, at its moist cured state (compacting state), is a relatively 

malleable compacted mixture of finely ground powder with negatively charged particle 

surfaces possessed a mineral structure of a leaf-like arrangement (Wild et al., 1996), 

suggesting an interlinked pore structure  (Eyo et al., 2021). On water soaking, water 

permeates immediately throughout the finer pores (voids) of the compacted specimen 

under capillary suction pressures (i.e., capillarity rise). Through the movement of 

liquids upward across the kaolinite specimens, the negatively charged surfaces of 

kaolinite particles attract the water molecules (a few monolayers thick), thereby altering 

the internal electrochemical interparticle force equilibrium. Contemporaneously, an 

extensive adsorbed film is formed owing to the concentration gradient existing between 

the electrical double-diffused layer of soil particles and bulk solution, leading to inter-

crystalline spacing change denoted as an inter-crystalline expansion. This inter-

crystalline phenomenon typically possesses a rapid increasing nature in the short-term 

until the occurrence of a certain degree of saturation, behind which a steady increasing 

nature occurs until the internal electrochemical force system is in equilibrium with the 

externally stresses (capillarity forces). In this research study, the equilibrium of 

kaolinite system was occurred at an ultimate linear expansion magnitude of 6.2%. 

 

7.1.3.1.2 Single binders  

Stabilisation of none-sulfate kaolinite soil (K0G) by use of sole addition of high, low, 

and none-calcium-based stabiliser (Lime-L, Cement-C, and Magnesium oxide-M 

respectively) resulted in a reasonable resistance to the inundation-induced expansion. 

As pre-shown in Figure 5.12, the descending order of binder predominance by the 

expansion magnitude was: 10C system (0.47% expansion), 10M system (0.66% 
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expansion), 4L system (4% expansion), 6L system (4.7% expansion) and 10L system 

(5% expansion). The improvement-ensued reasons and the underlying reaction 

mechanisms behind lime, cement and magnesium oxide inclusion were pre-unveiled 

in the literature as the result of cation exchange, flocculation-agglomeration of soil 

particles, and pozzolanic reactions.  

 

Concerning the order of binder domination, the superiority of magnesium oxide (MgO) 

on the expense of lime (CaO) in the suppression of the kaolinite expansion is probably 

attributed to the fineness of MgO and, to a lesser extent to the saturation degree of the 

system. The finer particle of MgO facilitates the homogeneous distribution of MgO 

before compaction, thereby easing the ion migration process after compaction that is 

primarily driven by diffusion along electrochemical gradients. This enhancement in ion 

migration, therefore, leads to a higher degree of cation exchange and fabric 

modification and thus, reducing the electrochemical repulsion forces between the soil 

particles, thereby reducing the water holding capacity of soil particles. The higher 

saturation degree of the MgO system (which is believed to be relatively higher than the 

CaO system due to the high exothermic reaction of lime hydration which causes the 

dewatering of the system), is also deemed to be a contributing reason. This is 

explained as, the higher degree of saturation improves the water pore interconnection, 

which substantially accelerates the homogeneous distribution of ion migration 

(Beetham et al., 2015), and reduces the externally stresses (capillary forces) exerted 

by the movement of water via the capillary rise.  

 

As regards the predominance of cement (0.47% expansion) over both lime (5%) and 

magnesium oxide (0.66%) systems, this could be assigned to the sorptivity reduction 
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(Hossain et al., 2007) and the superior strength performance of cement relative to 

others. The reduction of sorptivity in the cement system could be due to the prevention 

of interparticle pores enlargement and crack formation together with, filling of soil pore 

spacing with hydration products and prevention of the reorientation and flocculation of 

soil particles.  

 

In the presence of sulfate (9G) within the sole binder system (L, C or M), the result 

however revealed that only kaolinite specimens containing MgO yielded relatively 

negligible expansion (1%) as compared to that of 15% and > 24% experienced by 

those stabilised with cement and lime, respectively. This increase in the expansion 

was also directly proportional to gypsum concentration, in which there was a gypsum 

threshold, beyond which further increase of sulfate content has no significant 

contribution to the linear expansion. This threshold of gypsum dose was dependent on 

lime content, of which 6% and 9% of gypsum are being the worst-case scenario for 4% 

and 6% lime, respectively. Based on the findings of analytical tests, this difference in 

the expansion can be associated with the amount of the ettringite crystals formed, 

where the ettringite peak height in both DTG and XRD curves was in line with the 

variation of both calcium hydroxide and gypsum concentration of these sole binder-

based systems. The ettringite is a hexacalcium aluminate trisulfate hydrate mineral 

(Ca6Al2(OH)12. (SO4)3. 26H2O) forms due to the reaction between the soluble sulfate 

(from gypsum or cement), calcium ions (from lime or cement) and alumina (from the 

dissolution of soil layers or cement hydration) in the presence of water (Kinuthia and 

Wild, 2001). This produced mineral has a highly abnormal water absorption capacity, 

growing as needle or rod-shaped crystals. It generates internal stress, causes the 

formation of cracks and expansion of the stabilised material (Oti et al., 2009a). The 
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decomposition of ettringite due to carbonation (as confirmed by XRD), which led to the 

formation of calcium sulfates (hemihydrate-CaSO4. 0.5H2O and anhydrite-Ca(SO)4) and 

carbonates (calcite, aragonite and vaterite)-CaCO3, might also be an assisting factor for 

the higher expansion of the lime system, thus, further research along this line is 

proposed to confirm.  

 

 
7.1.3.1.3 Silica fume-based binary binders (LS-CS-MS) 

Upon the substitution of hydraulic binders (L, C and M) with silica fume (S), the result 

revealed that the inclusion of silica fume yielded two different expansion trends: mainly 

1) a decreasing trend and 2) a decreasing/increasing trend. The decreasing trend was 

observed for lime-based system at all binder levels (4, 6 and 10%) investigated, where 

the inclusion of silica fume induces a gradual compromise on the expansion magnitude 

as the silica fume amount increases, reaching the lowest 200th-day expansion of 3.3 

and 3.93% at an L-S ratio of 30%-70% (as given by 1.8L4.2S and 3L7S, respectively). 

Like the case of UCS, this reduction in expansion is attributed to the restriction of 

ettringite formation, as the silica fume inclusion affects the hydration kinetics by 

promoting more active nucleation sites, thus speeding up the consumption of calcium 

hydroxide, reducing the solubility rate of alumina, and promoting the formation of CSH 

over that of CAH.   

 

As for the decreasing/increasing trend of the expansion performance, it was observed 

for both Cement-Silica fume (CS) and Magnesium Oxide-Silica fume (MS), where the 

expansion was gradually reduced to a certain addition of silica fume, beyond which its 

further addition induced a gradual increase in the expansion. This certain dosage of 
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silica fume was constant in both systems, where CS and MS systems exhibited the 

lowest expansion magnitude of 1.4 and 0.2% at blending ratios of 5C5S and 5M5S, 

respectively. The optimum blending ratio of 5C5S with respect to the expansion could 

be justified using a similar interpretation to that used for lime-based system (ettringite 

restriction along with the formation of enough gelatinous products for the interlocking 

of the system). Similarly, the optimum blends of 5M5S can be interpreted as the 

optimum blending ratio (as seen in Figure 7.2) for the formation of MSH and the 

absence of brucite in the system (Li et al., 2014; Sonat et al., 2017), thus better 

interlocking matrix is formed at 5M5S blend.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Schematic presentation of the reaction process of 𝐌𝐠𝐎 − 𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐 − 𝐇𝟐𝐎 system (Li et al., 

2014). 
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7.1.3.1.4 GGBS-based binary binders (L-GS and M-GS) 

Upon comparison of the co-addition of Lime-GGBS (3L-7GS) or Magnesium oxide-

GGBS (3M-7GS) on the expansion of artificial sulfate kaolinite (K9G), the result 

revealed that the binary blend of 3M-7GS yielded the lowest 200th-day expansion 

magnitude of 3.73%, as opposed to that of 6.85% for 3L-7GS and 3.93% for 3L-7S 

(Lime-Silica fume). This expansion trend was in reverse order with the observation of 

UCS tests, where the order of strength performance followed the binder sequence of 

3L-7GS (2828 kN/m2) > 3L-7S (2100 kN/m2) > 3M-7GS (1951 kN/m2). According to 

the analytical tests (DTG, XRD and FE-SEM), the rational explanation of this 

predominance phenomenon can be credited to the amount of ettringite formed in the 

system, where all the analytical tests exhibited that the order of ettringite amount 

followed the binder sequence of 3L-7GS > 3L-7S > 3M-7GS. 

 

7.1.3.1.5 Ternary binders (L-GS-S and M-GS-S) 

When GGBS was partially substituted with silica fume (ternary binder), the result 

indicated that, as was the case of UCS, there was a decreasing expansion trend in 

both CaO-activated GGBS (L-GS) and MgO-activated GGBS system (M-GS). In the 

case of the CaO-activated ternary system, the expansion value (3.97%) of the selected 

ternary blend (K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S) was not high enough to reach the expansion 

magnitude (3.32%) of its non-sulfate control counterpart (K-0G-3L-3GS-7S). This 

suggests that, unlike the case of the binary blend of lime-silica fume, the formation of 

ettringite in CaO-activated GGBS cannot be completely restricted by the incorporation 

of silica fume, probably due to the faster dissolution of alumina phase of the activated 

GGBS system, thereby the faster formation of ettringite. As for the MgO-activated 
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ternary system, the selected ternary blend of K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S yielded an 

expansion value (0.34%) even lower than the expansion magnitude (0.57%) of its non-

sulfate control counterpart (K-0G-M-GS-S). This implies the complete overcoming of 

the sulfate-induced repercussion presented in the control mix (K-9G-3M-7GS). Given 

the explanation above, the author arrived at the conclusion that the expansion 

reduction induced by the inclusion of silica fume as a partial substitution of GGBS is 

due to the higher pozzolanic activity of silica fume. The highly pozzolanic material (un-

densified silica fume) possessed a higher capability of accelerating the consumption 

of Ca(OH)2 released from CaO or GGBS hydration, thus, limiting the available lime for 

ettringite formation and restricting the volume change behaviour of the artificial sulfate 

kaolinite (K9G) specimens. 

 

7.1.3.2 The effect of moisture content and mixing method. 

With regards to the change of mixing conditions, it was obvious that the use of relatively 

higher moisture content (1.2MC instead of 1.1MC) reduced the expansion magnitude 

of all the artificially stabilised kaolinite mixtures, while the change of mixing method 

from CMM (Classical approach-based Mixing Method) to SMM (Slurry Based-Mixing 

Method) increased the expansion magnitude. The reduction of expansion in the case 

of higher moisture content is believed to be due to the increase of the inter-particle void 

spaces (Obuzor et al., 2012). At higher moisture content, the compaction of specimens 

would not be at the maximum densification degree, thus, more space would be 

available for accommodating the expansive minerals (ettringite crystals), thereby, a 

lesser overall expansion would be induced (Wild et al., 1999). As for the increase of 

the expansion in the case of the SSM mixing method in which the cementitious 
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materials were mixed with water before being combined with soil, it is believed to be 

from the clumping of the cementitious materials and the heterogeneity of the produced 

gelatinous products within the system, which induces poorer interlocking matrix and 

lower expansion performance. 

 

7.1.3.3 Linear expansion of Gypsum Marl specimens. 

Upon the generalisation phase in which a natural high sulfate Gypsum Marl soil (GM) 

was used instead of the artificial sulfate soil (Kaolinite + 9%Gypsum)-K9G, the result 

indicated that the Gypsum Marl system exhibited better expansion behaviour on 

stabilisation than that of the artificial sulfate kaolinite system (K9G). This reduction in 

the expansion supported the main hypothesis that states that "if the binder optimisation 

was established using the worst-case scenario of high gypsum/alumina-enriched clay (K9G) 

for ettringite formation, therefore, ettringite formation in any other sulfate soil stabilised with the 

optimum binders is anticipated to be manageable to some reasonable degree". This 

difference in expansion performance could be ascribed to multiple factors: mainly 1) 

the coarser sizes of Gypsum Marl soil (GM) particles  relative to that of Kaolinite soil 

(K), as it is anticipated to induce lesser water-holding capacity, 2) the lower cation 

exchange capacity of K as against other soil minerals, as this expected to induce lower 

fabric modification, and 3) the lower aluminium oxide (Al2O3 - 11.46%) of GM as 

compared to that of 35.9% for K which is believed to result in lesser ettringite crystals, 

thereby lower expansion magnitude.  

 

In terms of binder domination order, it was apparent that the expansion performance 

(from low to high) of GM specimens followed the binder sequence of 5C-5S (0.1% 
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expansion) < 5M5S (0.17%) < 3M-3.5GS-3.5S (0.175%) < 3L-3.5GS-3.5S (0.8%) < 

1.8L-4.2S (0.83%) < 3L-7S (0.96%) < 6L (13.2%). This sequential order was in accord 

with the sequence of K9G, excepting the case of cement where it exhibited the lowest 

expansion magnitude (0.1%) for the GM system. The superiority of cement in 

suppression of the expansion of GM is attributed to its superior performance in the 

stabilisation of coarse soil (GM), particularly those having lower silicon dioxide (SiO2) 

and aluminium oxide (Al2O3). This is because of its richness in SiO2 and Al2O3 that 

provide the needed reaction ingredients for the formation of the gelatinous products 

that were lacked in GM, where GM possessed only 0.1 of SiO2 and 0.05% of Al2O3 

relative to that of 47.3% (SiO2) and 35.96% (Al2O3) for kaolinite soil. 

 

7.1.3.4 The swelling potential of kaolinite specimens. 

The comparative analysis between the linear expansion of the optimised mixtures and 

their counterparts of swelling potential indicated that both results exhibited a similar 

trend in terms of binder predominance sequence, where the volume increase was in 

the order of K-9G-5M-5S < K-9G-3M-3.5GS-3.5S < K-9G-5C-5S < K-9G-1.8L-4.2S < 

K-9G-3L-7S < K-9G-3L-3.5GS-3.5S, ascertaining the effect of the optimized blends 

and the reliability of the results. With further in-depth, however, the result revealed that 

there was a relative increase in the swelling of lime-based mixes (3L7S and 

3L3.5GS3.5S) and a relative decrease in the swelling potential of cement (5C5S) and 

magnesium oxide-based mixes (5M5S and 3M3.5GS3.5S), as compared with their 

counterparts of the linear expansion. This implies that the volume change of sulfate 

stabilised soil is also influenced by the compaction effort and the specimen 

confinement matter.  
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The relative increase in the swelling potential of 3L7S and 3L3.5GS3.5S is probably 

because of the higher compaction degree. As described in the methodology, the 

swelling potential specimen were prepared based on a proctor compaction test by 

compacting the specimens in three layers, of which each layer was subjected to 27 

uniformly distributed blows using a rammer of 2.5kg, as against those compressed by 

a simple hydraulic jack in the case of linear expansion test. Thus, specimens used for 

swelling potential are expected to be compacted at the maximum densification degree. 

The increasing compaction degree decreases the porosity in which more voids are 

displaced by solid particles, thus, lesser space available for accommodating the 

ettringite crystals, thereby higher overall swelling potential would be induced. The 

relative decrease in the swelling potential magnitude of 5C5S, 5M5S and 

3M3.5GS3.5S can be credited to the lower expansivity of these mixes, thus the loading 

pressure applied by the mass of the loading cap (500 grams which is 1.5 times the 

mass of specimen) was enough to slightly suppress the expansion.  

 

7.1.4 Durability index 

Comparing the durability index of the artificial sulfate kaolinite specimens stabilised 

with the optimum binders (1.8L-4.2S, 3L-7S, 5C-5S, 5M-5S, 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-

3.5GS-3.5S), the result demonstrated that the UCS of the soaked specimens was 

dropped (relative to their un-soaked counterparts) by (-44 to -100%) at 7 days, (-11 to 

-69%) at 28 days and (+11 to -62%) at 90 days. This strength reduction (lower durability 

index) is a common phenomenon once the stabilised specimens are subjected to water 

soaking (Obuzor et al., 2012), and can be generally assigned to the development of 
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pore water pressures and the liquefaction of the un-stabilised soil particles in the block 

matrix. 

 

Relative to the minimum requirements (> 80%) of retained strength as stated in BS 

9227:2019, it was observed that the binder composition of 1.8L-4.2S, 3L-7S and 5C-

5S did not meet the requirement even after 90 days of the total curing period, where 

they exhibited a durability index of (0% at 7 days), (< 45% at 28 days) and (< 53% at 

90 days), despite their highest strength upon ordinary moist curing condition. This is 

probably due to; 1) the higher amount of ettringite formed in these systems, as it tends 

to expand and carbonate under the water condition, causing cracks and disintegration 

of the system, and 2) the faster consumption of calcium hydroxide in the presence of 

silica fume, as it leads to a lesser fabric modification as confirmed by the XRD and FE-

SEM images, thereby higher liquefaction degree of the un-stabilised soil particles in 

the block matrix has occurred. 

 

Meanwhile, the binary blend of 5M-5S fulfilled the assessment on the 28th day, where 

it yielded a constant strength index value of 89% after 28 days. The superior 

performance of 5M-5S is probably because of the faster hydration of magnesium oxide 

particularly in the presence of silica fume, empowering the specimens to have higher 

early-term gelatinous products (MSH), thereby increasing the coherences inside the 

system. The relatively small reduction (11%) of the strength of 5M-5S is probably due 

to the arbitrarily increase in the amount of MgO (Gu et al, 2015), although no trace in 

the X-ray diffractograms was observed. Upon the hydration of the excess MgO, brucite 

is formed leading to a 118% volume increase (Lingling and Min, 2005), thereby causing 

cracks in the stabilised system and reducing the long-term strength (Yi et al., 2014).  
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As regards the ternary blends of 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-3.5GS-3.5S, they were 

regarded as fit-for-purpose only after 90 days, where they exhibited a 28-day residual 

strength of 39% and 76% and, a 90th-day residual strength of 84% and 111% 

respectively. At the early-term hydration, the author hypothesised that the poorer 

durability index is probably due to the presence of unconsumed portlandite (Ca(OH)2) 

and brucite (Mg(OH)2) through the delayed hydration, which as confirmed by the FE-

SEM images can lead respectively to the formation of ettringite and the growth of 

brucite on the surface of rod-like ettringite. These crystals expanded under the soaking 

condition leading to volume increase, causing cracks in the stabilised system and 

reducing the long-term strength. However, at the long-term hydration, the superior 

performance of the ternary blends can be assigned to the formation of further 

gelatinous products, which in turn induce a pore-blocking effect (Obuzor et al., 2011b). 

The blockage of the capillary pores induces system densification, permeability 

reduction, and porosity enhancement (Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011), all of which 

contribute to strength improvement (Wild et al., 1998). 

 

7.1.5 Microstructure tests 

The analytical microstructure tests are essential for unravelling the underlying reaction 

mechanisms and elucidating the possible interpretation of the performance variability 

of the stabilised materials. Like the case of other engineering properties (such as the 

unconfined compressive strength, linear expansion, swelling potential, and durability 

index results), there were a series of variations in the observation of all the analytical 

tests (including Derivative Thermo-Gravimetric-DTG, X-Ray Diffraction- XRD and Field 
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Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy-FESEM) for the stabilised kaolinite 

specimens. This variance can be ascribed to the variation in the oxide composition of 

the blended binders, which induces different hydration dynamics, varying alkaline 

environment (pH value) and leads to the formation of various gelatinous products. 

 

Prior to stabilisation, clay soils at their moist cured state (compacting state), is a 

relatively malleable compacted mixture of finely ground powder with negatively 

charged particle surfaces (Wild et al., 1996). Because clay particles possess a 

negatively charged surface owing to an imbalance in ionic charge, the negative charge 

induces particle-particle repulsive forces. Therefore, on water soaking, the negatively 

charged surfaces of clay particles attract the water molecules (a few monolayers thick), 

thereby altering the internal electrochemical interparticle force equilibrium and leading 

to the expansion via a mechanism known as an inter-crystalline expansion. For this 

reason, expansive soils particularly those containing a higher content of clay minerals 

are commonly stabilised using cementitious materials such as lime, cement among 

others. 

 

Upon the addition of Lime, Cement or Magnesium oxide as a sole stabiliser to the soil 

in the presence of water, the first reaction taking a place is the hydration due to the 

reaction between stabiliser and water. The calcium oxide (CaO) is hydrated to produce 

calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) as shown in Equation 6.1 and further dissolved to release 

calcium ions and hydroxyl ions (Behnood, 2018) as given in Equation 6.2.  

𝐂𝐚𝐎 + 𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐂𝐚(𝐎𝐇)𝟐+↑ 𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭……… . . . … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … . … ..Equation 7.1 

𝐂𝐚(𝐎𝐇)𝟐 → 𝐂𝐚
𝟐+ + 𝟐𝐎𝐇−………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . … . … ..Equation 7.2 
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As for the magnesium oxide (MgO), it chemically adsorbs the water molecules and gets 

protonated by H+ ions as given in Equation 6.3, forming a liquid layer on its surface 

(Park et al., 2020). Thereby, the OH− anions of the water layer are attracted on the 

positively charged surface of the MgOH(surface)
+  in accordance with Equation 6.4 and 

causing the release of magnesium ions and hydroxide ions into solution as given in 

Equation 6.5. When the concentration of these ions reaches the supersaturation 

condition, magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) is precipitated in accordance with 

Equation 6.6. 

 

𝐌𝐠𝐎 + 𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐌𝐠𝐎𝐇(𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐟𝐚𝐜𝐞)
+ + 𝐎𝐇−(𝒂𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔)……… . . . … . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 7.3 

𝐌𝐠𝐎𝐇(𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐟𝐚𝐜𝐞)
+ + 𝐎𝐇−(𝒂𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔) → 𝐌𝐠𝐎𝐇

+. 𝐎𝐇(𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐟𝐚𝐜𝐞)
− . … . . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 7.4 

𝐌𝐠𝐎𝐇+. 𝐎𝐇(𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐟𝐚𝐜𝐞)
− → 𝐌𝐠𝟐+ + 𝟐𝐎𝐇−(𝒂𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔). … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 7.5 

𝐌𝐠𝟐+
(𝒂𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔)

+ 𝟐𝐎𝐇−(𝒂𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔) → 𝐌𝐠(𝐎𝐇)𝟐(𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅). … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …… ..Equation 7.6 

 
On the other hand, cement hydrated producing several compounds (for example 

calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) in accordance with Equation 6.7 and 6.8 as well as 

ettringite (6CaO. Al2O3. 3SO3. 32H2O) as given in Equation 6.9. 

 

𝟐(𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐎. 𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐) + 𝟏𝟏𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐎. 𝟐𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐. 𝟖𝐇𝟐𝐎+ 𝟑(𝐂𝐚𝐎 + 𝐇𝟐𝐎)……… . . … ..Equation 7.7 

𝟐(𝟐𝐂𝐚𝐎. 𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐) + 𝟗𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐎.𝟐𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐. 𝟖𝐇𝟐𝐎+ 𝐂𝐚𝐎.𝐇𝟐𝐎.… . . . . . . . . . . . . . … . ..Equation 7.8 

𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐎.𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎𝟑 + 𝟐𝟔𝐇𝟐𝐎+ 𝟑(𝐂𝐚𝐎. 𝐒𝐎𝟑. 𝐇𝟐𝐎) + 𝟔𝐂𝐚𝐎.𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎𝟑. 𝟑𝐒𝐎𝟑. 𝟑𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎… ..Equation 7.9 
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The ettringite is a highly hydrated crystalline mineral produced from the reaction 

between tricalcium aluminate (3CaO. Al2O3) and gypsum (CaSO4. 2H2O) in the presence 

of water (H2O) (Kinuthia and Wild, 2001). It grows in the form of needle-like structures 

with a long columnar morphology. Under the dry moist condition (sealed condition), it 

contributes to strength improvement through 1) the reduction of the porosity, 2) the 

formation of an interlocked matrix, and  3) the dewatering of the system (Oti et al., 

2009a; Jha and Sivapullaiah, 2016). This partly accounts for why the sole addition of 

10% cement yielded superior strength performance in the absence of sulfate.  

 

The above-mentioned hydration reactions of lime, magnesium oxide and cement 

initiate the cation exchange process, with calcium ions in both cement and lime as well 

as magnesium ions in magnesium oxide binder displacing the alkali cations on the 

surface of soil particles (Al-Mukhtar et al, 2014). The order of cation replaceability is 

given by the lyotropic series, Na+ < K+ < Mg++ < Ca++, where cations with higher 

valence replace those of lower valence (Behnood, 2018). This replacement in ions 

balances the electrostatic charges of soil particle layers, reducing the electrochemical 

repulsion forces between the soil particles (Nidzam and Kinuthia, 2010), producing a 

compressed double cations layer (Wild et al., 1999; Yong and Ouhadi, 2007). As the 

diffuse double cation layer of soil particles reduces, the electronic-state charges on 

adjacent clay particles interact to a greater extent, promoting different soil particles 

arrangement (positive/negative charges); edge-to-edge flocculation, face-to-edge 

flocculation, face-to-face aggregation, and dispersed-deflocculated fabric (Vitale et al., 

2016). “This process is commonly referred to as flocculation and agglomeration, with 

flocculation referring to the clustering together of the individual clay particles into 
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‘‘flocs’’ which in turn agglomerate together into much larger ‘‘aggregates’’ with an open 

pore structure of reduced packing density” (Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011).  

 

In the case of lime and magnesium oxide, the cation exchange and flocculation-

agglomeration reaction start almost immediately, whereas in the case of cement they 

are started after the production of lime from the hydration of cement (Kinuthia and 

Nidzam, 2011). These reactions are also occurred relatively higher in the case of lime 

and magnesium oxide, as compared with that of cement due to the faster setting of 

cement. Whichever the cation exchange degree, the compressing action of diffuse 

double layer and the clustering together of the individual particles reduce the water-

holding capacity of the stabilised soil particles and thus, contributing partly to the 

reduction of the expansion and the increase of the strength performance of the 

stabilised soil matrix.  

 

Besides the flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles, the hydroxides (OH) are also 

presented, causing a significant increase in the value of alkalinity (pH) up to a range 

of 10-to-13 (Al-Mukhtar et al., 2010b). The increase in the alkalinity generates a 

corrosive environment in which the alkaline hydrolysis of covalent bonds between Si-

O and Al-O releases silicate (SiO4
−4) and aluminate (Al[OH]4

−) (Beetham et al., 2015). 

The rate, at which these components are released, depends on several factors 

including 1) the hierarchy of clay minerals in which montmorillonite providing the 

greatest dissolution rate; 2) the water amount as it acts as an avenue for ion migration; 

and 3) the bond of the octahedral and tetrahedral layers, of which the former 

(octahedral) possessing a relatively easy breaking of Al-O bond relative to Si-O bond 

(Chemeda et al., 2018). 
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Following the dissolution of clay minerals, the pozzolanic reactions thereafter take 

place between the excess binder and dissolved (Al and Si) ions from treated soil (Oti 

et al., 2009b). These pozzolanic reactions produce different gelatinous compounds 

depending on the binder composition. In the case of lime or cement-soil mixtures, 

Calcium Silica Hydrate (CSH), Calcium Aluminate Hydrate (CAH) and a mixture of 

these gel categories (Calcium Alumino Silica Hydrate (CASH)) are typically formed 

(Kinuthia and Nidzam, 2011). However, only those of CSH and CAH gels were 

detected in the X-ray diffractograms of the current study, the absence of which 

probably attributed to the overlapping with kaolinite peaks. As for the case of MgO-soil 

mixture, the main hydrate is Magnesium Silica Hydrate (MSH) (Zhang et al., 2011; 

Seco et al., 2017; Sonat et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020), while both MSH and CSH in the 

case of the binary blend of MgO-GGBS are formed (Wu et al., 2018).  

 

Portlandite (Ca(OH)2) and brucite (Mg(OH)2) may also remain from CaO or MgO 

hydration respectively if higher binder dosage is used. Under the FE-SEM analysis, 

the Portlandite (Ca(OH)2) and brucite (Mg(OH)2) typically appeared as a hexagonal 

flaky-shaped crystal on the surface of soil particles. The presence of these crystals is 

not favoured because it induces a compromise on the compressive strength 

performance of the stabilised soil, as was observed in the case of 10% binder in this 

study. According to Chemeda et al. (2018), they can coat the soil particles, preventing 

the alkaline attack and dissolution of kaolinite particles (Konan et al., 2009), thus, 

reducing the silicon and aluminium released from the soil, and thereby delaying the 

pozzolanic reaction (Chemeda et al., 2018). Choobbasti and Kutanaei (2017) also 
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urged that the presence of these crystals can induce a reduction in the cohesion 

between the soil particles and cementitious products. 

 

In the presence of calcium sulfate (CaSO4. 2H2O), the analytical test results (DTG, XRD 

and FE-SEM) indicated the presence of needle-like structures and such products were 

proportional to gypsum (G) and lime (L) concentrations, of which a G/L ratio of 1.5 

yielded the greatest amount of ettringite. This explains the superior performance of 

gypsum-kaolinite specimens stabilised using a calcium-based stabiliser. Using 

information from Hunter (1989), Rajasekaran (2005), Yong and Ouhadi (2007), Ouhadi 

and Yong (2008), Beetham et al. (2015) and Puppala et al. (2014), the formation of 

ettringite in lime-based system takes place as shown in Equation 6.10. 

 

𝟔𝐂𝐚𝟐+ + 𝟐𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟒
− + 𝟒𝐎𝐇− + 𝟑(𝐒𝐎𝟒)

𝟐− + 𝟐𝟔𝐇𝟐𝐎 → 𝐂𝐚𝟔[𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟔]𝟐. (𝐒𝐎𝟒)𝟑. 𝟐𝟔𝐇𝟐𝐎. . .. Equation 7.10 

 

Upon water soaking condition, ettringite expands and grows as a needle or rod-shaped 

crystals, generating internal stress, causing the formation of cracks and expansion of 

the stabilised material (Oti et al., 2009a). Following the cracks of the system, the 

penetration of carbon dioxide (CO2) might also be promoted, leading to the carbonation 

of ettringite, thus the absence of ettringite peak in the X-ray diffractograms. This was 

also accompanied by the indication of new mineral reflections associated with calcium 

sulfate in the forms of hemihydrate (CaSO4. 0.5H2O) and anhydrite (Ca(SO)4), as well as 

some calcium carbonates (CaCO3) minerals in the crystal forms of calcite and aragonite. 

 

In the field of soil stabilisation, the absence of ettringite peaks in the X-ray 

diffractograms was explained by Puppala et al. (2005) and Ahmed (2015) as the 
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consequent effect of calcite, which acts as seeding or templating material favouring 

more calcite formation rather than the formation of ettringite. This appeared to be 

logical with the evolution of calcite intensity in the X-ray diffractograms pre-shown in 

Figure 6.7. However, this interpretation seems to be imperfect, as it is conflicting with 

both the complete disappearance of the gypsum peak in the diffractograms and the 

appearance of ettringite crystals in their FE-SEM images. Complementarily, the author 

of this thesis hypnotised that this phenomenon is occurred due to the combination of 

both 1) the formation of calcite as it constrains an excessive formation of ettringite, and 

2) the carbonation of ettringite which releases calcium sulfates (hemihydrate and 

anhydrite) and calcium carbonates (calcite and aragonite).  

 

From concrete technology perspective, the ettringite carbonation is complex and 

depending on several factors including pH value, calcium/silica ratio, humidity degree 

and temperature (Zhou and Glasser, 2001; Fernández-Carrasco et al., 2012; Martínez-

Ramírez and Fernández-Carrasco, 2012; Ndiaye et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020, 2020; 

Steiner et al., 2020), among others. However, the common two chemical equations for 

the carbonation of ettringite reported are given in Equations 5.5 and 5.6, of which the 

former being the one that probably occurred in the lime-based specimen. 

 

𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐎.𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎𝟑. 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒. 𝟑𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎+ 𝟑𝐂𝐎𝟐 → 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐂𝐎𝟑 + 𝟑(𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒. 𝟎. 𝟓𝐇𝟐𝐎) + 𝟐𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟑 +

𝟐𝟕. 𝟓𝐇𝟐𝐎 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Equation 7.11 

 

𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐎.𝐀𝐥𝟐𝐎𝟑. 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒. 𝟑𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎+ 𝟑𝐂𝐎𝟐 → 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐂𝐎𝟑 + 𝟑(𝐂𝐚𝐒𝐎𝟒. 𝟐𝐇𝟐𝐎) + 𝟑𝐂𝐚𝐂𝐎𝟑 + 𝟐𝐀𝐥(𝐎𝐇)𝟑 +

𝟐𝟑𝐇𝟐𝐎. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Equation 7.12 

When silica fume and GGBS were incorporated separately or simultaneously as a 

partial substitution of Lime, Cement or Magnesium oxide, they dilute the system by 
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restricting the formation of ettringite, thus, there was a gradual compromise on the 

expansion performance of the artificial sulfate kaolinite (K9G) specimens. The 

restriction of the ettringite formation can be generally attributed to the acceleration of 

the consumption of calcium hydroxide by the supplementary cementitious materials 

(silica fume and GGBS). This restriction phenomenon makes the system chemically 

more stable under the soaking condition as confirmed by the linear expansion. Apart 

from the ettringite restriction, these cementitious materials can also form further 

gelatinous products if the optimum dosage was used, which in turn induce a pore-

blocking effect (Obuzor et al., 2011b). The blockage of the capillary pores induces 

system densification, permeability reduction, and porosity enhancement (Kinuthia and 

Nidzam, 2011), all of which contribute to strength and expansion improvement (Wild 

et al., 1998). 

 

However, when silica fume is used at a higher dosage, the microstructure tests 

revealed that there would be a negative repercussion on the short-term reaction. This 

is because the un-densified silica fume had higher pozzolanic activity than that of 

GGBS, where it can yield calcium hydroxide consumption up to four times higher than 

that of GGBS. The highly pozzolanic material affects the hydration kinetics by 

promoting more nucleation sites at earlier hydration age (Xu et al., 2016), thereby 

accelerating the consumption of Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2. This accelerating 

phenomenon will then negatively affect the short-term reactions (cation exchange and 

flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles) and hence, a lower degree of strength gain 

associated with the fabric modification would have occurred. 
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7.1.6 Environmental profile and performance evaluation 

At this ultimate phase, the current research study was keen to compare the 

environmental profile and the performance evaluation of the optimised binary and 

ternary binders (3L7S, 5C5S, 5M5S, 3L3.5GS3.5S and 3M3.5GS3.5S) with that of the 

mainstream stabiliser (6L), to form the main argument for the acceptance or rejection 

of the use of the optimised blends.  In terms of the environmental profile, the result 

suggested that all the optimised binders yielded a greener environmental profile, 

excepting the binary blends of 5M-5 where it induced the highest carbon dioxide 

emission (70 kg/tonne), which was 45% higher than that of the mainstream binder (6L). 

The higher carbon dioxide emission of 5M-5S was not encouraging and may form the 

rejection of its application. However, Liska and Al-Tabbaa (2009) pointed out that 

magnesium oxide can achieve at least 71% carbonation, implying the reduction of the 

carbon dioxide emissions of magnesium oxide from 1400 to 420 kg/tonne, which in 

turn reduces the total carbon dioxide emission value of 5M-5S from 70 to 35 kg/tonne. 

The authors also argued that the carbonation of magnesium oxide, as opposed to lime 

and cement, was beneficial in terms of strength development. In this regard, they 

reported a ten to twelve-fold increase in the strength value of masonry products made 

with magnesium oxide under the accelerated carbonation conditions, over that of 

specimen cured under the ambient condition. Accordingly, it can be concluded that all 

the optimised binary and ternary blends are acceptable in terms of the environmental 

profile.  

 

As for the performance index,  the result pre-shown in Figure 6.18 indicated that the 

hierarchical order (from best to worst) of the optimised blends was in the sequence of 
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5M5S > 3M3.5GS3.5S > 3L3.5GS3.5S > 5C5S > 3L7S > 1.8L4.2S, of which > implying 

better performance. Accordingly, it can certainly emerge that the performance index 

was in inverse accord with the concentration of calcium oxide, thus, a lower calcium-

based binder is strongly recommended for a high degree of stabilisation.  

 

 

7.1 Practical implications 

The outcome of this research showed that it is possible to develop an effective blending 

binder to restrict the ettringite formation and suppress the sulfate-induced expansion, 

using silica fume as a partial substitution of high calcium-based stabiliser (L and C), 

low calcium-based stabiliser (L-GS) and Magnesium-based stabilisers (M-S and M-

GS). This is encouraging and may have some bearing on the current specifications 

and practices. The binary blended (5M-5S) and ternary blended (3M-3.5GS-3.5S) 

stabilisers exhibited superior performance, as they demonstrated resistance to 

expansion as low as 0.2-0.3% and yielded relatively higher robustness against water 

immersion (<20% strength reduction) in the presence of high sulfate level. The lower 

expansion of these two blends is even expected to reduce due to the loading of the 

overlying structure, thus, these two blends could be used in situations whereby no 

chances of swelling-related failures will be tolerated. As for the binary blend of 3L-7S, 

5C-5S and the ternary blend of 3L-3.5GS-3.5S, they demonstrated an acceptable 

expansion magnitude, but unfortunately, they were not durable and exhibiting lower 

robustness against water immersion. Therefore, they are recommended to be used in 

a situation whereby the strength is not important or in a situation whereby the 

penetration of water is somehow constrained.  
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This current research study is practically pertinent to all the civil, geotechnical, and 

geological engineers/researchers involved in 1) development of an effective binder for 

suppressing the ettringite-induced expansion associated with high sulfate-bearing 

soils; 2) application of by-product materials to improve the physiochemical 

characteristics of low-quality soil, which will be in the interest of population increase 

and subsequent urbanisation growth; 3) production of alternative greener building 

construction products such as bricks; 4) manufacturing, blending, and selling of the 

cementitious materials, as the formulated products will provide more outlets for the raw 

ingredients/combinations of the innovative stabilising blends; and 5) 

innovation/renovation of the standard guidelines, among other professionals involved 

in the waste and resource management. This research will serve as an invaluable 

resource of up-to-date and in-depth information on the effect of the cementitious 

materials in sulfate soil stabilised with calcium and magnesium-based stabilisers. 
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8 CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter recapitulates the main conclusions emanating from the results of the laboratory 

investigation, together with the identification of further research areas for future research works 

that were found necessary for proper understanding of the current research field. 

 

8.1 Conclusions  

The substantial target of this research was to develop effective innovative binders 

relying upon the use of silica fume as a partial substitution of different calcium and 

magnesium-based stabilisers, intending to restrict the ettringite formation. The 

outcome of this research ascertained the possibility of developing an effective blended 

binder using silica fume as a partial substitution of different calcium and magnesium-

based stabilisers, to restrict the ettringite formation and mitigate the deleterious 

repercussions (such as high swelling potential and poor durability performance) 

associated with the application of calcium-based stabilisers in sulfate-bearing soils. 

The following conclusions, therefore, emerged from the laboratory experimentations, 

which were conducted on artificial sulfate soil (Kaolinite-Gypsum)-KG and validated by 

natural high-sulfate soil (Gypsum Marl Clay)-GM. 

 

8.1.1 Engineering properties   

1. The strength and expansion performance of the artificial sulfate kaolinite 

mixtures stabilised with calcium-based stabiliser was proportional to Sulfate 

(Gypsum)-G and Lime (L) concentrations, of which a G/L ratio of 1.5 yielded the 

highest unconfined compressive strength and highest expansion magnitude. 

Thus, 9% of gypsum was categorised as the optimum-case scenario and worst-
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case scenario for strength and expansion, respectively. This threshold was 

mainly due to the formation of ettringite, which under sealed moist curing 

condition increases the strength by the reduction of the porosity, interlocking of 

the matrix and the dewatering of the system, while underwater soaking condition 

increases the expansion due to its higher water absorption capacity.  

 
2. The use of sole addition of 10% Cement (C) in the stabilisation of kaolinite clay 

yielded the most superior strength and lowest expansion magnitude among 

other binders (Lime-L and Magnesium oxide-M) in the absence of sulfate, while 

L exhibited the highest strength and M demonstrated the lowest expansion in 

the presence of sulfate. The development of UCS and suppression of the 

expansion are generally attributed to the fabric modification and pozzolanic 

reactions between soil and stabiliser, which eventually form gelatinous 

compounds (Calcium Silica Hydrate-CSH, Calcium Aluminate Hydrate-CAH 

and Magnesium Silica Hydrate-MSH among others) that cement and interlock 

the soil particles. The order of binder predominance is a function of a 

combination of two factors: binder richness with silicon dioxide and aluminium 

oxide and the formation of ettringite. In the absence of sulfate, these two factors 

contribute to the superiority of C, while for the case of sulfate presence, the 

occurrence of ettringite contributes to the highest strength and expansion of the 

L-based system and, its non-occurrence is the reason for the lowest expansion 

of M-based system.  

 
3. Stabilisation of artificial sulfate kaolinite system (K9G) with binary blends of L-S 

at both lower (4%) and intermediate (6%) binder levels induces a compromise 

on both strength and expansion performance due to the higher pozzolanic 
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activity of the silica fume, as it accelerates the consumption of lime, thus, 

inducing lesser fabric modification, and restricting ettringite formation, which is 

known to contribute to both the strength and expansion magnitudes. 

 
4. The incorporation of silica fume as a partial replacement of different hydraulic 

binders (L, C and M) at a higher (10%) binder level yielded an 

increasing/decreasing strength trend accompanied by decreasing/increasing 

expansion trend. In this case, the strength was increased gradually to a certain 

dosage of silica fume, beyond which its further addition induced a gradual 

reduction in strength, while the expansion moved counteractively. The binary 

blending ratio was constant for the M-S system where 5M-5S yielded the 

highest strength of 1834 kN/m2 and reduced the expansion to a level of 0.2%, 

while the 3L-7S and 5C-5S induced the lowest expansion magnitude of 3.93% 

and 1.42%, respectively. 

 
5. Substitution of GGBS (GS) with silica fume (S) in both CaO-activated GGBS (L-

GS) and MgO-activated GGBS system (M-GS), of which 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 

3M-3.5GS-3.5S were the optimum combinations, is beneficial in terms of the 

expansion with a little compromise on UCS. This beneficial effect is believed to 

be due to the pozzolanic activity of S, which accelerates the consumption of 

Ca(OH)2 released from L or GS, thus, limiting the Ca(OH)2 available for ettringite 

formation and restricting the expansion related to its growth therein. Therefore, 

the little compromise upon the UCS was logical because of the strength 

improvement associated with the reduction of the porosity, interlocking of the 

matrix and the dewatering of the system induced by ettringite, was cancelled.  
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6. The use of higher moisture content (1.2MC instead of 1.1MC) and the change 

of mixing method from CMM (Classical approach-based Mixing Method) to 

SMM (Slurry Based-Mixing Method) are not advantageous, as they induced a 

compromise on the UCS, although 1.2MC induced a reduction in expansion. 

The compromising phenomenon in the case of 1.2MC is interpreted as the 

higher moisture content lowers the inter-particle friction and induces poorer 

particle bonding due to the enlargement of the void spaces which increases the 

porosity of the system and thereby reduces the robustness against loading. 

These voids however provide more spaces for accommodating the expansive 

minerals (ettringite), thereby, a lesser overall expansion would be induced. As 

for the decrease of the UCS and increase of the expansion in the case of the 

SSM mixing method, they were believed to be due to the clumping and 

heterogeneity of the hydrated products, which induces a poorer interlocking 

matrix, thereby, lower strength and expansion performance. 

 
7. The application of the optimised binary (3L-7S, 5C-5S and 5M-5S) and ternary 

binders (3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-3.5GS-3.5S) in the stabilisation of natural high 

sulfate Gypsum Marl soil (GM) exhibited better UCS performance and lower 

expansion behaviour than that of the artificial sulfate kaolinite system (K9G). 

This difference was ascribed to multiple factors: mainly 1) the better particle size 

distribution of GM particles  relative to that of kaolinite soil (K), as it anticipated 

to induce a denser system with lesser water-holding capacity, 2) the lower 

cation exchange capacity of K as against other soil minerals, as this expected 

to induce lower fabric modification, 3) the lower aluminium oxide (Al2O3 - 

11.46%) of GM as compared to that of 35.9% for K which is believed to result 
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in lesser ettringite crystals, thereby lower expansion magnitude, and 4) the 

higher calcium oxide (32.8%) amount of GM compared to only 0.01% for K 

which is believed to be activated on the hydration of the cementitious materials 

and thus, forming additional gelatinous products (CSH and CAH).   

 
8. Relative to the minimum requirements (> 80%) of retained strength as stated in 

BS 9227:2019, only the binary blend of 5M-5S fulfilled the assessment on the 

28th day where it yielded a constant strength index value of 89% after 28 days, 

while the ternary blends of 3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-3.5GS-3.5S were regarded 

as fit-for-purpose after 90 days, where they exhibited a 90th-day residual 

strength of 84% and 111% respectively. The poorer durability at an early age is 

due to the presence of unconsumed (Ca(OH)2) and (Mg(OH)2), which lead 

respectively to the formation of ettringite and the growth of brucite on the surface 

of rod-like ettringite. These crystals expanded under soaking leading to volume 

increase, causing cracks and reducing the long-term strength. However, at the 

long-term hydration, the superior performance of the ternary blends is due to 

the formation of further hydrated products, which induce a pore-blocking effect, 

system densification, permeability reduction, and porosity enhancement, all of 

which contribute to strength improvement. 

 
8.1.2 Analytical tests 

5. All the analytical tests (TG/DTG, XRD and SEM) indicated that when silica fume 

and GGBS were incorporated separately or simultaneously as a substitution of 

L, C or M, they dilute the system by restricting the formation of ettringite, thus, 

there was a gradual compromise on the strength and expansion performance. 
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The restriction of the ettringite is due to the consumption of calcium hydroxide 

which makes the system chemically more stable under soaking conditions.  

 
6. The XRD and SEM analysis revealed that the use of silica fume at its optimum 

dosage also forms further hydrated products leading to a pore-blocking effect, 

which contribute to strength and expansion improvement. However, when silica 

fume is used at a higher dosage (>50% of the binder), it harmed the short-term 

reaction because of its higher pozzolanic activity. The higher pozzolanic activity 

of silica fume particles affected the hydration by promoting more nucleation 

sites, accelerating the consumption of Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2. Therefore, a 

limited amount of Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2 were available for the short-term 

reactions (cation exchange and flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles) and 

hence a lower improvement associated with the fabric change has occurred.  

 
8.1.3 Environmental profile and performance evaluation  

1. As per the environmental profile, all the optimised binary (3L-7S, 5C-5S and 

5M-5S) and ternary binders (3L-3.5GS-3.5S and 3M-3.5GS-3.5S) exhibited a 

greener environmental profile than that of the mainstream stabiliser (6L) in 

terms of both the energy usage and carbon dioxide emissions. As for the 

performance index, the hierarchical order was in the sequence of 5M5S > 

3M3.5GS3.5S > 3L3.5GS3.5S > 5C5S > 3L7S > 1.8L4.2S, which was in inverse 

accord with the concentration of calcium oxide, thus, a lower calcium-based 

binder is strongly recommended for a high degree of stabilisation.  
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8.2 Recommendations 

Although the application of various innovative binary and ternary binders made with 

silica fume have been comprehensively investigated using a wide range of engineering 

parameters and proven to be effective in the stabilisation of high sulfate soil, further 

research work in this area is highly recommended to enhance the robustness of the 

current innovation. Thus, the following recommendations which are anticipated to 

promote proper clarity and confidence of the findings may be drawn for future work. 

1. To establish if the carbonation of ettringite contributes to the overall expansion 

magnitude of sulfate soil stabilised with calcium-based stabiliser, a further 

research study compares the effect of presence and absence of the carbon 

dioxide surrounding the stabilised specimens by use of well-controlled 

equipment is proposed.   

2. To check the possibility of generalisation of the laboratory findings, further 

studies concerning the heterogeneity of soils, different sulfate types, and the 

effect of some other deleterious chemical compounds (such as chlorides, 

phosphates, nitrates, micas and organic contents among others) on the 

optimised binary and ternary binders are recommended. 

3. To improve the economic viability of the innovative binders, studies 

demonstrating the effect of cheaper alternative sources of silicon dioxide (such 

as wastepaper ash, rice husk ash, and volcanic ash among others) are 

suggested. 

4. To capture the remaining engineering character of the performance of the 

optimised blends, research studies investigating the capillary suction, sorptivity, 
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hydraulic conductivity, permeability, water absorption capacity, freezing/thawing 

cycles, drying/wetting cycles and leaching characteristics, are counselled.  

5. To promote proper clarity about the formation of non-smooth needle-like prisms 

in the form of distributed individual needles and flower-like structures which are 

probably because of the growth of Mg(OH)2 crystal on the ettringite, a well-

controlled study relying on the use of a variety of analytical tests that can detect 

both crystals, is advised. 

6. To certify the sustainability of the application of the innovative binders as soil 

stabilisers, a research study assessing a comprehensive life cycle analysis that 

takes into consideration all the economic and environmental aspects is 

counselled. 
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Appendix A-1: X-ray fluorescence analysis for kaolinite clay. 
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Appendix A-2: X-ray fluorescence analysis for Gypsum Marl soil. 
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Appendix A-3: X-ray fluorescence analysis for Quicklime. 
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Appendix A-4: X-ray fluorescence analysis for CEM I Portland Cement. 
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Appendix A-5: X-ray fluorescence analysis for GGBS. 
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Appendix A-6: X-ray fluorescence analysis for silica fume. 
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Appendix A-7: Soluble sulfate test for kaolinite clay. 
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Appendix A-8: Soluble sulfate test for Gypsum Marl (GM) soil. 
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Abstract: Sulfate-induced expansion resulting from the formation of ettringite in sulfate-bearing
soil stabilised with calcium-based stabilisers is a problematic issue with technical and economic
implications. Thus, this research examines the viability of the co-addition of lime (L) and silica fume
(S) at varying binder dosages (4, 6, and 10 wt%), with a view of establishing the optimum blend of L–S
for suppressing the ettringite-induced expansion of artificially high sulfate-dosed soil (kaolinite-K
and gypsum-G). To do so, a series of laboratory specimens, designed using different gypsum and lime
concentrations, were investigated using unconfined compression strength (UCS), linear expansion,
and derivative thermo-gravimetric analysis (DTG) as the main criteria for the examination. The
research outcomes indicated that the increasing substitution of L with S induces a gradual reduction
on the UCS and linear expansion at binder levels of 4 and 6 wt%, while its usage in a high binder level
(10 wt%), can yield an expansion reduction, with no compromise on the UCS performance. Therefore,
silica fume has the potential for restricting ettringite formation and suppressing the expansion, of
which 3L7S is the optimum blending ratio for suppressing the expansion.

Keywords: sulfate bearing-soil; ettringite; calcium-based stabiliser; lime; silica fume; mechanical
strength; linear expansion; swelling

1. Introduction

Sulfate soil is encountered in nearly every country in this world and recognised as
a problematic soil, due to its devastating repercussion in the presence of calcium-based
stabilisers (cement-C and lime-L) [1]. This is due to the formation of ettringite [2], which,
in crystallography, possesses a hexagonal prismatic shape and can be ideally expressed
with a formula of Ca6[Al(OH)6]2·(SO4)3·26H2O [3,4]. Ettringite forms due to the reaction
between the soluble sulfate, calcium (from calcium-based binder), and alumina (from the
soil) in the presence of water [5]. It has a highly abnormal water absorption and expansive
swelling capacity, causing cracks, and even the disintegration, of stabilised materials [6–8].
Apart from the negative repercussion associated with the incorporation of calcium-based
stabilisers in sulfate-bearing soils, there are also significant concerns associated with their
production, in terms of the non-renewable energy (1.5 tonnes of limestone and clay per one
tonne of C), the higher energy consumption of its production (∼5000 MJ/tonne for C and
∼4000 MJ/tonne for L), the higher carbon dioxide emissions (1000 Kg/tonne for C and
800 Kg/tonne for L) emitted in the atmosphere [6,9,10]. Consequently, the incorporation
of industrial by-product materials, which are also known as supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs), have been encouraged [11].

Ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS), a by-product of the steel industry, is
categorised as one of the ‘greenest’ of engineering SCMs [6] used for soil stabilisation. GGBS
is a latent hydraulic material; thus, it is often activated by cement-C, lime-L, or magnesium
oxide-M, of which the latter being preferred. In the context of soil stabilisation, C-, L-, and
M-activated GGBS blends have been examined and proven to be an effective stabiliser for
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(1) suppressing the sulfate-induced expansion [1,12–14], (2) producing superior resistance
to sodium sulfate attack [15], (3) possessing considerable durability improvements, due to
the higher resistance of carbonation and hydration products [16], (4) inducing higher heavy
metal immobilisation efficiency [17,18] and lower leachability capabilities [19,20], and
(5) yielding higher strength performance (about 2–4 times that of cement) [1,11]. However,
the future availability of GGBS has become questionable, particularly in the UK, as the
entirety of the quantity produced is consumed in Portland cement blends [21]. Therefore,
there have been efforts in this endeavour, in the recent past, to focus on other potentially
usable SCMs as alternatives to GGBS for soil stabilisation.

As an alternative SCMs to GGBS, silica fume (S), by virtue of its pozzolanic reactivity,
has been recently gaining increasing attention in the field of soil stabilisation [22–31]. Silica
fume is a very fine amorphous (nan-crystalline) silica, produced as a by-product of the
smelting process of the reduction of high-purity quartz in the silicon and ferrosilicon alloy
industries [30,32]. Silica fume, especially un-densified silica fume, has higher pozzolanic
activity, where it yields calcium hydroxide consumption up to four times higher than that
of GGBS [33]. Regarding its application in sulfate soil, Wang et al. [22], for example, used
ternary blends of C–GGBS–S and reported a reduction in the expansion, from 6% to about
zero. Ghorbani et al. [23] reported a considerable swelling reduction of sandy soil (having
gypsum content of 25% and silicon dioxide of 23%, with no sign of its aluminium oxide) by
use of binary L–S blends. Mousavi [25] investigated the co-effect of different C–S blends
on the stabilisation of high plastic clay with a sulfate (SO3) content of 2.7% and concluded
that 6C–2S is the optimum blend, in terms of shear and UCS, with no reported result on the
expansion. GhavamShirazi [34] studied the effect of binary blends of L–S on the swelling
of high plastic clay with a sulfate content of 0.4% and reported a reduction in swelling from
6% to 0.5%, by use of a binary composition of 3L–10S.

Given the explanation above, silica fume is recognised as a highly pozzolanic material
and has the potential for suppressing sulfate-induced expansion. However, the benefit
of its utilisation for high sulfate soil has still not been thoroughly researched. As an
instance, the optimum silica fume dosage, at which the ettringite-induced expansion in
high sulfate/alumina-bearing soils stabilised with different levels of lime is suppressed,
has not yet been scientifically established. Therefore, intending to fill the knowledge
gap, this current study attempts to further examine the co-effect of L–S formulations and
propose the optimum binary L–S blends for restricting the ettringite-induced expansion.
To this end, the performance of artificial kaolinite specimens dosed with 0 and 9% of
gypsum-G and stabilised with different binder levels (4, 6, and 10 wt%) of L–S formulations,
has been investigated in this study using UCS and linear expansion and reinforced by
thermo-gravimetric/derivative thermo-gravimetric (TG\DTG) analysis.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The raw materials used throughout this study were kaolinite-K [Al2Si2O5(OH)4],
gypsum-G [CaSO4·2H2O], lime-L [CaO], silica fume-S [SiO2, 98.4%], and tap water [H2O].
Kaolinite was semi-processed industrial kaolinite, in the form of a fine powder with
a relative density of 2.6–2.7, supplied by Potterycrafts Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent, UK, under
a commercial trade name of China clay standard porcelain powder. The particle size
distribution, shown in Figure 1, suggested that K contains 27% sand, 61% silt, and 12%
clay, while the Atterberg limits and plasticity index chart (see Figure 2) showed that it has a
liquid limit of 56.7%, plastic limit of 33.3%, and plasticity index of 23.4%. Therefore, as per
the grain size and plasticity index classification systems, the kaolinite used is a medium
graded sandy SILT of high plasticity.
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borough, Leicestershire, Leicester, UK. Lime was quicklime, in the form of an off-white, 
finely odourless powder with a relative density of 3.31 and supplied under a trading name 
of lime-base quicklime by Tarmac Cement and Lime Company, Buxton Lime and Pow-
ders, Derbyshire, Derby, UK. Silica fume was a commercially highly reactive micro-silica, 
in the form of a light grey amorphous power with a SiO  content of 98.4%. It was manu-
factured by Elkem Silicon Materials in Norway [32], and supplied by Tarmac Cement and 
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Figure 2. Classification of kaolinite (K), based on the plasticity chart.

Gypsum was calcium sulfate dihydrate, in the form of a fine white powder with a
percentage purity of ≥ 98% and water solubility of 2 g/L (20 °C). It was produced by
precipitation from an aqueous solution and obtained from Fisher Scientific Ltd., Lough-
borough, Leicestershire, Leicester, UK. Lime was quicklime, in the form of an off-white,
finely odourless powder with a relative density of 3.31 and supplied under a trading name
of lime-base quicklime by Tarmac Cement and Lime Company, Buxton Lime and Powders,
Derbyshire, Derby, UK. Silica fume was a commercially highly reactive micro-silica, in the
form of a light grey amorphous power with a SiO2 content of 98.4%. It was manufactured
by Elkem Silicon Materials in Norway [32], and supplied by Tarmac Cement and Lime
Company, Buxton Lime and Powders, Derbyshire, Derby, UK, under the trading name of
Elkem un-densified micro-silica 971. Figure 1 shows the particle size distribution curves of
the raw materials, while Tables 1 and 2 summarise the oxide compositions and physical
properties respectively.
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Table 1. Oxide composition of kaolinite, lime, and silica fume.

Oxides
Compositions (%)

Kaolinite Lime Silica Fume

CaO <0.01 71.56 0.2
MgO 0.21 0.58 0.1
SiO2 47.32 0.67 98.4

Al2O3 35.96 0.07 0.2
Na2O 0.07 <0.02
P2O5 0.12 0.03 0.03
Fe2O3 0.69 0.05 0.01
Mn2O3 0.02 0.02

K2O 1.8 <0.01 0.2
TiO2 0.02 <0.01
V2O5 <0.01 0.02
BaO 0.07 <0.01
SO3 0.01 0.19 0.1
LOI 0.1 27.4 0.5

Table 2. Physical properties of kaolinite, lime, and silica fume.

Physical Properties Kaolinite Lime Silica Fume

Bulk density
(
kg/m3) 480 300

Specific gravity
(
Mg/m3) 2.14 2.82 3.15

pH Value 5.37 12.62 7
Colour White White Grey

Swelling pressure (kPa) 1.3
Linear expansion (%) 6.2

Physical form Fine powder Powder Powder

2.2. Mix Proportions

Formation of ettringite in lime-stabilised sulfate soil is controlled by several factors,
such as clay mineralogy, sulfate content, and binder content, among other variables [35].
Therefore, to conduct a precise study, it was found necessary, at the initial stage of the
author’s research on the application of silica fume, to study the effect of a broad range of
binder contents for the stabilisation of sulfate soil with a constant sulfate content. In this
regard, the preliminary mixes under this current study (see Table 3) were designed using
kaolinite (K), two gypsum concentrations (0 and 9 wt%), three binder dosages (4, 6, and
10 wt%), and different lime substitution levels with silica fume. A two-part notation system
was used to express the mix code. The first part typifies the target soil materials (K0G or
K9G), which represents the acronym form of kaolinite-K containing 0% or 9% of gypsum-G.
The second part signifies the acronym form of the binary blend of lime (L) and silica fume
(S). The gypsum percentage shown in the mix code represents the gypsum concentration
in the target soil material (kaolinite and gypsum), while the binder dosage represents the
binder percentage by weight of the target soil materials.

The artificial processed target soil materials (K0G and K9G) were used in this study
because of the consistency and homogeneity of kaolinite [36], as it facilitates the ease of
identifying and explaining some complex interactions before venturing into more complex
natural unprocessed clay soils in future work [37]. The adoption of kaolinite and 9%
gypsum stems from the hypothesis that, if the optimisation of binder combination was
carried out using the worst sulfate scenario (high gypsum/alumina-enriched blended soil)
for ettringite formation, ettringite formation in any other sulfate-bearing soil stabilised
with the optimum binders would be expected to be manageable, to some reasonable degree.
The three binder levels (4, 6, and 10 wt%), which were within the typical binder range for
modification/stabilisation of different soils, were adopted in this study to establish a more
general and unbiased platform. This enables the generalisation of the optimised binder
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and facilitates the speculation of the optimum blended binder for different natural soils.
As for the lime replacement with silica fume, it initially occurred at a small replacement
interval (10% by dry weight of binder) and then continued at 20% replacement intervals,
taking into consideration enough lime content (1–2% by weight of target soil material) has
existed for fabric modification and initiation of the pozzolanic reactions. The replacement
intervals were found vital to establish the exact optimum silica fume dosage, at which
the ettringite-induced expansion in high sulfate-bearing soil stabilised with different lime
levels, is suppressed with no compromise on strength.

Table 3. Mix composition of artificial kaolinite specimens made with different gypsum concentrations
(0 and 9 wt%) and stabilised with binary blends of lima (L) and silica fume (S).

Groups Mix Code
Lime Substitution

Level (%)

Mix Compositions (%)

Target Soil Material (%)
Water (%)

Binder (%)

Kaolinite Gypsum Lime Silica Fume

4(LS)

K0G–4L0S 0 100 30 4
K9G–4L0S 0 91 9 4

K9G–3.6L0.4S 10 91 9 3.6 0.4
K9G–2.8L1.2S 30 91 9 2.8 1.2

K9G–2L2S 50 91 9 2 2

6(LS)

K0G–6L0S 0 100 30 6
K9G–6L0S 0 91 9 6

K9G–5.4L0.6S 10 91 9 5.4 0.6
K9G–4.2L1.8S 30 91 9 4.2 1.8

K9G–3L3S 50 91 9 3 3
K9G–1.8L4.2S 70 91 9 1.8 4.2

10(LS)

K0G–10L0S 0 100 31 10
K9G–10L0S 0 91 9 10
K9G–9L1S 10 91 9 9 1
K9G–7L3S 30 91 9 7 3
K9G–5L5S 50 91 9 5 5
K9G–3L7S 70 91 9 3 7

2.3. Sample Preparation

At the introductory stage of laboratory simulations, it was vital to carry out proctor
compaction tests, in accordance with [38] and establish the optimum moisture content
(OMC) at which the maximum dry density (MDD) is obtained. Due to the cost implication
of the proctor compaction test, however, this test was limited to K0G-based mixes, where
only the variation of lime levels was investigated. Accordingly, the OMC and MDD were
discovered to be 27% and 1455 kg/m3 for K0G-4L0S, 27% and 1440 kg/m3 for K0G-6L0S,
and 28% and 1420 kg/m3 for K0G-10L0S, respectively. However, in practice, soil is always
compacted at a moisture content (MC) relatively higher than that of OMC [39–41], as this
actualises the best performance. This is due to the fact that the relatively higher moisture
content accommodates any moisture losses during the compaction stage. Therefore, a MC
of 30%, equal to 1.1 × OMC, was adopted for the fabrication of testing specimens made
with 4 and 6 (wt%) of binder, while 31% was used for 10 wt%. By keeping the MC constant,
the specimens were expected, within the experimental error, to be made at comparable
densification.

A total of 11 specimens per mix were produced from dried K mixed with G, L, and S
at the predetermined MC. For each specimen, enough dry materials capable of producing a
specimen (measuring 100 mm in height and 50 mm in diameter) were mixed in a mechanical
mixing device for 3 min, before progressively being humidified with the predetermined
MC. Afterwards, an intermittent hand mixing with a palette knife, followed by re-mixing of
the moistened mixture in the mixing device for a further 3 min, was performed to enhance
the homogeneity of the mixture. On completion of mixture homogenisation, the semi-paste
mixture was carefully poured into a 100 mm× 50 mm prefabricated cylinder-shaped mould
(see Figure 3a) fitted with a collar to accommodate all the materials. The homogenised
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mixture was then compressed using a hydraulic jack wherein a static compressive force was
axially applied in aid of a fabricated custom-built steel frame (see Figure 3b), to achieve the
desired dry density. The compacted specimens were therefore kept in the mould for 3 min,
enabling specimen stability. Once specimen relaxation was achieved, the specimen was
then cautiously extruded using a steel cylinder-shaped plunger pre-lubricated with a thin
film of oil to ease the extrusion (see Figure 3c). The prepared specimens were trimmed and
individually wrapped in several runs of cling film (see Figure 3d) to regulate humidity and
reduce moisture evaporation, complying with [42]. Finally, the cylinders produced were
collectively kept in a sealed container to moist cure and stored in a temperature-controlled
room of 20 ◦C until the date of testing.
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Figure 3. Apparatus used for specimen preparation, (a) steel mould to accommodate the semi-paste
mixture, (b) steel frame and hydraulic jack for specimen compaction, (c) extruded specimen and
(d) extruded specimen wrapped in cling film.

2.4. Testing Method

To evaluate the performance of the designed formulations, three tests, including linear
expansion, UCS, and TG/DTG analysis, were adopted in this study.

The linear expansion was carried out on two cylinders per mix composition, in ac-
cordance with [43], using perspex cells, such as those employed elsewhere [37,44,45].
The use of replicates for the stabilised specimens was due to expected heterogeneity post-
stabilisation and informed confidence in the repeatability and effectiveness of the optimised
binary blends, as well as the precision/reliability of the results [46]. On the other hand, the
utilisation of the linear expansion method for monitoring the volume change behaviour
was because it has several advantages over those of the standardised methods, including
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swelling pressure, swelling potential, or the California bearing ratio method. Simplicity and
availability of an adequate number of perspex cells, in addition to the ease of test operation,
are some of the vital reasons wherefores the linear expansion method was selected. The
complex nature and high-cost practicability of the scheme, particularly that of the California
bearing ratio, was also a contributing factor to the adoption of the linear expansion method.

Immediately after 7 days of moist curing, about 10 mm of the top and bottom of
two compacted cylindrical specimens, per mix composition, were unwrapped by carefully
cutting and removing the cling film using a sharp razor. The partially exposed compacted
specimens were then individually placed on a separate porous disc, located on a plastic
platform in a perspex cell, as schematically shown in Figure 4. The perspex cells were there-
after covered with prefabricated lids, equipped with dial gauges to measure the vertical
displacement (vertical expansion) of the specimens. This was followed by adjustment of
the dial gauges, such that the dial gauges are working appropriately and touching the top
perspex disc. On completion of the initial reading recordation, the water was carefully
added to the perspex cells, through the top inlet, using a siphon to ensure a minimum
disturbance of the accommodated cylinders. The level of water was carefully increased,
until the exposed bottom part of the specimens (up to 10 mm of the specimen’s base) was
completely immersed in water. In addition, the layer of water was always kept constant, at
the prescribed level, by adding some water when it was needed, in order to ensure that
no water evaporation from the specimens occurred. The process of partial immersion of
specimens in water is referred to as soaking [47] and commenced after 7 days of moist
curing. The process of soaking was monitored on a daily basis for a period of 200 days.
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Figure 4. Linear expansion test; (a) schematic diagram of a perspex cell test set-up, (b) specimens
during the linear expansion test.

The UCS was conducted in accordance with [48,49], using a Hounsfield testing ma-
chine equipped with a special self-levelling device to ensure uniaxial load application, and
it was capable of exerting load up to 10 kN. At the end of each prescribed curing period
(7, 28, and 90 days), three-cylindrical specimens, per mix proportion, were unwrapped,
weighed, and compared with their original weight at the time of casting. This was con-
ducted to discard any specimens that lose more than 2% of their original mass during the
curing period, complying with [48]. The specimens to be tested were immediately mounted
into the testing machine, with no drying procedure, and a uniform compressive load, with
a constant strain rate of 2 mm per minute, was applied until failure. Ultimately, the mean
of the failure loads was used for the establishment of the UCS, based on the ratio of the
failure load to the cylinders’ cross-sectional area.

The DTG analysis was performed on randomly oriented portions of powdered pieces
of the 7-day UCS specimens, using a TA instruments TGA55 kit. The analysis was con-
ducted from room temperatures up to 1000 °C, under an argon atmosphere, at a flow
heating rate of 20 °C per minute. The representative samples used for the analysis were
pre-dried in a desiccator at 40 °C to ensure moisture equilibrium. Silica gel was also used
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and replaced every 12 h, to ensure rapid evaporation of moisture, for a total period of
2 days.

3. Results
3.1. Unconfined Compression Strength

Development of UCS with curing times for different kaolinite specimens, designated
using various binder levels (4, 6, and 10%), are plotted in Figure 5. In general, all the
kaolinite specimens exhibited a progressive development of strength with the curing
period, demonstrating the formation of new minerals that can play a significant role
in the strengthening of the host matrix. Specifically, at 4 and 6 wt% binder levels, a
decreeing strength trend was observed for K9G specimens, in response to the increase
of lime substitution level with silica fume, achieving the minimum strength of 1111 and
1459 kN/m2 at 2L2S and 1.8L4.2S, respectively. These lowest strength levels, however,
were higher than those of K0G formulations (K0G-4L0S and K0G-6L0S), which experienced
a strength value of 1083 and 1129 kN/m2, respectively. As for the high (10 wt%) binder
level, the comparative analysis indicated that there was a gradual increase in the UCS, as
the lime replacement proportion increased up to 30%, where the strength increased from
1995 to 2027 and 2297 kN/m2 when 10% and 30% of S were used, respectively. Further
increase in the substitution level (50% and 70%) yielded a slight reduction (200 kN/m2) in
strength improvement, although such strength was greater than those of their counterparts
(K0G-10L0S and K9G-10L0S). It is also worth mentioning that, at a constant blending binder
ratio (2L2S, 3L3S, and 5L5S), the UCS increases as the lime binder content increases. This
implies that it is reasonable to speculate that a higher UCS may be achieved by increasing
the binder level, on the basis of 50%L-50%S, such as 6L6S, 7L7S, and so on. Ultimately, the
utilisation of silica fume as a lime substitution induces a gradual compromise on the UCS,
at both low (4 wt%) and intermediate (6 wt%) binder levels, while its usage in the high
(10 wt%) binder level yielded a slight strength improvement, as compared to that of the
control (K9G-10L0S).
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3.2. Linear Expansion

Figure 6 presents the 200-day expansion trends of K0G and K9G specimens stabilised
with binary blends of lime and silica fume at different binder dosages (4, 6, and 10%). As
shown in Figure 6, the incorporation of silica fume as a lime substitute played a key role
in attaining a lower expansion magnitude, and its effectiveness was more pronounced at
higher substitution levels. This was presented by a gradual expansion reduction, reaching
the lowest expansion of 6.6% for 4% binder specimens, 3.3% for 6% binder specimens, and
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3.9% for 10% binder specimens at 50%, 70%, and 70% lime replacement levels, respectively.
This indicates signs of the importance of silica fume in restraining the sulfate-induced
expansion in lime-stabilised soil. It is also worth mentioning that, at a constant blending
binder ratio (2L2S, 3L3S, and 5L5S), the linear expansion increases as the binder content
increases, which was expected, due to the increase of lime content in the binder. This also
implies that it is reasonable to speculate that the linear expansion is expected to increase
gradually, in response to the increase of binder dosage, on the basis of 5L5S (such as 6L6S,
7L7S, and so on).
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(c) 10 wt%.

By keeping the regulatory levels of the 0G-controls in view, it can be also observed
that only the L–S ratio of 30%–70%, as shown by K9G-1.8L4.2S and K9G-3L7S, alleviated
the expansivity magnitude to a level lower than that of control (K0G). Therefore, it could
be concluded that the reduction in the expansivity of sulfate soil stabilised with L–S blends
is adversely proportional to the lime content and directly proportional to the silica fume
content, of which, an L–S ratio of 30–70 is the optimum for suppressing the expansion in
the presence of sulfate.

3.3. Derivative Thermo-Gravimetric (DTG) Analysis

Figure 7 presents the 7th day DTG curves of sulfate kaolinite soils containing 0 and 9%
G and stabilised with different L–S combinations at three binder levels (4, 6, and 10 wt%),
alongside the demonstrative comment for the causality of the major peaks. In all binder
levels, a progressive reduction in the intensity of the ettringite peak with the increase
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of silica fume content was evidenced, suggesting a sign of its effect in the mitigation
of ettringite formation. This has been substantiated by the regression of the ettringite
peak and confirmed by the simultaneous progression of the gypsum peak. With further
insight into Figure 7, it can be also observed that the reduction of the ettringite peak
is positively proportional to the increase of binder content. Apart from ettringite and
gypsum appearance, a shoulder endothermic peak, ascribed to portlandite because of
the de-hydroxylation of non-consumed Ca (OH)2 at 400− 500 °C, was also detected in
6L-based specimens and pronounced blunter in 10L-based specimens. This signifies the
incomplete consumption of lime during the first 7 days of moist curing. The intensity of
portlandite peak was, however, noted to be gradually reduced on the substitution of lime
and completely disappeared in the case of intermediate (6%) and high (10%) binder levels,
respectively, at an L–S percentage ratio of 70%–30%, as illustrated by K9G–4.2L1.8S and
50%–50%, as given by K9G–5L5S.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Unconfined Compression Strength

The UCS for all the designated formulations exhibited a gradually increasing trend
as the curing age increased, providing evidence that stabilised specimens followed the
classical trend of soil stabilisation. The display of UCS development is commonly attributed
to fabric modification (short-term reaction, including cation exchange and flocculation-
agglomeration of soil particles) and pozzolanic reactions (long-term reaction) between
soil and lime [50]. In the presence of water, the first reaction taking a place for quicklime
is the hydration reaction (an extremely high exothermic reaction), resulting in hydrated
lime [35], which further dissociates into calcium and hydroxyl [51]. The released calcium
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fixes to the surface of soil particles, which causes cation exchange [8,52–54], reduces the
electrochemical repulsion forces between the soil particles [55], and produces a compressed
double cations layer [55–57]. As the diffused double cation layer reduces, the electronic-
state charges interact to a greater extent, promoting different soil particle arrangements:
edge-to-edge flocculation, face-to-edge flocculation, face-to-face aggregation, dispersed-
deflocculated fabric, and agglomeration [5,50,58–60]. “This process is commonly referred
to as flocculation and agglomeration, with flocculation referring to the clustering together
of the individual clay particles into “flocs” which in turn agglomerate together into much
larger “aggregates” with an open pore structure of reduced packing density” [45].

Besides the release of Ca2+, the hydroxides (OH) are also presented, causing an
increase in the pH value, up to 12.4 [52,53]. The increase in the alkalinity generates a
corrosive environment, in which the alkaline hydrolysis of covalent bonds between Si-O
and Al-O releases silicate (SiO−4

4 ) and aluminate (Al[OH]−4 ) [35]. This, therefore, aids the
dissolution of aluminate (Al) and silicate (Si) ions, initiating the pozzolanic reactions [6,7],
producing cementitious gels CSH and CAH [52,54]. These hydrated products, which
are similar to those formed during the hydration of cement [55], crystallise with time,
forming a stiff matrix and binding the soil particles by infilling the inter-aggregate pore
space [51]. This process, eventually, decreases soil particle movements and enhances
strength performance [35].

A comparative analysis of the effect of the sole addition of lime (L) on the UCS
performance of kaolinite specimens, in the absence of sulfate, revealed that the binder
domination was in the order of 6L > 4L > 10L. The superiority of a moderate lime level
(6L) could be credited to the optimum lime content (OLC) that can be consumed during
the curing period[54]. Typically, there are two main reactions involved in the consumption
of lime: mainly the cation exchange (short-term reaction consumes from 1–3% of lime)
and pozzolanic reaction (long-term reaction consumes 2–8% of lime) [61]. Therefore, the
addition of a lower amount of lime (4L) resulted in an insignificant strength gain, probably
because of the insufficient lime content to both the cation exchange and pozzolanic reaction,
which was evident by the disappearance of portlandite peak at 400− 500 °C in the 7-day
DTG curve. Upon the addition of 2% extra (6L), there was enough lime for both reactions,
which is probably the reason behind the increase in the UCS of the 6L-based system,
relative to the 4L-based system. However, upon further addition of lime (10L), a reduction
in UCS was reported, emulating the UCS trends of [62,63]. This decreasing phenomenon is
probably due to the presence of unconsumed Ca(OH)2, as confirmed by the blunter peak
of portlandite in the 7-day DTG curve of K0G–10L. According to Chemeda et al. [64], a
higher amount of lime leads to the coating of K particles by a layer of adsorbed calcium,
which prevents the alkaline attack [65]. This, therefore, reduces the silicon and aluminium
released from the soil and delays the pozzolanic reaction. Choobbasti and Kutanaei [66]
also urged that the presence of the crystals of portlandite on the surface of soil particles
reduces the cohesion between the soil particles and cementitious products.

In the presence of sulfate (CaSO4·2H2O), the results indicated that the overall UCS
of 9G-kaolinite specimens surpassed those of non-sulfate (0G) kaolinite specimens. This
provided robust evidence for the beneficial effect of sulfate and could be assigned to the
formation of ettringite, a highly hydrated crystalline mineral, forming due to the reaction
between the soluble sulfate, calcium, and alumina in the presence of water [1]. Under
moist curing condition (sealed condition), ettringite formation improves strength through
three combined mechanisms: (1) the reduction of the porosity of the host matrix, due to
the nucleation of ettringite crystals within the pores; (2) the formation of an interlocked
matrix, due to growth of ettringite around the soil particles, which helps the soil particles
to resist the compressive forces upon the incremental loading; and (3) the dewatering of
the system, due to the high water absorption capacity of ettringite, as this increases the dry
density [6,7,59]. It is also worth mentioning that the UCS of 9G-based specimens followed
the binder domination order of 6L > 10L > 4L. The dominance of 6L, over those of 4L and
10L, can be credited to the threshold of the gypsum/lime (G/L) ratio, in which a decrease
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or increase in the G/L ratio has no significant contribution to the UCS. This threshold is
around a G/L ratio of 1.5, which will be the subject of another publication that reports the
result of simulating the strength and expansion of specimens made with varying L and G
contents.

Upon the use of silica fume with different lime levels, the result revealed that its
dosage of administration yielded two different UCS trends, mainly (1) decreasing and
(2) increasing/decreasing trends. The decreasing trend was observed at low (4 wt%)
and intermediate (6 wt%) binder levels, in which the inclusion of silica fume induces a
gradual compromise on the UCS as the silica fume amount increases. This decreasing
trend can be credited to the higher pozzolanic activity of the un-densified silica fume
used in this research. According to Suraneni and Weiss [33], the un-densified silica fume
used in this research had a pozzolanic activity even higher than GGBS and calcined clay,
where it can yield a calcium hydroxide consumption up to four times higher than that
of GGBS. This implies that the un-densified silica fume is superior in the acceleration of
the consumption of Ca(OH)2, limiting the available lime for ettringite formation, thus
promoting lesser strength gain associated with ettringite. The silica fume also affects the
hydration kinetics by promoting more nucleation sites at an earlier hydration age [67],
which further accelerates the consumption of Ca(OH)2. This accelerating phenomenon
would then negatively affect the short-term reactions (cation exchange and flocculation-
agglomeration of particles); hence, a lower degree of strength gain, associated with fabric
modification, would have occurred.

As for the increasing/decreasing trend of UCS, it was observed at a high (10 wt%)
binder level, in which the UCS increased to a certain dosage of silica fume, beyond which its
further addition induced a gradual reduction in strength. This certain dosage of silica fume
was observed by K9G–7L3S, where the K9G system exhibited the threshold of strength at a
blending L–S ratio of 70%–30%. The increasing trend (up to the strength threshold) at a
high (10 wt%) binder level can be assigned to three factors. The first factor is the formation
of much more hydrated products, which induces a pore-blocking effect [40,68] and com-
pensates for the strength reduction induced by the restriction of ettringite formation. The
blockage of the capillary pores induces system densification, permeability reduction, and
porosity enhancement[45], all of which contribute to strength improvement [61]. The sec-
ond factor is the provision of a higher binder amount, in the case of 10%, relative to that of
4 and 6%, as this is expected to yield a higher degree of fabric modification. The third factor
is the complete consumption of portlandite, particularly at around a 30% lime substitution
level, as this leads to overcoming the negative impact of the portlandite between the soil
particles and hydrated products, thereby improving the cohesion of the system. As for the
decreasing trend (after the strength threshold of 7L3S), this can be assigned to the reduction
of lime amount, as this induces lesser hydrated products within the system; thereby, a
lower degree of strength gain associated with hydrated products would have occurred.
The higher pozzolanic activity of silica fume is also a contributing factor to the decreasing
trend, beyond the strength threshold of 7L3S, as it would promote lesser strength gain
associated with fabric modification. Eventually, it can be concluded that the UCS of sulfate
kaolinite specimens, stabilised with L–S blends, is directly proportional to lime content and
adversely proportional to silica fume content, of which, a blend of 7L3S is the optimum for
a higher degree of UCS.

4.2. Linear Expansion

Prior to stabilisation, soaking of the compacted pure kaolinite specimens in water,
after 7 days of moist curing, witnessed a rapid volume enlargement, reaching the ulti-
mate expansion of 6.2% (pre-tabulated in Table 2) at the lapse of the soaking period. The
causativeness of the kaolinite expansion is attributed to the inter-crystalline expansion
mechanism [69], which is resulted from the enlargement of interparticle pores and wetting
of soil particles. Generally, kaolinite clay specimens, in their moist cured state, are a rela-
tively malleable compacted mixture of negatively-charged particles possessing a mineral
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structure of a leaf-like arrangement and suggesting an interlinked pore structure [70]. On
water soaking, water permeates immediately throughout the finer pores of the compacted
specimen under capillary suction pressures. Through the upward movement of liquids,
the negatively-charged surfaces of kaolinite particles attract the water molecules, alter-
ing the internal electrochemical interparticle force equilibrium. An extensive adsorbed
film is then formed, owing to the concentration gradient existing between the electrical
double-diffused layer and bulk solution, leading to an inter-crystalline spacing change,
known as an inter-crystalline expansion. This inter-crystalline phenomenon possesses
a rapid increasing nature in the short-term, until a certain degree of saturation, behind
which, a steady increasing nature occurs, until the internal electrochemical force system
is in equilibrium with the capillarity forces. In this study, the equilibrium of the kaolinite
system occurred at an expansion magnitude of 6.2%.

The stabilisation of kaolinite soil (K0G), by use of sole addition of lime, in the absence
of sulfate, resulted in a reasonable resistance to expansion. As pre-shown in Figure 6, the
descending order of binder predominance by the expansion magnitude was 4L system (4%
expansion), 6L system (4.7% expansion), and 10L system (5% expansion). The underlying
reaction mechanisms behind lime inclusion were pre-unveiled in the literature, as the
result of a short-term (cation exchange, flocculation-agglomeration of soil particles) and
long-term (pozzolanic reaction) reactions. The short-term reaction balances the electrostatic
charges of soil particles, thus reducing the electrochemical repulsion forces between the
particles [55], producing a compressed double cations layer, and subsequently modifying
the engineering stabilised soil properties by reducing the water holding capacity of soil
particles [56,57]. The pozzolanic reaction produces hydrated products, CSH and CAH,
which crystallise with time, forming a stiff matrix [52] and binding the soil particles by
infilling the inter-aggregate pore [51] thus enhancing the expansion [35].

In the presence of sulfate, the reference configuration of L-based specimens (K9G–
4L0S, K9G–6L0S, and K9G–10L0S) displayed higher expansivity, in which the expansion
increased gradually, reaching the ultimate expansion magnitude of 25% for K9G–4L0S,
30% for K9G–6L0S, and 32% for K9G–10L0S at the 120th, 160th, and 180th day of soaking,
respectively. Based on the findings of DTG analysis, this increase in the expansion can be
associated with the amount of ettringite crystals formed, where the ettringite peak height
in both DTG was in line with the expansion trend. Under the soaking condition, ettringite
has highly abnormal water absorption, growing as needles or rod-shaped crystals, thereby
generating internal stress, causing the formation of cracks and expansion of the stabilised
material [6].

Upon the substitution of lime with silica fume, the result revealed that the inclusion
of silica fume yielded a decreasing expansion trend at all the binder levels, reaching the
lowest expansion value at a blending lime–silica fume ratio of 30%–70%. Similar to the case
of UCS, this reduction in expansion is attributed to the restriction of ettringite formation,
due to the higher pozzolanic activity of silica fume. The higher pozzolanic activity affects
the hydration kinetics by promoting more active nucleation sites for speeding up the
consumption of portlandite, thus reducing the solubility rate of alumina. The restriction of
alumina dissolution inhibits the formation of ettringite and promotes the formation of CSH
over that of CAH, all of which improve expansion.

5. Conclusions

The outcome of this research ascertained the feasibility of developing an effective
binder using silica fume as a partial substitution of lime, in order to restrict ettringite
formation and suppress the expansion associated thereof. The following conclusions can
be drawn, as follows.

1. The use of silica fume as a lime substitution at low (4 wt%) and intermediate (6 wt%)
binder levels induces a gradual compromise on the UCS as its content increases, while
its usage in high (10 wt%) binder level yields a slight UCS improvement, relative to
the control (K9G–10L0S). The decreasing phenomenon at binder levels of 4 and 6%
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can be credited to the faster consumption of lime, as it restricts ettringite formation;
thus, the strength gain associated with the growth of ettringite is cancelled. As for
the strength gain at 10% binder, this can be assigned to the higher binder amount,
as it yields a higher degree of fabric modification and forms much more hydrated
products.

2. The expansivity of sulfate kaolinite specimens stabilised with binary blends of L–S is
directly proportional to the lime content and adversely proportional to silica fume
content, of which, a blending ratio of 30% L–70% S is the optimum for suppressing
the sulfate-induced expansion. The decreasing phenomenon, in response to the silica
fume increases, is due to the higher pozzolanic activity of silica fume, as it restricts the
formation of ettringite, which has been substantiated by a gradual reduction in the
broadness of the ettringite peak, coupled with a concomitant increase of the gypsum
peak in the DTG curves.

3. Silica fume has the potential to reduce the ettringite formation, but it cannot lead to a
complete restriction, probably due to the faster reaction of ettringite.

4. The limitations to this study, which could impact the authenticity of the outcomes, are
the utilisation of an artificially sulfate-dosed soil (kaolinite–gypsum) and single silica
fume type as the received state (un-densified silica fume without treatment). Therefore,
a research study considering the use of different natural soils and pre-treatment of
silica fume is recommended to overcome this deficiency.
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